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Preface
Throughout the reading of this Brief, we consider it essential to recall a number of passages
from the Prosecution evidence which in themselves establish reasonable doubt as to the
charges brought against the accused Mr Merhi and which consequently justify a not guilty
verdict on all counts.
[PHILIPS] .. .changing the tilt or the azimuth or the baring can create substantial impact upon
the real coverage provided on the ground by a given cell. (T-183, p. 75)

[PRH707I ALFA] I do not know how the information sent by [Alfa] was used to be able to
come up with these maps. I have no answer for that. (T -258, p. 83)
... we cannot technically come up with accurate answers depending on these maps. (T -258, p.
84)
[DONALDSON] ... ! only have the evidence available to me, and I think I would be a fool if I
said that this [attribution] was unequivocal, this was unassailable [ ... ] it is not clear-cut the
way that it is with the other phones ... (T -405, pp. 8-9)
[PHILIPS] ... whatever the functional role of Green 071, it was separate and indeed insulated
from the activities of the mission field commander. (T-287, p. 78)
[PHILIPS] This phone almost ceased use prior to the other event starting. So in terms of
trying to align this with the main event, if I can use that term, certainly from my analysis
there was nothing of any great interest, shall I say. (T -363, p. 52)
[PLATT] Mr. Ayyash and Mr. Merhi might not have been aware that either party had a
Green Phone. (T -333, p. 73)
[DONALDSON] I cannot speak to the purpose of Purple 231 [ ... ].I don't know what the
purpose of Purple 231 was [ ... ]. I don't believe I've been able to demonstrate the purpose of
this phone. (T375, pp. 61, 74; T-403, p. 84)
[DONALDSON] I would not be able to be specific about the nature of Purple 231. [ ... ]No,
for me there's no suggestion of criminality. (T -374, p. 44)
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I.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Despite a trial lasting more than four years, what little is known about Hassan Habib

Merhi ("Merhi") is contained in a handful of documents that the Prosecution has tendered
into evidence. No one seems to know or have seen Merhi.
2.

With regard to his place of residence, no witness was able to attest to the fact that he

was there in 2004-2005. There is no information as to his place of employment. Not one
person identified the photo produced by the Prosecution stating unequivocally that it was
Merhi.
3.

The phones that the Prosecution attributes to Merhi, Green 071 and Purple 231, hardly

ever stray from two cell sectors, indicating that their respective users very rarely moved.
There is neither any exceptional presence, nor any exceptional activity.
4.

The Defence for Hassan Habib Merhi (the "Defence") submits that Merhi is a largely

unknown individual, which the Prosecution evidence fails to define. Nevertheless, the
Prosecution alleges that Merhi, together with his co-accused, is responsible for having
participated in a conspiracy to organise a terrorist attack of such magnitude that it left a
profound mark on the recent history of Lebanon.
5.

The Prosecution emphasises the high degree of complexity and sophistication of the

alleged attack, 1 yet has no evidence in its possession to support its claim that Merhi possessed
the knowledge, capacity, means and intent to participate in it, by coordinating the activities of
two co-accused.
6.

The Prosecution states that Merhi had no personal reason to commit the alleged crime.

Yet to offset this shortcoming, the Prosecution claims that there are links between Merhi and
Hezbollah, claims which are not demonstrated by the evidence. Indeed, Hassan N asrallah' s
statements of support for the Accused upon which the Prosecution relies were all made before
the STL issued its public indictment against Merhi.

2

There is therefore no public

acknowledgment that Merhi was a member of Hezbollah.
7.

The Defence also notes, with concern, that the Prosecution infers the existence of links

between the Accused and Hezbollah on the basis of prejudices and tenuous associations.
1
2

F3713/COR, paras 23,321,341, 344,445, 815,976.
F3713/COR, paras 322-324.
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Indeed, the Prosecution uses the religious confession of the Accused and their presumed
place of residence, Dahyieh, to establish their link with Hezbollah. 3 These shortcuts are
unacceptable and vexatious for the Lebanese people. In point of fact, if the association with
Hezbollah could be surmised from religion and place of residence, thousands of individuals
would be unfairly linked to this group against their will.
8.

Similarly, the only evidence specifically used to try to link Merhi to Hezbollah are the

calls from Purple 231 to the phone attributed to Ali Ammar, a Member of Parliament from
the political branch of Hezbollah, and the links of his brother, who died in March 2004, with
that organisation. 4 Based solely on those two pieces of evidence, the Prosecution infers that
Merhi is, by association, a supporter of Hezbollah. Yet the Prosecution has no other evidence
to establish this link, which however is central to its case.
9.

In order to prove the essential elements of its case, the Prosecution uses call data in the

form of call sequence tables ("CSTs"). It possesses no telephone content, and no relevant
SMS.
10.

The Prosecution uses the phone data to imagine or create the content of conversations.

It uses the time where the calls took place and the periods where there were no calls to

extrapolate content. In fact, to accuse an individual of having "coordinated" the activities of
one or more people, it is crucial to possess the content of the conversations in order to assess
whether the words of the accused are intended to coordinate the activities of the co-accused.
However, the Prosecution does not have this content. It nevertheless seeks Merhi's conviction
on the basis of what it describes as "call sequences", even in the absence of any call, since it
is unable to present any other actus reus or mens rea evidence.
11.

Furthermore, Merhi is the sole Accused for whom the Prosecution cannot attempt to

infer involvement by the alleged activation of cells linked to the attack, since not one of the
phones attributed to him activated any of the cells. However, during its first Opening
Statement, the Prosecution highlighted the importance of the locations where the phones were
situated in 2004-2005 so as to suggest links with the alleged attack. As far as Merhi is
concerned, it is impossible to make those inferences. The Prosecution even concedes that he
was static and did not visit the key sites mentioned in the Indictment.

3
4

F3713/COR, paras 336-337.
F3713/COR, paras 334-335.
STL-11-01/T/TC
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12.

As such, it would have been better if the Prosecution, faced with the lack of evidence,

with the inadequacy of the investigation into Merhi' s identity, and with the paucity of phone
activity, had avoided extrapolation by imagining a malleable scenario, and ultimately never
joined him with the other Accused.
13.

In this Brief, the Defence shall demonstrate the flaws in the Prosecution's case, which is

based on telecommunications evidence which is seriously defective in terms of reliability.
Firstly, the Prosecution fails to identify the Accused and secondly, it attributes phones to him
which it claims were implicated in the events of 14 February 2005. It further fails to
demonstrate that the "mission" of Green 071 was that which it ascribes to him.
14.

More crucially, the Prosecution fails to meet its burden of proof relating to the essential

elements of the crimes of which it accuses Merhi. Indeed, there is no evidence which goes to
demonstrate that Merhi gave his prior agreement to the means and tools used to put the
alleged conspiracy into effect. There is also no indication to establish that Merhi took
concrete action in order to assist in the commission of the crimes of perpetrating a terrorist
act, intentional homicide, and attempted intentional homicide.
15.

For the requirements of this Brief, the Defence does not recognise any attribution of a

phone number, or any of the Prosecution's allegations, with the exception of the undisputed
facts agreed in the course of the proceedings. 5 There is nothing in this Brief that can be
interpreted as amounting to such an admission. The Defence does not recognise moreover the
terrorist nature of the explosion of 14 February 2005, nor the false character of the claim of
responsibility, which the Prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt.
16.

The Defence also draws the Chamber's attention to the concessions made by the

Prosecution in its Final Trial Brief. 6 The Defence moreover requests the Chamber not to take
into consideration the new allegations which are outside of the scope of the Indictment 7 and
to dismiss them, as well as those which are not supported by the evidence. 8 Although the
Annexes to this Brief are not exhaustive lists, they do indeed reflect the flaws in the
Prosecution's

case

and

could

assist

the

Chamber

m

its

Judgement.

Fl492; F2760.
Annex C.
7 Annex D.
R Annex E.
5

6
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II.
17.

FAIRNESS OF THE PROCEEDINGS

The Defence submits that several factors arising throughout the trial so affected its

procedural fairness that the rights of the Accused to have his case heard fairly and in public,
to be informed as expeditiously as possible and in detail of the nature and the reasons for the
charges brought against him, to have the necessary time and facilities for the preparation of
his defence and to question Prosecution witnesses, or to have them questioned, were
violated. 9 Throughout the trial the Defence strove to draw the Chamber's attention to such
violations, but its requests were dismissed each time it did so.

A. The rights of the Accused to have adequate time and facilities for the
preparation of his defence have been compromised since the beginning, and
throughout the trial
18.

The Defence submits that the circumstances under which the proceedings against Merhi

(STL-13-04) were joined to trial STL-11-01 and the endless additions to the lists of
Prosecution exhibits and witnesses had a major impact on the fairness of the proceedings.
19.

Firstly, Counsel for the Defence of the co-accused were assigned as duty counsel on 25

October 2011, 10 that is, more than two years before the commencement of the trial. By way
of comparison, Lead Counsel for the Merhi Defence was appointed on 20 December 2013, 11
that is, less than one month before the commencement of the Ayyash trial, and less than six
months before the commencement of the joined trial. The preparation time allotted to
Counsel for Merhi was clearly insufficient, especially in view of the extreme complexity of
the case, which the Prosecution acknowledges: " ... the sheer volume and variety of evidence
but is exacerbated by its extreme complexity and unusual technicality." 12 Case law however
states that: "[ s]ufficient time to prepare for trial should be allowed for each accused,
irrespectively of whether he is tried separately or joined with another accused for tria1." 13

9

Statute, art.l6.

°F0057.

1

11
12

13

STL-13-04/F0039.
F3617,para.3.
Stanisic Decision, para. 32.
STL-11-01/T/TC
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20.

The already extremely difficult situation m which the Defence found itself was

exacerbated by several decisions rendered during the trial which contributed to a gradual
erosion ofthe fairness of the proceedings.
21.

Despite the Prosecution's request for joinder being still pending,

14

the Chamber

maintained the date for the opening of the Ayyash trial, which was set for 16 January 2014.
The Chamber heard 15 witnesses and admitted 180 pieces of prosecution evidence before
announcing the joinder of the cases on 11 February 2014. 15 The Chamber's haste to begin
hearing the evidence, combined with the fact that the trial was only partially suspended
between February and June 2014, resulted in the Defence being deprived of the time it
needed for its pre-trial preparations. It was in effect virtually impossible for the Defence at
the same time to challenge the admissibility of the evidence already admitted, to evaluate the
need to recall those witnesses who had already appeared, and thus to read and analyse their
testimony, to draft its preliminary motions 16 and its pre-trial brief, while simultaneously
having to analyse the thousands of pieces of evidence disclosed, all within a period of less
than four months.
22.

Even the former Presiding Judge of the Chamber publicly expressed his disagreement

with this way of proceeding and stated that "the right to an effective defence [of Merhi] could
only be seriously compromised if the evidence would be first heard in the main proceedings,
before being submitted to H. Merhi and/or to his lawyers." 17 Former Judge Roth also noted
that Counsel for Merhi "were subjected to unacceptable direct pressure, asking them to take a
position on essential points of their defence, less than fifteen days after having been
appointed. " 18 These comments leave no doubt that the fairness of the proceedings and the
appearance of justice were irremediably vitiated right from the start of the trial.
23.

The already untenable position in which the Defence found itself was worsened by the

endless requests for additions to the Prosecution's exhibit and witness lists and the
Chamber's unacceptable expansion of the scope of Rule 91 of the Rules of Procedure and
Evidence ("RPE") to the Prosecution's advantage. The overly generous interpretation of the
conditions which might justify the belated additions to the lists under Rule 91 of the RPE also
STL-13-04/F0033; Fl289.
Fl424, para. 56.
16 Non-exhaustive list: Fl439, AR126.7_F0006, Fl499, Fl503, Fl506, Fl520, Fl528, AR126.8_F0005, Fl543,
Fl554.
17 Roth, p. 300.
IR Roth, p. 300, footnote 43.
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contributed to creating an imbalance between the Parties and put the fairness of the trial at
risk.
24.

On numerous occasiOns, the Defence raised the issue of the Prosecution's excesses,

which the Chamber supported in respect of the belated addition of documents and witnesses
to the lists drawn up pursuant to Rule 91 of the RPE. 19 The Defence submits however that the
Chamber did not ensure respect for the threshold that it itself set in April 2014 20 to justify
belated additions to the lists of exhibits and witnesses. 21 By systematically granting all the
requests for such late additions to the Rule 91 lists, even though the requests were barely
reasoned, the Chamber effectively stripped all meaning from the deadlines provided for under
that Rule, and unjustifiably broadened the conditions for making additions.
25.

In addition, this approach made it possible for the Prosecution to mould its case as it

went along during the presentation of its evidence by continuing to endlessly disclose new
evidence to the Defence, in contravention of the undisputed case law of the international
tribunals, which sets out that "[t]he Prosecution is expected to know its case before
proceeding to trial and cannot mould the case against the accused in the course of the trial
depending on how the evidence unfolds. " 22
26.

The cumulative effect of all the belated requests for additions to the exhibit and witness

lists amply demonstrated the Prosecution's negligence in its investigations and prejudiced the
Defence, which was already at a disadvantage because of the lack of time to prepare for the
commencement of the trial and thus forced constantly to adapt to the new and unexpected
evidence presented by the Prosecution.

27.

For example, the Defence was faced with the constant changes in the Prosecution's case

as regards the so-called "Associate Purple" phones, which do not appear in the Indictment.
The role and number of those phones varied throughout the trial. From seven "Associate
19

See, for example, F2176, F2340, F2353, F2354, F2836, F3022, F3072, F3481.

°F 1484, para.l5 ("The Trial Chamber, in considering whether to allow the Prosecution to amend its

witness
and exhibit lists must balance the Prosecution's interest in presenting any available evidence against the rights
of an accused person to adequate time and facilities to prepare for trial. General factors for consideration
include: ( 1) whether the proposed evidence is prima facie relevant and probative; (2) whether the Prosecution
has shown good cause for not seeking the amendments at an earlier stage; (3) the stage of the proceedings; and,
(4) whether granting the amendment would result in undue delay".
21 F2263/COR; F2377; F2376; F2894; F306l; F3106; F3513.
22 Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 18.
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Purple" phones, 23 the Prosecution went down to five 24 , then to two, 25 whereas it had
attributed only two and promised not to attribute the others. 26 However, it did not respect that
undertaking and attributed one ofthose numbers to Haidar Merhi 27 with the agreement of the
Chamber.

28

The Defence submits that these changes disadvantaged it vis-a-vis the

Prosecution, a disadvantage which increased further when Platt, without prior notice, was
allowed to provide expert opinion on the Purple and Associate Purple phones, even though
they were not part of a covert network. 29
28.

For these reasons, some of which will be discussed in greater detail below, the Defence

submits that the fairness of the proceedings was vitiated by the Chamber's decisions, which
also prejudiced the Defence.

B. The broadening of the scope of the expertise of Gary Platt provided the
Prosecution with an undue advantage
29.

The Defence submits that expanding the scope of Platt's area of expertise to include the

Purple phones jeopardised the fairness of the proceedings, as the major significance of his
testimony for the submissions relating to the Purple phones in the Prosecution's Final Brief
demonstrates.
30.

The Defence submits that Platt exceeded his area of expertise as recognised by the

Chamber by giving his opinion on the activities of the Purple and "Associate Purple" phones.
The Chamber initially correctly limited the scope of Platt's expert testimony to (1) the
surveillance of criminal networks and (2) the identification and organisation of covert
communications networks. 30 It was only once Platt's testimony began, in January 2017, that
the Chamber decided to broaden the field of his expertise to include the Purple phones. 31 The
Defence objected to such an expansion, 32 to no avail. 33

20140618_STL-11-01_T_T51_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 39.
F2140, para. 40; F3022, Annex A.
25 F3072, Annex B.
26 F2140, para. 42; F3022, Annex A.
27 P1962.1, Annex A, para .41; Annex C.
28 F3061.
29 20170125 _STL-11-01_T_T327 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 41.
3 F2549, para. 9.
31 20170125_STL-11-01_T_T327 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 41.
32 F2966; F2968; F3095.
33 F2987; F3345.
23

24
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31.

As it turns out, neither Platt, nor any other Prosecution witness, ever produced a report

about the activity of the Purple phones, the relationship between the calls or their
significance, because as Platt acknowledges, the Purple phones are personal phones, and not
criminal phones organised as a network. 34
32.

Nevertheless, the Chamber decided to provide artificial notice to the Defence and,

during Platt's testimony, requested that he produce a new PowerPoint on the Purple phones in
an attempt to fill in the Prosecution's gaps? 5 Despite this lack of notice, which was a flagrant
violation of Rule 161 of the RPE, that new document was admitted into evidence 36 and the
Purple and "Associate Purple" phones played an important part in Platt's testimony.
The Defence raised several objections during Platt's testimony37 to the questions and

33.

answers concerning the usual, unusual or criminal activities of the Purple phones, the links
between them and other networks, and the role of the "Associate Purple" phones on the
ground that they had not previously been included in Platt's expert reports 38 and that this
caused it irreparable prejudice at an advanced stage of the proceedings.
34.

By requesting an expert opinion on the Purple and the "Associate Purple" phones for

the first time during Platt's examination, the Prosecution not only made him go beyond his
area of expertise, but also violated the Accused's right to prior disclosure of the evidence
against him within the time-limit laid down in Rule 161 of the RPE. As a result, Platt
presented numerous theories, inferences and opinions about those phones without the
Defence having been notified sufficiently in advance that this would be done and without it
having been able to carry out the requisite investigations so as to be in a position to challenge
them.

34

20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 49; 20170124_STL-11-01_T_T326_0FF_PUB_EN, p.
65.
35 20170125_STL-11-01_T_T327 _OFF _PUB_EN, pp. 48-56; 20170126_STL-11-01_T_T328_0FF_PUB_EN,
pp. 105-111; 20170206_STL-11-01_T_T330_OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 48-49; 20170216_STL-1101_T_T337_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 99.
36 P1934.
37 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_ OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 48-51; 20170117 _STL-11-01_T_T323 _OFF _PUB _EN,
p. 54; 20170124_STL-11-01_T_T326_OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 64-66, 88-89, 96-98; 20170125 _STL-1101_T_T327_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 56; 20170126_STL-11-01_T_T328_0FF_PRV_EN, pp. 39-43, 105;
20170206_STL-11-01_T_T330_OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 16-17, 41-45; 20170213 _STL-1101_T_T334_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 23-27,78-79, 82-83; 20170214_STL-11-01_T_T335_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 1314,60-61, 82; 20170216_STL-11-01_T_T337_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 98-99; 20170221_STL-1101_T_T338_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 58-60,69-70.
3R P1783; P796.1.
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35.

The Defence submits that in order to re-establish even a semblance of fairness in the

proceedings, the Chamber should reverse its decision allowing Platt's field of expertise to be
expanded and refuse to take into account the allegations made in the Final Brief in respect of
the Purple and Associate Purple phones whenever such allegations are based on Gary Platt's
testimony or his additional PowerPoint presentation.

C. At the end of a trial lasting more than four years, the Prosecution's case
remains unclear and changes according to the evidence admitted
36.

The Defence submits that the Prosecution's case evolved unacceptably throughout the

trial, in violation of the established case law of the international tribunals, according to which
the Prosecution must know its case before going to trial. 39 The numerous about-turns,
additions and uncertainties as to the exact nature of the Prosecution case put the Defence in
an untenable position during the trial, as it was forced to attempt to make adjustments to the
frequent changes which the Chamber permitted. The Defence submits that this had an impact
on the fairness of the proceedings.
1. The Indictment is the primary accusatory instrument and should

contain all the key aspects of the Prosecution's case
37.

The Indictment is the primary accusatory instrument. It must contain the material facts

in support of the charges. The Indictment principally alleges that Merhi coordinated the
activities of Oneissi and Sabra for the purpose of preparing the "false claim" 40 and that the
false claim was itself controlled and coordinated with Mustafa Badreddine. 41 The Indictment
also sets out the alleged common intent of Merhi and the co-accused42 and clearly states that
Merhi is believed to have been among the first members of a conspiracy 43 to which Mustafa
Badreddine and the three co-accused also belonged. 44
38.

This notwithstanding, the Indictment is silent as to any type of participation on the part

of the Syrian regime or Hezbollah. It does not name either Wafik Safa 45 or Rustom
39 Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 27; Kvocka Appeal Judgement,
para. 30; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 194; Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 92.
4 F2720/A01, paras 3(b)-(d), 44.
41 F2720/A01, paras 3(d)-(e).
42 F2720/A01, paras 54, 64, 66, 68, 70.
43 F2720/A01, para. 48(b).
44 F2720/A01, para. 48.
45 Head of Central Unit for Liaison and Coordination in Hezbollah: F3713/COR, footnote 627.
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Ghazaleh46 as a conspirator or accomplice. Moreover, as early as 2012, the Prosecution was
unequivocal about the fact that it had assigned no role to Hezbollah in the attack: "The
Prosecution rejects the submission that it has alleged that Hezbollah is responsible for the
attack or that it made insinuations regarding the leader of Hezbollah, who is not mentioned in
the Amended Indictment or the Pre-Trial Brief." 47
39.

Since the Indictment says nothing about any of this, the Prosecution's attempts to add

material facts to its case are inadmissible. Indeed, an indictment which does not adequately
plead in detail the essential aspects of the Prosecution's case is defective. Such a defect can
be cured only if the Prosecution provides timely, clear and consistent information about the
allegations at issue. 48

2. The Indictment is flawed and its defects can no longer be cured
40.

The Indictment provides an exhaustive list of the co-conspirators alleged to have been

involved in the "false claim" of responsibility. 49 It is also clear as to the fact that the first
alleged co-conspirators are only Badreddine, Ayyash and Merhi.
41.

Whereas throughout the trial the Prosecution attempted to minimise the importance and

significance of the allegations regarding Hezbollah and Syria, the Final Trial Brief reveals the
Prosecution's real intention regarding the role ofHezbollah and Syria. 5°
42.

Such an allegation, whether it involves a State and/or a political party as actors in the

conspiracy, unquestionably constitutes a material fact which should have been pleaded in the
Indictment. Even if the Prosecution confines itself to alleging Syria's indirect action through
Rustom Ghazaleh, or Hezbollah's through Wafik Safa, such an allegation is material since it
affects the Prosecution's entire case. 51 Indeed, these fresh material facts constitute a radical
transformation of the case and are thus a source of injustice which prejudices the Accused. 52

46

Head of the Syrian Military Intelligence in Lebanon: F3713/COR, para. 635.
F0621, para. 47.
48 Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 114.
49 F2720/A01, para. 48(b).
5 F3713/COR, paras 5, 21-26, 123,321,327-328,332,338,341,378,412,428,623-625,627,630,663,670,
691-693,699, 704(b), 705,709, 743,745-747,750, 1035-1036, 1047, 1094-1095, 1122-1123.
51 20170215_STL-ll-Ol_T_T336_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 17-18; 20170216_STL-ll-Ol_T_T337 _OFF _PUB_EN,
p. 28; 2017022l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T338_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 35; 20170306_STL-ll-Ol_T_T342_0FF _PRY_EN,
p. 30; 20170306_STL-ll-Ol_T_T342_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 83; 20170307 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T343_0FF _PUB_EN,
p. 25.
52 Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 20.
47
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43.

The radical nature of the transformation is clear. Although the Prosecution said nothing

all through the trial about Hezbollah's resources or the possible criminal intent of the senior
leaders of that organisation and asserted in 2014 that Hezbollah was not a party to the trial, 53
the Prosecution now litters its Final Brief with allegations underscoring the significance of
the alleged links among the Accused, the Syrian regime and Hezbollah.
44.

As regards the alleged involvement of the Syrian regime, the Prosecution constantly

maintained that its "political" witnesses were merely trying to depict the prevailing situation
in 2004-2005. 54 However, just before the end of the trial, it clearly asserted that Syria was
behind the alleged attack, ordered it and attempted to avoid any responsibility for its
commission. 55 It did the same thing with Hezbollah. 56
45.

In addition, the alleged involvement of Hezbollah and Syria is intrinsically linked to the

motive ofthe crime and the means used to commit it, as the Prosecution acknowledges:
In this particular criminal activity, the allegation is that there was no personal
reasons to commit the crime. It was being carried out on behalf of others upon
orders that the people doing this crime were acting almost in a military
capacity and were acting on orders to carry out the plot, the conspiracy --[ ... ] But
when all of the circumstances are looked at, the nature of the attack, the evolving
political situation, the efforts to contain Mr. Hariri diplomatically, then by threats,
which all failed, and it was the principal concern of the Syrian regime to
contain him, in all of those circumstances one can see where the motive and
the orders came from. 57
46.

Moreover, in 2014, the Prosecution stated that the Accused did not have any "individual

personal motives" 58 whereas in 2017 it developed that aspect of its case by asserting that the
Syrian regime "had the motive and indeed were involved in this attack." 59

53

See Annex F: Statement of Norman Farrell in Le Monde ("They are not being prosecuted for being members
of an organisation. We are not prosecuting Hezbollah. This is not a trial against Hezbollah. It is a trial against
five accused. Whether they are members of a group in particular is not important, what is important is that they
were associated. Of course, they are not together by chance. But the fact that they might be members of a
particular group is not why we are offering evidence").
54 Fl7ll/COR, paras 2, 8; 20150428_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl42_OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 3, 19-22; 20170314_STL-llOl_T_T347_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 80-88.
55 Annex G.
56 Annex H.
57 20170307_STL-ll-Ol_T_T343_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 39.
58 20141113 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T9l_ OFF_PUB _EN, p. 86. See also 20170125 _STL-llOl_T_T327_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 27-28.
59 20170117 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T323 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 79. See also 20170307 _STL-llOl_T_T343_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 36-39.
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47.

It is not possible to separate the charges against Merhi from the allegation that the

crimes were ordered by Syria and Hezbollah, both alleged to have contributed to the means
used for their commission. For the Accused to be convicted of conspiracy, he would have had
to have given his prior assent to the means used to carry out the alleged crime. 60 Viewed from
this perspective, the allegation that Syria ordered the attack and afterwards attempted to
disassociate itself from it61 is also a material fact and an essential element for the counts of
complicity pursuant to Article 219(5) of the Lebanese Criminal Code ("LCC").
48.

The absence of any reference to the involvement of Syria and Hezbollah m the

Indictment, together with the belated addition of material facts, confirm that the Indictment is
defective. It is not important to shed light on the Prosecution's reasons for attempting to
change its case so radically because it is required to know it before going to trial and cannot
mould it during the trial as its evidence evolves. 62 The Defence therefore submits that given
its radical and belated transformation, the defects in the Indictment can no longer be cured. 63
49.

The Prosecution insists that the role and contribution of Hezbollah and Syria are merely

contextual. 64 It seeks to avoid at all costs an admission that this involves a material fact,
which explains the subtle withdrawal of that allegation in its Corrigendum. 65 Nonetheless, it
is clear that an important material fact and not contextual evidence is at issue, because even
the Legal Representative of Victims understood from the Prosecution's evidence and
argument that Hezbollah and Syria contributed to the attack. 66
50.

The Chamber should now require the Prosecution to look at itself and confront it with

the true nature of its accusations.

60 See below, Section VIlLA. The Prosecution did not prove that Merhi was a party to a conspiracy to commit a
terrorist act.
61 20170314_STL-11-01_T_T347 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 81 ("[the Syrian regime was] desperately anxious to

avoid responsibility").
Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 27; Kvocka Appeal Judgement,
para. 30; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 194; Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 92.
63 Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 114.
64 F1711/COR, paras 2,8; 20150428_STL-11-01_T_Tl42_ OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 3, 19-22; 20170314_STL-1101_T_T347_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 80-88.
65 F3713/CRG/A01, para. 622.
66 F3712, paras 68-75.
62
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3. The Opening Statement, the Pre-Trial Brief, the call registers and the
various disclosures have failed to cure the Indictment of its defects
51.

Although there can be exceptional cases when defects in the Indictment can be cured,

the Defence submits that such is not the case here. In fact, neither the Opening Statement, nor
the Pre-Trial Brief or the various pieces of evidence disclosed during the trial succeeded in
curing the defects in the Indictment resulting from the additions relating to the involvement
of Syria and Hezbollah.
52.

Case law is unequivocal in stating that an opening statement does not always cure the

defects in an indictment. 67 Call registers can be likened to witness statements, which of
themselves cannot assist in curing the defects in an indictment. 68 Moreover, only when such
statements are "taken together with unambiguous information contained in a Pre-trial Brief
and its annexes" 69 can they cure the defects in an indictment.
53.

Likewise, the Defence contends that neither the evidence disclosed nor the

Prosecution's submissions concerning paragraph 49 of the Indictment provided it with
sufficient notification of the allegations concerning the role of Syria and Hezbollah. Whereas
the Indictment merely states that the Accused are Hezbollah sympathisers, 70 the Prosecution's
argument at the conclusion of the trial was radically different:
... the fact remains that this is a hugely serious incident, it would clearly be
directed, on any interpretation, towards Mr. Hariri, and the Syrian regime,
which on the Prosecution case was behind this, would still be desperately
anxious to avoid responsibility. 71
54.

The Defence reiterates that even when viewed as a whole, the Opening Statement, the

call registers and the submissions during trial are not sufficient to cure the Indictment of
defects as serious as those set out above. Indeed, the ad hoc tribunals clearly established that:
However, pre-trial submissions and disclosure are not adequate substitutes for a
properly pleaded indictment, which is the only accusatory instrument mentioned
in the Statute and the Rules. The indictment must plead all material facts. The
Case law states that an opening statement does not always correct the defects in an indictment: Kalimanzira
Appeal Judgement, paras 148-149.
68 Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, footnote 372; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, paras 197, 221; Ntakirutimana
Appeal Judgement, para. 27.
69 Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, para. 140; Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, para. 48.
7 F2720/A01, para. 49.
71 20170314_STL-11-01_T_T347_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 81.
67
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Trial Chamber and the accused should not be required to sift through voluminous
disclosures, witness statements, and written or oral submissions in order to
determine what facts may form the basis of the accused's alleged crimes, in
particular, because some of this material is not made available until the eve of
trial. 72

4. Not only was the Indictment not cured of these defects, but the
subsequent information was neither clear, nor consistent, nor timely
55.

The Defence submits that not only was the Indictment not cured in this case, but the

information disclosed by the Prosecution was not clear, consistent or timely. Without this, the
defects in an indictment cannot be cured. 73
56.

Disclosure of crucial information about the role of Syria and Hezbollah during the last

part of Gary Platt's testimony, almost three years after the commencement of the trial, and
after all the Prosecution's witnesses who could have been cross-examined about it had
already been heard, cannot be considered to be timely notification. 74
57.

The lack of clarity was also emphasised by Judge Lettieri, who raised the issue of the

Prosecution's contradictory position on the Syrian connection given that that subject does not
feature in the Indictment. 75 The inconsistency of the Prosecution's position was further
demonstrated by its allegations in the Final Brief being withdrawn from the Corrigendum. 76
58.

The radical changes in the material facts pleaded in support of the Indictment, from the

pre-trial phase and continuing until the filing of the Final Brief, are manifest. The Chamber
must consider that the ambiguity, inconsistency and belated notification prevented the defects
in the Indictment from being cured and furthermore made the trial unfair.

D. Conclusion
59.

The events described above had a major and unfortunate impact on the conduct of the

trial, which can no longer be considered fair. The violations of the right to a full and complete
defence along with the necessary time and facilities for preparing that defence are such that
the prejudice caused can no longer be remedied.
Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 64, citing Ntagerura Judgement para. 66.
Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, para. 40.
74 Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, para. 27.
75 20170125_STL-ll-Ol_T_T327_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 26-28.
76 See below, para. 444.
72
73
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60.

However, given the Defence's objections raised at the time during the trial, 77 it does not

have the burden of demonstrating that it suffered prejudice: 78
The Trial Chamber observed that objections based on lack of notice should be
specific and timely and that, where an objection was late, the Trial Chamber
would consider whether this shifted the burden onto the Defence to demonstrate
prejudice. The Trial Chamber, however, did not expressly consider the objection
untimely. The Appeals Chamber has held that, where a trial chamber has treated a
challenge to an indictment as being adequately raised, the Appeals Chamber
should not invoke the waiver doctrine. 79
61.

Whatever the case, in respect of Merhi the prejudice is nevertheless evident.

Throughout the trial, the Defence challenged the Prosecution's various allegations directly
related to the counts in the Indictment. Conversely, the Defence never challenged the facts
relating to the calls between Purple 231 and the telephones attributed to Merhi's brothers or
other "Purple Associates". Nor was the Defence in a position to contest the allegations
regarding the involvement of Syria and Hezbollah. As it had not received the information in a
clear, consistent and timely manner, the Defence was never able to conduct investigations
allowing it to challenge the allegations regarding alleged attributions of Associate Purple
phones, the calls between them and Purple 231, or the motivations and resources of Syria and
Hezbollah.
62.

For this reason alone, the Chamber should acquit Merhi of all the charges against him.

Failing that, the Chamber should reconsider certain decisions handed down at trial, in
particular those concerning the broadening of the scope of Platt's area of expertise and the
admission of political evidence, which had the effect of expanding the scope of the
Indictment.
63.

The Chamber is fully justified in reconsidering its previous decisions:
A Trial Chamber may nevertheless always reconsider a decision it has previously
made, not only because of a change of circumstances but also where it is realised
that the previous decision was erroneous or that it has caused an injustice. 80

See above, footnote 37.
Contra Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 206.
79 Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, para. 136 citing Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 54. See also
Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, para. 23.
80 Galic Decision, para. 13.
77
78
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It is apparent from the foregoing that the Trial Chamber reconsidered in the Trial

Judgement some of the findings it had made in certain pre-trial decisions on the
form of the Indictments. This does not in itself constitute an error, as it is within
the discretion of a Trial Chamber to reconsider a decision it has previously made
if a clear error of reasoning has been demonstrated or if it is necessary to do so to
. .
.
81
prevent an InJUStice.
64.

The injustices which arose during the trial become even more obvious in the light of the

Prosecution Brief. In effect, the Prosecution radically transformed its case in dribs and drabs
as its evidence evolved, all of which clearly made for an unfair trial: "The Appeals Chamber
recalls that, if an indictment is found to be defective because of vagueness or ambiguity, then
the Trial Chamber must determine whether the accused has nevertheless been accorded a fair
trial." 82
65.

Under these circumstances, the Defence requests that the Chamber find that the defects

in the Indictment are so serious that the only possible remedy is a not guilty verdict: "A
defective indictment, in and of itself, may, in certain circumstances cause the Appeals
Chamber to reverse a conviction. " 83

Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, paras 203-204; Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 55.
Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 65.
R3 Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 114.
81
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III.
66.

APPLICABLE STANDARD OF PROOF

This trial is essentially based on circumstantial evidence. 84 In fact, the Chamber heard

no witnesses and has no evidence that could render Merhi or his co-accused criminally liable.
The Prosecution's case essentially relies on inferences based on the interpretation of call
sequence tables, the testimony of experts in the field of telecommunications and covert
networks, as well as an attempt to attribute phone numbers based essentially on
circumstantial documentary evidence. The Prosecution also requests that the Chamber accept
as proven inferences based on a multitude of selectively chosen evidence. The Defence
submits that the evidence adduced by the Prosecution in this trial is largely speculative and
does not meet the requisite threshold for obtaining a conviction in a criminal trial. As
Presiding Judge Re pointed out during the trial, the Chamber's analysis "must be based upon
facts. Criminal law is about facts."

85

A. The Prosecution fails to understand the requisite burden relating to certain
key items of evidence and the essential facts for a conviction which must be
proved beyond reasonable doubt
67.

On a number of occasions in its Final Trial Brief, the Prosecution appears to be seeking

to reduce the standard set out in Article 16 (3) of the Tribunal's Statute, which requires that
every single constituent element of the crimes charged, depending on the mode or modes of
responsibility alleged against the accused, be proved. 86 In respect of essential constituent
elements such as the attribution of telephones, Merhi's responsibility and his role in the
organisation and the delivery of the "false claim", the Prosecution merely states that there is
"strong support," 87 a "strong basis" 88 and "very strong evidence. " 89 The Defence submits that
these terms do not meet the much higher standard of"beyond reasonable doubt".
68.

In addition to the requirement to prove all the constituent elements of the crimes and the

modes of responsibility, the Prosecution must also demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt all

Dela lie Appeal Judgement, para. 458 ("A circumstantial case consists of evidence of a number of different
circumstances which, taken in combination, point to the guilt of the accused person because they would
usually exist in combination only because the accused did what is alleged against him. "
85 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 20.
86 Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para. 120; Delalic Judgement, para. 601;
Delic Judgement, para. 23; Limaj Judgement, para. 10; Ntagerura Appeal Judgement Ntagerura, para. 175.
87 F3713/COR, para. 495.
88 F3713/COR, para. 620.
89 F3713/COR, para. 1046.
84
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the facts required for a conviction. 90 Indeed "'if facts which are essential to a finding of guilt
are still doubtful, notwithstanding the support of other facts, this will produce a doubt in the
mind of the Trial Chamber that guilt has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt."' Thus, if
one of the links is not proved beyond a reasonable doubt, the chain will not support a
conviction." 91
69.

Although a Chamber must consider all the evidence taken together and each element in

the overall context of the case, that obligation "does not relieve it of the duty to apply the
required standard of proof to any particular fact." 92 The Prosecution's argument that the guilt
of the Accused is established by way of a "mosaic of evidence" and overlapping layers of
evidence 93 does not relieve it of its burden of proving beyond reasonable doubt each and
every individual fact which might go to establish the constituent elements of the crimes
alleged. Accordingly, "[t]he cumulative weight of the evidence does not alter the finding that
the Prosecution has not proven the material elements of the crimes charged beyond a
reasonable doubt. " 94 In such a case, the totality of the evidence may, on the contrary, serve to
confirm the existence of reasonable doubt.

B. The circumstantial nature of the evidence requires that the Chamber exclude
any reasonable possibilities consistent with the innocence of the Accused
70.

The requirement of proof beyond reasonable doubt applies at all times, irrespective of

whether the proof is direct or circumstantial. 95 Moreover, in this respect, the MICT Appeals
Chamber recalls that:
The standard "beyond reasonable doubt" connotes that the evidence establishes a
particular point and it is beyond dispute that any reasonable alternative is
possible. It requires that the trial chamber be satisfied that there is no reasonable
explanation of the evidence other than the guilt of the accused. 96
71.

Accordingly, where several inferences may reasonably be drawn from the prosecution

evidence, the Chamber must be satisfied that none of them excludes the guilt of the accused,
ICC, Ngudjolo Judgement, para. 35; Katanga Judgement, para. 69.
Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 175.
92 Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 172.
93 F3713/COR, para. 3, 1195.
94 Mpambara Judgement, para. 163.
95 Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 303; Kordic Appeal Judgement,
para. 834.
96 Ngirabatware Appeal Judgement, para. 20, citing Mrksic Appeal Judgement, para. 220; D. Milosevic Appeal
Judgement para. 20; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 61.
90
91
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in which case the standard of proof required necessitates that he must be acquitted. 97 If the
evidence suggests that a factual finding is possible, or even highly likely, the standard of
proof requires that the Chamber reject it unless it is the only reasonable conclusion
available. 98

C. Inferences drawn from circumstantial evidence must be reasonable and
limited in scope
72.

The international tribunals have determined that caution is called for when a conviction

is based on indirect or circumstantial evidence. 99 The principle of the presumption of
innocence of the accused serves as a protective measure ensuring that any inference based on
circumstantial evidence must be strictly justified. Indeed, the presumption of innocence must
be a barrier preventing the trier of fact from blithely linking the inferences so as to justify a
conviction. As an ICTY Chamber explained:
... although an inference can be made from direct or circumstantial evidence, it
must be reasonable and narrowly construed. Consequently, the Chamber
rejects any inferences based on a series of inferences . ... 100
73.

Not only must an inference be the only reasonable possibility warranting a conviction,

but a Chamber cannot be content with an inference based on another inference, or based on
pure speculation ("pyramiding of inferences"). Any reasonable inference must be based on
evidence. 101 An inference is not proved beyond reasonable doubt simply because it is possible
or even probable. Likewise, a series of coincidences cannot constitute a proven fact. On the
contrary, the Chamber must be satisfied that all the other reasonable possibilities supporting
the innocence of the accused must be rejected in view of the power of persuasion of the
Prosecution's evidence:
The conclusion of guilt can be inferred from circumstantial evidence only if it is
the only reasonable conclusion available on the evidence. Whether a Trial
Delalic Appeal Judgement, para. 458. See also Martie Judgement, para. 24; Haradinaj Judgement, para. 7;
Oric Appeal Judgement, para. 83; Karadzic Judgement, para. 14; Prlic Appeal Judgement, para. 1709; Seselj
Appeal Judgement, para.118; Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, paras 304-306; Bagosora Appeal Judgement, para.
515; Mpambara Judgement paras 42, 121; Nyiramasuhuko Appeal Judgement, para. 1509; Karera Appeal
Judgement, para. 34; Nchamihigo Judgement, para. 13; Mugenzi Appeal Judgement, paras 88, 136; Ruto
Decision, para. 23 (Opinion of Judge Juge Fremr); Bemba eta!. Appeal Judgement, para. 868; Limaj Judgement,
para. 10; Strugar Judgement, para. 5.
98 Bizimungu Appeal Judgement (Military II), para. 336.
99 Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 70; Hategekimana Judgement, para. 97.
100 Hadzihasanovic Judgement para. 311.
101 F3713/COR, para. 35.
97
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Chamber infers the existence of a particular fact upon which the guilt of the
accused depends from direct or circumstantial evidence, it must reach such a
conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. If there is another conclusion which is also
reasonably open from that evidence, and which is consistent with the nonexistence of that fact, the conclusion of guilt beyond reasonable doubt cannot be
drawn. 102

D. Uncorroborated circumstantial evidence has limited weight
74.

Although it is true that the Chamber can rely on a piece of circumstantial evidence even

if has not been corroborated, 103 such a lack of corroboration will have an impact on the
weight attached to it. 104 Moreover, statements of unavailable witnesses admitted under Rule
158 of the RPE must be corroborated in order to support a conviction. 105 Two statements
admitted under Rule 158 cannot serve to corroborate one another, since the Defence must be
in a position to test at least one of the two sources.

E. Evidence admitted for a limited purpose cannot be used to support factual
findings or inferences
75.

The Prosecution contended that the submissions of the Parties do not constitute

evidence and that evidence admitted with a limited purpose may be used only for that specific
purpose and cannot be relied on for factual findings or inferences.

106

Accordingly, the

Defence notes that the Prosecution did not respect that rule when, on numerous occasions, it
referred to documents admitted for a limited purpose. The Defence does not wish to present
an exhaustive list of the documents thus cited, but does request that the Chamber ignore, inter
alia, the references to documents P1780, P1781 and P1782, listed as footnotes in the

Annex. 107 Those documents were in fact admitted solely as aides to assist the Judges. 108 For
this reason, they cannot be used to support the factual findings and inferences which the
Prosecution is attempting to draw from them.

Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 306.
F3713/COR, para. 33.
104 Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 220.
105 Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 570; Haradinaj Appeal Judgement, para. 101, footnote 252; Haraqija Appeal
Judgement, paras 61-62; Popovic Appeal Judgement, para. 1222.
106 F3713/COR, para. 30.
107 Annex I.
108 20170206_STL-ll-01_T_T330_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 6 (Judge Re: "Some of the things you're referring to are
in the Prosecution's chronological overview and its narrative, which don't form part of Mr. Platt's evidence, and
the Chamber's decision on that is quite clear in that respect, that these are aides for the Chamber and the parties
to understand the context of Mr. Platt's evidence.").
102
103
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F. The Prosecution fails to note that its burden of proof beyond reasonable
doubt includes the identification of the Accused, conspiracy, criminal intent
and knowledge
76.

First and foremost, the Prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that the

accused is in fact the perpetrator of the crimes with which he has been charged. 109 The
Prosecution's Final Trial Brief however makes no mention of this fundamental issue and
seems to be suggesting implicitly that the burden of proof in criminal law does not extend to
attribution and/or identification. 110 The Chamber however must make a determination "in
light of all evidence bearing on the issue ofidentification." 111 In this trial, such identification
is determined essentially through the attribution of telephone numbers which the Defence
contests and which is based on circumstantial evidence. As Judge Re held during the trial:
"without attribution there is no case against any of the accused, as the case is based upon call
data records."

112

Should there be a reasonable possibility that one or the other or both of the

phones attributed to Merhi were used by someone other than himself, the Chamber must opt
for that argument instead of that of the Prosecution. Even without such a reasonable
possibility, if reasonable doubt persists regarding the Prosecution's alleged attribution, the
Chamber must acquit the accused.
77.

Within the specific context of conspiracy, the requirements in respect of the burden of

proof are as stringent as those relating to inferences about the existence of the material
elements of the crime. 113 For example, in the Seromba Appeal Judgement, the Appeals
Chamber of the ICTR was not satisfied that the accused's participation in the conspiracy was
the only possible reasonable conclusion, even though the Prosecution had presented concrete
evidence placing Seromba at the site and at the centre of several events indicative of
genocide. 114 Accordingly, if the inferences drawn from the alleged actions of the accused are

Lima} Judgement, para. 20.
F3713/COR, paras 44-47.
111 Lima} Judgement, para. 20.
112 20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF _PUB_EN, p.75.
113 This paragraph refers strictly to the use of inferences regarding participation in the crime of conspiracy. The
essential constituent elements of the crime of conspiracy applicable to the case at hand are only those defined by
Lebanese law as clarified by the Appeals Chamber and summarised below, see Section Vlll.A.1.
114 The Prosecution argued that Seromba was part of an agreement to commit genocide based on the following
facts: (1) his presence during all the attacks; (2) his instructions to the assailants to perform genocidal acts (the
deprivation of food, cleaning of the "filth", the ejection of injured Tutsi refugees from relative safety to death)
given in agreement with the other authorities; (3) his presence with the communal authorities after the meeting
on 16 April1994 and the fact that the authorities conferred with him before giving any instruction; (4) his order
to the gendarmes to remove the bodies before continuing the attack which they obeyed; and (5) his
109

110
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not adequately supported by the evidence, those inferences cannot form the basis of a finding
of guilt because they would not be the only reasonable possibility in view of the facts. 115
78.

The proof of criminal intent by inference merits particular attention "[w ]hen the

Prosecution relies upon the state of mind of an accused by inference, that inference must be
the only reasonable inference available on the evidence." 116 The Defence notes that the
Prosecution is well below that threshold when it requests an inference of Merhi's knowledge
of the conspiracy on the basis of a series of inferences and speculations. 117
79.

Regarding the evaluation of evidence permitting or not permitting a determination that

criminal intent is the only reasonable possibility, the Appeals Chamber of the ICTY found
that "when a Chamber is confronted with the task of determining whether it can infer from
the acts of an accused that he or she shared the intent to commit a crime, special attention
must be paid to whether those acts are ambiguous, allowing for several reasonable
inferences." 118 In this respect, the Defence notes that circumstantial evidence such as giving
threatening speeches or inciting violence 119 or making statements encouraging the elimination
of an ethnic group from a particular territory 120 were not deemed sufficient to reach a
determination that criminal intent was the only reasonable possibility. In Vasiljevic, the
Appeals Chamber of the ICTY found that the Trial Chamber had erred by inferring criminal
intent because of the accused's presence at the time of the murders of civilians and the fact
that he aimed his weapon at them in order to prevent them from fleeing. It found rather that in
the light of the overall context, from the link between Vasiljevic and Milan Lukic's group and
other relevant factors, that the accused's acts were ambiguous and that "the Trial Chamber
erred by finding that the only reasonable inference from the evidence was that the Appellant
shared the intent to kill ... ". 121

"agreement" to the demolition of the church, the manner in which it was destroyed, and the reason for its
destruction. See Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 223.
115 Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, paras 80-82.
116 Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, paras 120, 128 citing the Vasiljevic Judgement, para. 68. See also Krstic
Appeal Judgement, para. 41; Kvocka Appeal Judgement, para. 237; Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 219;
Popovic Appeal Judgement, para. 1369; Prlic Appeal Judgement, para. 1994.
117 F3713/COR, para. 1178.
118 Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para. 131.
119 Karadzic Judgement, paras 2600, 2602.
12 Karadzic Judgement, para. 2603.
121 Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, paras 129-131.
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80.

Knowledge of the crimes ascribed to the co-accused cannot be assumed, it must be

established by direct, or on an exceptional basis, circumstantial evidence. 122 Lebanese case
law is very demanding in this respect. In cases where direct and circumstantial evidence
exists, for instance, when it has been established that the accused had observed the
perpetrator of the crime booby-trapping vehicles, Lebanese courts have refused to find that
this constitutes proof of the accused's knowledge of the perpetrator's criminal intent and of
the fact that the accused had a role in the commission of the crime. 123
81.

The ICTR Appeals Chamber also determined that the close association of the co-

accused cannot justify the inference that one of them was aware of the other's criminal
activities. 124 Similarly, in the absence of any evidence that an accused knew that one of his
associates intended to commit a crime, a Chamber cannot conclude that the accused shared
the intent to commit that crime. 125

G. Any doubt should be resolved in favour of the Accused
82.

In conclusion, it should be recalled that the principle of in dubio pro reo provides that

any doubt should be resolved in favour of the accused. 126 This principle, which is "a corollary
to the presumption of innocence and the burden of proof beyond reasonable doubt, applies to
findings required for conviction, such as those which make up the elements of the crime
charged." 127

Judgement 2/97, pp. 38-39.
Judgement 2/97, pp. 38-39.
124 Ntagerura Appeal Judgement, para. 309.
125 Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 98.
126 Renzaho Appeal Judgement, para. 474; Delic Judgement, para. 24.
127 Renzaho Appeal Judgement, para. 474, referring to Lima} Appeal Judgement, para. 21.
122
123
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IV.
83.

LACK OF RELIABILITY OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS DATA

Almost all the factual findings which the Prosecution requests that the Chamber make

are based on telecommunications evidence. The Prosecution is attempting to convince the
Chamber that this evidence is reliable and sufficiently precise to sustain a conviction. 128 To
do so, it oversimplifies the information received from the telephone operators 129 and presents
a picture whose simplicity admittedly is attractive, but which in no way reflects reality.
84.

The Prosecution contends that the telecommunications data is reliable in order to

demonstrate that a user is in a general location. 130 It also submits that the best server coverage
maps, although not 100% accurate, are an additional reliable source. 131 The Prosecution
furthermore downplays the importance of the fact that the data received does not match that
in place at the time relevant to the facts in the Indictment. 132
85.

The Defence maintains however that the telecommunications evidence, and in particular

the evidence relating to the operator Alfa, is seriously flawed. The coverage maps produced
by Alfa's predictive package rely on a set of underlying data and are therefore affected by
any error, imprecision of incomplete data introduced into one or another of the categories
needed 133 for producing the coverage outline. If the underlying data is not contemporaneous,
correct or complete, it becomes impossible to determine the extent of the lack of precision of
the coverage area.
86.

In addition to the inherent defects in the Alfa telecommunications data, the Defence

notes that the Prosecution does not know the exact location of the user of a specific phone
when it activates a particular cell. It cannot deny that a great many of the activations could
occur on the edges of activated cell sectors, where the results are even less reliable than in the
centre. In addition, the Prosecution's objective of placing the Accused at specific locations
during some of the calls has to be viewed against Alfa' s use of a predictive tool ("Asset

F3713/COR, paras 49-70.
In view of the word limits set for this Brief, the Defence will deal below only with Alfa. This must not be
construed as acknowledgement of the probative value and reliability of the data from the operator MTC Touch.
13 F3713/COR, para. 54.
131 F3713/COR, paras 62-63.
132 F3713/COR, paras 56, 64, 66-68.
133 P549, figure 041.
12 R

129
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Aircom"), which does not offer adequate resolution m a densely populated urban
environment such as Beirut. 134
87.

Despite the unreliability of the telecommunications data, the Prosecution has chosen to

base its entire case on that data and on the testimony of Platt and Phillips and their respective
PowerPoint slides. It uses that information to explain unusual cell activations, call sequences,
movements, co-location, etc. 135 The PowerPoint slides and Platt's testimony are, moreover,
based entirely on the Electronic Presentation of Evidence programme ("EPE"), which the
Prosecution developed. However, the imprecision of the data recorded in the EPE and the
limitations of the programme itself undermine the inferences that Platt makes.
88.

The Defence further submits that no weight should be attached to the testimony of

PRH707, the Alfa representative, because it is essentially based on hearsay and because the
witness was unable to comment on and explain the data used to generate the cell coverage
areas for the years relevant to this case. He himself acknowledged that he could not answer
many of the crucial questions raised by the Parties or the Chamber. 136 The exhibits admitted
during PRH707's testimony also have no probative value or reliability since Alfa provided
data to the Prosecution which does not match the data applicable in 2004-2005.
89.

Platt, Philips and PRH707 are the only witnesses the Prosecution called to try to justify

its confidence in the Alfa telecommunications data, which represents the main part of its
evidence against Merhi. For the reasons set out below, the Defence submits that this evidence
is seriously flawed and that it calls into question all the Prosecution's inferences about the use
of the Green 071 and Purple 231 phones.
A. Platt's PowerPoint presentation has no probative value and reliability due to
the significant flaws in the 'Electronic Presentation of Evidence'
90.

The EPE programme was created from scratch by the Office of the Prosecutor for the

purpose of presenting maps showing the cells activated by the phones attributed to the
Accused. The EPE-generated maps are firstly based on the best covering cell results obtained

134

20160422_STL-ll-Ol_T_T259_OFF _PUB_EN, pp. 26-27; 20150824_STL-Ol-ll_T_T258_0FF_PUB_EN,
pp. 25, 75-76.
135 F3713/COR, paras 52-53.
136 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN, pp. 15, 40, 41. See also Annex J.
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by Alfa 137 and partially match the data from the predictive tool used in 2010 138 and partly
from the data from 2013 139 and 2014. 140 As a primary source of azimuth values, EPE adds the
values received in 2010, supplemented for some of the cells with azimuths received in 2007
but whose value matches the azimuths in operation at the time that the site was installed (the
planning phase), some of which go back to 1995. 141 Finally, the maps produced by EPE are
the result of a combination of data going back as far as 15 years and derived from nine
separate sources.
In addition, the inconsistencies between the azimuths received in 2007 and those

91.

received in 2010 were considered irrelevant by Fahey when he integrated the data into EPE 142
because he tried to measure the azimuths using a JPEG image which the Prosecution says
represents the data from July 2005. PRH707 however did not consider that this exercise was
feasible: "We do not have the means to verify this type ofinformation." 143
92.

The EPE maps, and by extension Platt's PowerPoint slides, therefore have no probative

value and the Chamber should not give them any weight. This incidentally is what PRH707
stated when commenting on the EPE maps that he was shown during his testimony:
I do not know how the information sent by [Alfa] was used to be able to come up
with these maps. I have no answer for that 144 .
[ ... ] we cannot technically come up with accurate answers depending on these
maps.14s
The only contemporaneous data which the Prosecution has is a JPEG image

93.

representing an Alfa coverage map in July 2005, which it uses to demonstrate the reliability

The theoretical coverage maps showing the optimal coverages were given to the Prosecution in three batches:
one batch was received on 27 July 2010 containing the coverage patterns for 718 Alfa sectors; one batch
received in February 2013 containing the coverage patterns for 192 Alfa sectors; and one batch received in June
2015 containing 93 8 Alfa sectors: See P 1192, para. 164. Regarding the best coverage cell, see below Section
137

IV.H.

P 1123; P 1120, p. 2; 20160914_STL-01-11_T_T292_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 31.
P 1124; P 1120, p. 2; 20160914_STL-01-11_T_T292_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 31.
140 The coverage data for 2014 was used for three cells only: MAARAD1, MAARAD2 and MAARAD3: P1125;
P1120, p. 2.
141 P778; P 1120, p. 2. The Defence notes that the Prosecution incorrectly alleges that the azimuth data reflects
the values in operation at the time of its transmission: F3713/COR, footnote 83.
142 20160914_STL-01-11_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 32, 36.
143 20160215_STL-01-11_T_T246_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 42.
144 20160421_STL-01-11_T_T258_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 83.
145 20160421_STL-01-11_T_T258_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 84.
138
139
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of the coverage areas reproduced in the EPE. 146 The Defence submits however that this image
is unclear and difficult to use.
94.

The only Alfa coverage map transmitted in a usable format dates from 2010 and, in

particular, served to create EPE. The Prosecution alleges that the "images files of 2005
coverage maps, " 147 when compared to the coverage map of2010, show that the Alfa network
remained stable through the years and that the coverage areas remained unchanged and are
located in the same places. 148 The Defence submits that this assertion is incorrect and
supported neither by Fahey's testimony on the comparative exercise he carried out between
the 2005 image and the image in 2010, 149 nor by the relevant exhibits. 150 On the contrary,
several aspects of Fahey's testimony contradict the Prosecution's suggestion.
95.

In the first place, since Alfa did not provide all the 2010 coverage maps, the EPE

programme contains only about 78% of Alfa's cell sectors:
Q. I saw you jotting down numbers there, so I'll ask you to confirm my math of
855 shape files in the index out of the 1100 possible shape files; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Which leaves us then with 245 Alfa shape files that are not represented in the
EPE?
A. 245, yes, for which we don't-- we do not have coverage.
Q. Which, again if my math is correct, is approximately 21, 22 per cent of the
entirety of the Alfa complement of cells active in 2005; is that correct?
A. That's correct, yes. 151
96.

Secondly, of the 1,100 coverage maps transmitted by Alfa, 152 Fahey compared only 63

with the 2005 image, 153 that is, less than 6% of the maps. He concluded that 40 of the 63
maps selected, including BRAJNE2 154 and SFEIR2, 155 did appear to correspond in terms of
shape, size and coverage area with those contained in the image from 2005: " .. .in my
opinion, shape, size, and general area covered was a good match. They coincided well, to use

146

P779; F3713/COR, para. 66.
P779.
148 F3713/COR, paras 66-67; 20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 31.
149 20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 32.
150 p 1127; p 1128.
151 20161010_STL-11-01_T_T300_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 9.
152 P1121.
153 P1129, Annex C; 20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 43.
154 P1121, Annex C1, p. 4.
155 P1121, Annex C1, p. 34.
147
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my words." 156 Nonetheless, as regards SFEIR2, Fahey conceded that the shape, area and size
of the cell coverage are different: " .. .it's quite clear that SFEIR2 as shown in the July 2005
map extends further to the left and somewhat to the south as SFEIR2 as depicted in the 2010
map, which is the black hatching." 157
97.

Moreover, since Fahey simply never compared 92% of the coverage patterns (that is,

1,037), it cannot be assumed that the coverage EPE uses is true to the coverage in 2005.
Fahey's results obtained from the 63 maps compared are clearly insufficient to assume that
the EPE coverage maps reflect the reality in 2005 and that they are therefore probative for
drawing inferences about the location or movements of the Accused. When examined about
cells SFEIR2 and CBOUJR3, Fahey himself acknowledged that the accuracy percentage was
not high enough:
Yes, that's right. The 2005 map agrees with 43 per cent of the 2010 map, yes. 158
[ ... ] That is to say that the July 2005 map agrees with 53 per cent of the 2010
map.l59
98.

Lastly, the Defence notes that in its Final Trial Brief, the Prosecution does not even

attempt to defend the EPE programme and fails to discuss the weight to be given to the EPEgenerated maps. The Defence submits that this omission is not unintentional and that the
Prosecution's silence on the subject speaks volumes. The Chamber should not give any
weight to the maps produced by the EPE programme, and by extension, to Platt's PowerPoint
slides.

B. Changes in Alfa personnel and the mismanagement of the data affect its
reliability
99.

PRH707's testimony 160 shows that the information concerning the origin of the data

provided to the Prosecution by Alfa could not be verified. Given that PRH707 began working
for Alfa [REDACTED], 161 his personal knowledge of the status of the data in 2004-2005 is
almost non-existent. In addition, the major personnel and management changes at Alfa
between 2005 and 2016 (the year ofPRH707's appearance) mean that the engineers or other

156

20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 43.
20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 47.
15 R 20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 67.
159 20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 53.
160 PRH707 is the [REDACTED] at Alfa: P1192, p. 1.
161 P1192, para. 11; 20160129_STL-11-01_T_T241_ OFF_PRY_EN, p. 65; P768.
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employees responsible for the production and extraction of data, who would have been best
placed to testify as to the degree reliability of the telecommunications data, are no longer
employed by Alfa. 162
100. Firstly, PRH707 was unable either to confirm, or to offer his opinion, on the relative
key values of the cell sites. 163 Nor was he able to explain the divergences and the tilt and
azimuth changes made over the years for the cell sites found in the documents which Alfa
transmitted 164 even though the cell site azimuths are some of the most crucial data since they
influence the direction, strength and extent of the cell signal and its coverage area. 165
101. Nor was PRH707 able to provide an explanation for one of the most contested aspects
of the evidence, namely, the coverage patterns:
As the person who produced the maps at the time does not work for the company
today, we cannot refer to him to ask him: Which was the method you used to
produce the shape files, are there missing stations, are there stations that should
have been added to the map? 166
102. In addition, because the employees responsible for maintenance, updating and inputting
data into the data base no longer work at Alfa, 167 PRH707 could not shed any light on the
inconsistencies and discrepancies relating to the data in terms of the storage and retention of
the data, something which is crucial for determining the origin and accuracy of the
telecommunications data. 168
103. Everything points to the fact that the way Alfa stored and preserved the data and values
over different time periods is problematic. 169 Indeed, before the installation of a central
storage system in 2015, 170 the geographic coordinates ofthe cell sites and the values of all the
azimuths were stored in an Excel file on the computer of a radio department employee. 171 As

162

20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY_EN, p. 6; 20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 42;
20160211_STL-11-01_T_T244_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 29.
163 Annex J; 20160421_STL-11-01_T_T258_ OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 24-27; 20160420_STL-1101_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 31.
164 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 15.
165 20160129 _STL-11-01_T_T241_OFF _PRY _EN, p. 125.
166 20160421_STL-11-01_T_T258_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 23. See also 20160421_STL-1101_T_T258_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 8; 20160216_STL-11-01_T_T247_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 13.
167 20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN, p. 23; 20160216_STL-11-01_T_T247 _OFF _PRY _EN, p.
29.
168 20160421_STL-11-01_T_T258_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 26-27.
169 20160503_STL-11-01_T_T260_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 32-35,37-45.
170 20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN, p. 7.
171 20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN p. 16.
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that employee was not called to testify, the Defence was unable to examine him about any
possible data tampering, about the frequency of the updates, or about the possible existence
of a verification procedure to ensure that the file was not subject to human error, or about any
protocol in order to ensure uniformity in the processing of the data in the Excel file. All these
questions went unanswered, PRH707 being unable to do so.
104. In the absence of any information about these questions, which are important for
demonstrating the reliability of the telecommunications data, the Defence submits that it
cannot merely take that reliability as a given. Indeed, in view of the personnel changes at Alfa
and the weaknesses of the data storage, it is very possible that the data received by the
Prosecution and admitted as evidence is imprecise and/or wrong.
C. The azimuth data received does not match the data used in 2004-2005

105. Although the Prosecution acknowledges that the azimuth values used in this trial are not
those in operation at the time of the facts, it downplays their importance by alleging that the
data remained stable and that the changes to the azimuths were minor and infrequent. 172
However, despite the fact that Fahey compared the azimuth values received in 2007 and
2010, 173 the inconsistencies were not taken into account in the EPE. 174 The Defence submits
that the scope of the inevitable differences between the data from 2004-2005 and the data
admitted into evidence is not known, which confronts the Chamber with the impossible task
of determining whether it can rely on the data underpinning the entire trial.
1. The azimuth and tilt values vary, but these changes have not been
recorded

106. PRH707 acknowledged that the azimuth and tilt values are not automatically entered in
Alfa's database. Registering and maintaining that data is done manually by the employees of
the departments concerned, and this opens to process to human error. 175
... there is no automated method to take such values to avoid any human error. 176

F3713/COR, paras 56-57,66-67.
20160725_STL-01-11_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN,
174 20160914_STL-01-11_T_T292_0FF _PUB_EN,
175 20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRV_EN,
176 20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRV_EN,
172
173
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.. .If the person input the date manually and it was wrong and if the person is
not there anymore, then we cannot correct the mistake or we do not even
know if it's a mistake or not. 177
107. Before 2015, the Alfa database did not allow data saving. 178 Accordingly, none of the
azimuth value changes made between 2004 and 2007 can be retrieved and, since the changes
were not registered, they are lost.

179

For example, PRH707 explained that following

complaints from customers because of a bad signal, the Alfa engineers check any antenna
obstruction and change the azimuth orientation. 180 Alfa does not register this type of change
and PRH707 could not indicate how often the company receives customer complaints of that
nature. 181
108. Alfa concerns itself with the present values and not those in operation in the past. For
this reason, the azimuth value at a given date is not important, which explains the lack of care
taken regarding the saving of those values. 182 The fact that the data has been established "as
part of the organisation's normal activities" 183 is no guarantee of its accuracy or reliability.
This information however is crucial for the Prosecution, because without exact data for the
period 2004-2005, the inferences it is attempting to draw from the call data are invalid.

2. PRH707 does not know the date corresponding to the azimuth values
transmitted to the Prosecution and the frequency of the changes made
by Alfa
109. In 2007, the Alfa radio department provided the Prosecution 184 with information and
data about the different cell phone towers, including the azimuth values, the geographic
coordinates, the sector values and the type of tower. 185 Even though PRH707 at one point
acknowledged that he did not know the date of the azimuth values provided to the
Prosecution, 186 he eventually said that they dated from the planning phase and had been

20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 69.
20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY_EN, p. 7; 20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 38;
20160503_STL-11-01_T_T260_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 45-47.
179 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 45.
IRO 20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN, pp. 24-25.
181 20160215_STL-11-01_T_T246_0FF _PRY _EN, p. 70.
182 20160503_STL-11-01_T_T260_0FF _PRY _EN, p. 84.
183 F2767, paras 46, 125, 140.
184 P778; P1192, para. 162.
185 P778; P1192, paras 162, 177; F3713/COR, para. 56.
IR 6 20160503_STL-ll-01_T_T260_0FF_PRY_EN, pp.79, 81,84-86.
177
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measured manually on-site by an engineer once the station had been built. 187 In this case, it
means that for a cell tower installed in 1995, such as BRAJNE, 188 the azimuth values
recorded in the file that the Prosecution received date from the planning phase, that is, the
time the tower was installed.
110. The Prosecution wrongly submits that the azimuth changes are minor and infrequent. 189
Such an assertion is surprising since we know that it tried to have PRH707's entire statement,
which contains a passage indicating the opposite, admitted into evidence: 190 "I would expect
several changes in one year." 191
111. Moreover, PRH707 was unable to confirm the azimuth values for all the cell sites in
Beirut in 2004-2005, including for 14 February 2005. 192
112. Even if the date of the azimuth values were known, the failure to register the data would
have nonetheless made it impossible to determine the azimuth values in 2004-2005. It may be
that the azimuth values recorded in P775 (Annex 14(2) of P1192), on which the Prosecution
mainly relies, date from the activation of the sites, some of which were activated in 1995,
1997, or 1999. 193 Moreover, P776 clearly states that "the only available date regarding
Azimuths are the azimuth when the site was activated and the current azimuths as per the
below table." 194

3. Factors giving rise to azimuth changes and their impact
113. Several factors can cause the azimuths to change. The nature of the factor behind the
change will determine its importance.
114. Among the factors setting off a change in the azimuth direction are the addition or
withdrawal of a station. If a new station is created near an existing one, the azimuth values
and antenna direction may change. 195

187 Contra F3713/COR, footnote 83. SeeP 1192, para. 162; 20160503 _STL-11-01_T_T260_OFF_PRY _EN, pp.
52, 79-80; P776.
188 P780; 20160503_STL-ll-01_T_T260_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 79, 86.
1R9 F3713/COR, paras 56-57,66-67.
19 F2450.
191 P1192,para.174.
192 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 22, 34.
193 P776.
194 P776, p. 1.
195 20160503_STL-ll-01_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 57.
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115. The majority of the Alfa-operated sites were built before 1999. 196 However, Alfa
continuously upgraded its network between 1995 and 2016 and added more than 1,300 new
cells to the network. 197 This means that the azimuth value of the already existing stations
changed because the new stations had an immediate effect on the coverage of the adjacent
cells. 198 Similarly, if a cell is withdrawn, some of the cells may become overloaded. In
particular, this is the reason the azimuth values transmitted to the Prosecution are not a true
representation of the situation on the ground in 2004-2005:
Q. Now, I do know, Mr. Witness, that the network has been improved. But the
bottom line, and this is what I'd like to stress, my colleague asked you questions
regarding a number of azimuth, and for certain levels you were not able to say
whether these were azimuth values from 1995, 1996, 1997, etcetera, and then if
you tell me that from 1995 onwards you have been upgrading your network by
adding 1.300 cells to it, okay, that means that from that time onwards, from
1995, azimuth values may have changed all over the place?
A. Yes. 199
116. PRH707 however could not confirm the scale of the changes and their impact on the
towers and existing coverage areas. 200 This makes it impossible to determine the azimuth
value of the cell sectors operating in 2004-2005, which is a major problem for the
Prosecution, which actually does not know whether the azimuth values it has correspond to
the date of the site installation, or a later year. However, the azimuth value makes it possible
to determine the coverage pattern, which is the only evidence the Prosecution has to support
allegations of movements and the location of the people using the phones.
117. The only thing which is certain therefore is that the azimuths are constantly changing
and that Alfa does not register those changes: 201 "What we can know today is the registered
values in this file and the values that we have now, and then we can see if there was a change.
But I cannot say for sure these values go back to 1995, 1996 or 2004 ... ". 202
118. How often the azimuth changes occurred can also be shown by comparing the Cell ID
and Security Main the Prosecution received only three months apart. Thirty-nine azimuths

196
197

198

20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 56.
20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 84.
20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 83; 20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p.

57.
199
200
201
202

20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN,
20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN,
20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF_PUB_EN,
20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN,
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appeanng m both those documents showed different values, whereas their data was
apparently contemporaneous with its transmission. PRH707 was unable to explain the
reasons for these differences. 203 This is all the more disturbing because in some cases the
difference in the number of azimuth degrees is significant. 204
119. PRH707 confirmed that it is normal for azimuth values to change over the years, as can
be seen in the different azimuth values transmitted in 2007 and 2010. 205 The Prosecution
attempted to reconcile the list of azimuths transmitted in 2007 with the list Alfa transmitted in
2010. 206 The Prosecution considers that its having performed this exercise is sufficient to
validate the values that Alfa sent.
120. This comparative exercise however is to a large extent incomplete. In fact, P775
contains 285 fewer cells than P778, in addition to the fact that the individual cell azimuth
values vary from one file to the other. 207

D. The result of the coverage maps was distorted by the war in 2006, which had
an impact on the coordinates and the height of some antennae, and the
topography of the locations
121. Among the missing values which, although important for the predictive package, cannot
be confirmed for 2004-2005, is the exact location of the antennae 208 and their height. 209
Antenna height is an important factor, especially in the light of the 2006 war in Lebanon. 210
Several buildings were destroyed during the war and rebuilt afterwards, which means that the
buildings where the antennae were located were not necessarily rebuilt to the same height.

203

20160725 _STL-11-01_T_T281_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 39-40. See also the differences between the azimuth
values in P780 and P 1183.
204 For example, the azimuth degree of BAALBE3 sector was 345 in 2007, as opposed to 280 in 2010:
20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 40. The GHOBAll sector had an azimuth degree of 120 in
2007 and 35 in 2010: 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 43.
205 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 40.
206 P780· P776
207 20160725_sTL-11-01_T_T281_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 33; 4D262, p. 2; 4D261.
208 20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRV_EN, p. 40
209 20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRV_EN, pp. 35-36.
210 20160503_STL-ll-01_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 89.
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122. In addition, Alfa did not use the 2005 propagation model to create the coverage maps
transmitted to the Prosecution: "No we did not use propagation model that existed in 2005,
nor the digital maps that existed in 2005."211
123. Instead, Alfa opted for the 2010 propagation model, which does not reflect what was
really happening on the ground in 2005 212 because the location of the buildings, the antenna
height and the geographic features radically changed between 2005 and 2010, which PRH707
confirmed on two occasions:
Between 2005 and 2010, changes were really radical regarding the number of
buildings in Beirut. So several new buildings and constructions were added or
were constructed in Beirut between 2005 and 201 0213 . [ ... ]
In Beirut in particular, I can say that the revolution of the new buildings is still
going on till date regardless the problems of the country. Beirut city with its new
buildings and the modification at this level is still going on. Between 2004 and
2010, even if I was not in the country all the time, but I have always visited the
country on a weekly basis, and I always noticed the new buildings, and there are
some other buildings that were completely demolished and sometimes
neighbourhoods that were completely demolished. So this is an ongoing situation
in Beirut. 214
124. Accordingly, Alfa's use of the data and the 2010 propagation model skewed the results
of the coverage maps. 215 The Defence also notes than among the antennae destroyed or
damaged in 2006 are HARA, ROUEIS3, BIRABD2, BRAJNE and CBOURJ, 216 some of
which support the alleged geographic profile on which the Prosecution relies to attribute
phones to Merhi. 217

E. Data received concerning tilt and radius does not correspond to the data used
in 2004-2005
125. Antenna tilt also has a significant effect on the area covered by a cell site. 218 The height
of a building blocking an antenna, topography change or wind velocity cause radical changes

20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 88.
20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 87.
213 20160503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T260_0FF _PRY _EN, p. 87.
214 20160215_STL-ll-Ol_T_T246_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 73.
215 20160504_STL-ll-Ol_T_T26l_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 39.
216 4Dl91; 4Dl91.1; 20160504_STL-ll-Ol_T_T261_ OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 35-36, 39.
217 See Pl962.1, paras 67, 198.
21 R 20160420_STL-ll-Ol_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 34.
211
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to the antenna tilt. 219 Tilt can also be modified by the installation of satellite antennae on the
mast or general poor site maintenance. 220 PRH707 acknowledged that the Alfa technicians
had not registered the regular tilt adjustments of the antennae in 2004-2005. 221

F. The 'Directed retry' and 'Doppler fading' functions create the illusion that
the user is moving
126. In addition to all these factors affecting the theoretical coverage patterns obtained by
using the "Asset Aircom" prediction tool is the "directed retry" function. That function was
activated on all the cells in 2004-2005. 222 It ensures that if a user at a fixed location makes a
telephone call but the cell offering optimal coverage at that location is congested, the call will
be redirected to another cell. 223 Congestion level, which determines activation of the directed
retry function, is set by Alfa and varies according the cells. 224 Such re-direction takes place
without the telephone user having to change position. 225 Accordingly, the analysis of the cells
activated by a user in such a case might give the illusion that the user is moving from one cell
to another whereas, in fact, he has remained in situ, but the network has redirected his call. 226
127. Neither Philips nor the Alfa provider know the level or frequency of congestion in the
telephone network in Lebanon. 227 This therefore makes it impossible to know which
frequency triggers the directed retry function because of one cell being congested. Moreover,
Philips conceded that he did not know the extent of this problem in Lebanon in 2005. 228 In
view of the lack of relevant information, it is impossible to determine the number of times a
telephone activates a cell which is not the one offering optimal coverage, but rather a
neighbouring cell. 229 Even with CDR analysis, it is impossible to determine whether the

219
220
221
222

20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN,
20150825_STL-11-01_T_T184_0FF _PUB_EN,
20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN,
20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF_PRY_EN,

p. 25.
pp. 47-49.
p. 34.
p. 60; 20160422_STL-11-01_T_T259_OFF _PUB_EN, p.

35.
20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF _PRY_EN, pp. 58-61; 20160422_STL-11-01_T_T259_OFF _PUB_EN,
pp. 34-35; 20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF _PRY_EN, pp. 59, 68.
224 20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245 _OFF _PRY _EN, pp. 61-62.
225 20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF _PRY _EN, p. 59.
226 20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF _PRY _EN, pp. 62-64.
227 20150826_STL-11-01_T_T185 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 9-10; P 1192, para.62.
228 20150826_STL-11-01_T_T185_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 10.
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directed retry function was initialised. 230 In fact, the number of cells onto which a network
can re-direct a call is greater than 20. 231
128. The Prosecution wrongly claims that when there is congestion, a call can be redirected
to only one of six neighbouring cells. 232 Philips' testimony however clearly shows that the
directed retry function can consider up to 20 usable cells before selecting the six whose signal
is the strongest at the exact time of the call. 233 Those six cells are not necessarily the closest
to the "best serving cell", because if the six neighbouring cells are also congested or if their
signal strength is lower, the system will use cells further away. 234 Rather than indicating, as
the Prosecution submits, that the user is in a limited area given the small size of the cells in an
urban environment, 235 on the contrary, this considerably increases the area covered, because
a call can be redirected to a cell relatively far away from the location of the telephone user,
given that the number of cells with a strong enough signal to receive a redirected call is very
high.236
129. Whereas the redirect function affects the starting cell, Doppler fading affects the end
call cell. The Doppler effect refers to changes in the theoretical coverage when someone
makes a telephone call while travelling in a vehicle. 237 It is therefore linked to the movement
of a phone in a vehicle and the obstacles one may encounter in heavy traffic, such as traffic
jams, or being behind a larger vehicle. 238 In such cases, the Doppler effect redirects the call to
a cell which, in the area of theoretical coverage, does not offer the best coverage. 239 This is
another limitation of predictive coverage, because the activation of these functions cannot be
retraced in the CDRs and because the choice of cell in both cases, the directed retry or
Doppler effect, is random and occurs on a case-by-case basis.

20150826_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl85 _OFF _PUB _EN,
20150826_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl85_0FF _PUB_EN,
232 F3713/COR, para. 60.
233 20150826_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl85_0FF _PUB_EN,
234 20150826_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl85_0FF _PUB_EN,
235 F3713/COR, para. 59.
236 20150826_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl85_0FF _PUB_EN,
237 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN,
pp. 63-64.
238 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN,
67-68.
239 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN,
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G. Coverage maps are less than 70% reliable
130. According to PRH707, the theoretical coverage maps recreated by Alfa in an attempt to
illustrate the optimal coverage of the various active cells in 2004-2005 were produced with
the Asset Aircom tool 240 , which Philips confirms. 241 However, if one of the parameters
registered in Asset Aircom in not precise, the overall precision of the coverage area
decreases. 242 The Defence submits that several of the parameters used to recreate the data
from 2005-2005 were not accurate and that the results are therefore invalidated.
131. The coverage maps are merely an estimate and do not reflect 100% coverage. 243
Accordingly, the accuracy of the telephone coverage on the ground is also no more than a
prediction.

244

PRH707 confirmed that "[i]t's not possible that any system gives us a

prediction of a coverage that is 100 per cent accurate on the field. " 245
132. Coverage is dependent on a number of factors which also contribute to reducing the
degree of theoretical coverage map reliability: "[t]he maps that are used here, the coverage
maps or shape files, are for the best coverage. But in reality, the coverage is different than
.

.

what, you seem th1s map.

"246

133. Not only is the theoretical predictive coverage approximate, but also the data for 2004
and 2005 underlying the coverage maps, like the azimuths and the clutter model, 247 are
incomplete or totally unknown for 2004 and 2005. This is a direct consequence of Alfa's lack
of records and of the employee responsible for generating the coverage maps transmitted to
the Prosecution having left the company. 248 However, it is absolutely essential to have the
exact underlying data in order to generate reliable coverage maps. 249 When such is the case,

240

20160209 _STL-11-01_T_T242_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 24; 20160211_STL-11-01_T_T244_0FF _PRY_EN, p.

34.
241

20170426_STL-ll-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 101.
20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 102-103.
243 20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 26.
244 20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN, pp. 26-27.
245 20160420_STL-ll-01_T_T257_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 26.
246 20160504_STL-11-01_T_T261_ OFF_PUB _EN, p. 37. See also 20160504_STL-1101_T_T261_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 68.
247 Regarding the clutter model, see below Section Yl.B.2 (g) ii).
248 20160421_STL-11-01_T_T258_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 8-9.
249 20160421_STL-11-01_T_T258_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 36-37.
242
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the coverage maps are 60-70% reliable, 250 but given the points raised above, the reliability
percentage here is substantially reduced and the margin of error cannot be confirmed. 251
134. Even Platt confirms that if the azimuth values change in respect of those used to
generate the coverage maps, the values become out of date. 252 Consequently, the Chamber
must recall the following words of Philips, because they have serious consequences for the
telecommunications evidence presented by the Prosecution: "Q. But changing the tilt or the
azimuth or the baring can create substantial impact upon the real coverage provided on the
ground by a given cell; is that right? A. Of course. " 253

H. Best serving coverage varies constantly and cannot be reproduced on a map

135. Cell coverage is not static. 254 It varies according to the signal strength of the various
cells, a strength which itself varies constantly. The cells overlap and this overlapping in tum
varies according to the signal strength. The cell with the best coverage at a specific place is
thus not always the same, because cell signal strength is constantly increasing and decreasing.
136. There is thus a distinction between the cell with the best coverage (or optimal coverage)
and a cell which can be used. At a specific point, a telephone can capture a cell for a while
and then change a few minutes later. The optimal cell is the one with the average best signal,
at a precise moment.
1. Due to signal fluctuations, several cells can be used for a call in a given
location

13 7. Philips was clear that cell signal increases and decreases depending on factors which
combine to influence the signal strength. 255 He prepared a non-exhaustive list of the most
important factors which can affect a single signal: strength (of the cell), frequency, distance
from the cell site, height and orientation of the cell in respect of the building, the construction

250

2016042l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T258_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 32; 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF _PUB_EN, p.

80.
2016042l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T258_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170322_STL-ll-Ol_T_T350_0FF _PUB_EN,
253 20150824_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl83_0FF _PUB_EN,
254 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
255 P549, section 6.4.1.
251

252
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material, how far inside the building a person is, antenna tilt, addition of antennae, nearby
buildings, terrain, etc. 256
138. Philips also confirms that if a person moves around in a very confined environment, an
apartment for example, the cell signal strength will increase and decrease. 257 In reality, a
handset is in constant communication with more than one antenna, and at the time of making
or receiving a call, the network selects which cell to use. 258
139. Since signal strength fluctuates, a specific cell can serve a specific call even though it
may not be the cell with the average optimal coverage. 259 The coverage patterns thus do not
represent a cell's real coverage limit because they are limited to the places where the cell
constitutes the best cell service, but do not extend to those locations where the cell
nonetheless emits a usable signal. In other words, the area served by a cell is broader than the
area delimiting that same cell on the optimal theoretical coverage maps. 260

2. The EPE shows only the optimal cell to the detriment of all usable
cells
140. Philips explained that in an urban environment, it is possible to receive a signal from
several base stations which do not necessarily offer optimal coverage.

261

The EPE

programme however shows only the cell with optimal coverage (illustrated on the EPE with a
small coloured square) and not all the usable cells which could potentially become service
cells. 262 This is explained by the fact that it would be difficult to generate a map indicating all
the cells capable of emitting a usable service cell at a given moment. 263 There would be many
of these, resulting in an overlapping of many colour layers one on top of the other. 264
141. Philips also testified that a cell tower will provide service over a larger area than the one
indicated by the map colours 265 and added: "Yes, [ ... ] We have the coverage. The usable
coverage of a cell. And contained within that, is the best server coverage, which is -- which is
256
257

20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 18.
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 11; 20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN, p.

22.
258
259

260
261
262
263
264
265

20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF_PUB_EN,
20150826_STL-11-01_T_Tl85 _OFF _PUB _EN,
20150826_STL-11-01_T_Tl85_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF_PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
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estimated based on other cells. And patently, there has to be more than one cell for it to
provide the best server coverage and in comparison. Otherwise, it's just providing
coverage. " 266
142. In addition, Philips acknowledged that the predictive tool generating the coverage map
only indicates the best coverage at a given date. 267 This means that coverage prediction is
based on an average which itself varies both according to the signal strength of the cell
chosen and the strength of the signals from competing cells. 268
143. The Defence referred to the "radio frequency cell site survey", which indicates for a
given time and place the number of nearby cells which could potentially provide usable
coverage. 269 Philips confirmed that it entirely possible that in a same apartment a telephone
connects to different cells 270 and that the service cell is always the one with the strongest
. 1 271
signa.
144. The EPE programme is therefore not the appropriate tool to indicate the many service
cells emitting a signal at a specific location. By way of illustration, the EPE programme can
show only one colour per square, in this case the best serving cell. The EPE map does not
show all the cells which could nonetheless constitute service cells even though they are not
the best serving cell. Accordingly, whenever a telephone moves from one colour square to
another on the EPE map, several other cells within that same square are usable, but the
limitations of the programme do not make it possible to identify them. In addition, for each
square appearing on the coverage maps, prediction will be valid only at ground level and
outdoors. 272
145. It should also be pointed out, as Philips confirmed in respect of the radio frequency cell
site survey, 273 that the optimal theoretical coverage maps do not represent the cell's entire
coverage. In other words, the EPE-generated maps do not indicate all the places where a cell

20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
268 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
269 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
270 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
271 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
272 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
273 See above, para. 144.
266
267
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can be captured: "[t]he best coverage for a certain station is not the whole coverage of the
station. It is a part of the coverage of the station. " 274

3. The service cell service is influenced by the location of a phone inside a
building
146. Among the other factors which affect the cell activated by a telephone every day is the
location inside a building. The mere fact of a user's making a call inside a building can have
an influence on the service cell. The ground, the building's distance from the station or the
number of windows can affect the choice of cell to which the call will be connected. 275
14 7. These factors however cannot be taken into account in predictive coverage. Theoretical
predictive coverage does not account for factors such as building height or the elevation level
from which the call was made. 276 Ideally, instead of using the optimal coverage maps which
do not take these factors into account, the Prosecution should have presented maps indicating
the signal strength. 277 In such cases, the maps which take signal strength into account provide
a more precise picture of what is happening. 278
148. In order to determine building coverage, the most appropriate method, as PRH707
confirmed, would have been a map showing the coverage of a specific building,

279

particularly for a building with several floors. PRH707 confirmed that it is possible for the
floors of a building to have different coverage and that a study of the building coverage
would be more appropriate. 280 This was not the case for Merhi's alleged residence and, as
discussed below, 281 it further lessens the probative value of the geographic profiles of Purple
231 and Green 071.

274

20160504_STL-11-01_T_T261_0FF _PRY_EN,
20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN,
50-52.
276 20160725 _STL-11-01_T_T281_OFF _PUB _EN,
277 20160725 _STL-11-01_T_T281_OFF _PUB _EN,
278 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF _PUB_EN,
279 20160725_STL-11-01_T_T281_0FF_PUB_EN,
280 20160725 _STL-11-01_T_T281_OFF _PUB _EN,
lRI See below, Section VI.B. 2 (g).iv).
275
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p. 42.
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p. 66. See also 4D264 (enlarged version ofp779).
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4. Due to limits on best serving coverage, it is impossible to establish the
location of the phone
149. The Prosecution concedes that the service cell to which a telephone connects is not
always the one closest to the user. 282 However, it attempts to downplay the impact of this
admission by asserting that under normal circumstances, a phone connects to the nearest cell.
However, cell signal strength constantly fluctuates and the Prosecution failed to take into
account the signal strength maps 283 in the EPE. Because signal strength constantly varies as a
result of several factors, it is not possible to determine whether the cell is activated because
the user is near the mast or for another reason: 284
The network then determines which cell will be used for the call. So it's normally
based on signal strength. Now, that may relate to distance, and often it does. So it
may be the closest cell is the strongest, but certainly not always. 285
150. As regards the significant theoretical coverage limits,

286

Philips had to acknowledge

that:
Q .... the call data records record the, what you call it, allocated cell, the likely
place best server cell would be the one where the phone would be expected to be,
not the one that's recorded in the CDRs?
A. Exactly so, sir 287 .
[ ... ]

Q .... the call data record would be recording a cell which was not, in fact, where
the user of the phone was located?
A. Yes. 288
151. A good example of the random nature of the concept of optimal cell coverage can be
seen in exhibit 3D367 using the CST of Green 071. 289 On 6 September 2004, Green 071
made two separate calls one minute and six seconds apart. 290 Within this short time period,
the telephone activated the JOUAYAI cell tower for the first call and, during the second call,

282

F3713/COR, para. 58.
20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_0FF_PUB_EN,
2R4 20170420_STL-11-01_T_T358_OFF _PUB _EN,
285 20150818_STL-11-01_T_Tl79_0FF_PUB_EN,
286 20150826_STL-11-01_T_Tl85 _OFF _PUB _EN,
287 20150826_STL-11-01_T_Tl85_0FF_PUB_EN,
288 20150826_STL-11-01_T_Tl85_0FF_PUB_EN,
289 p 1205.
290 20170502_STL-ll-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
283
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the NABATI3 cell tower.

291

The JOUAYA1 and NABATI3 cell towers are several

kilometres apart 292 whereas only 52 seconds separate the end of the first call from the start of
the second. 293 We can thus see on 3D367 that the coverage prediction of the JOOUAYA1 cell
tower extends all the way to NABATI3. 294 The Defence submits that because there is no road
in the immediate vicinity of the JOUAYA1 coverage area, it is virtually impossible for the
user of Green 071 to have covered the distance between the two cell towers in 52 seconds. 295
Philips was forced to acknowledge that, at first glance, this might be an anomaly. 296
152. Another example of an anomaly can be seen in exhibit 3D368, an EPE extract
indicating the optimal coverage prediction ofROUEIS3. Philips confirmed that the square far
from the cell coverage is beyond the cell's notionallimits. 297 If one adheres strictly to the cell
limits, this ROUEIS3 coverage is therefore abnormal. 298
153. In other words, as PRH707 acknowledged, predictive optimal coverage does not suffice
for determining the precise location of a telephone call. 299 It represents only a general area
where the person making the telephone call might have been. 300 An examination of the
coverage map allows only a very approximate inference of the area where the cell phone is
located. 301 A more precise demonstration of the location of the call could have been made
using maps showing the signal strength, 302 but the Prosecution did not present any such maps.

I. Conclusion on the reliability of the telecommunications data
154. The Prosecution is attempting to ignore the numerous and serious defects in its
telecommunications evidence. Despite these blatant defects, the Prosecution relies on the
values transmitted by Alfa and is asking the Chamber to find them sufficiently reliable to lead
to convictions on that basis alone.

291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302

20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
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15 5. The telephone data constitutes the core of the evidence admitted in this trial. It is the
foundation of all the inferences made about the actions and intentions of the Accused. For it
to be of such poor quality is absolutely unacceptable in a criminal trial.
156. The Defence submits that no reasonable trier of fact could find that the
telecommunications evidence can support conclusions as to the guilt of the Accused beyond
reasonable doubt.

Solely on the basis of the failings in the reliability of the

telecommunications evidence described above, the Chamber should render a not guilty
verdict.
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V.

INADEQUATE IDENTIFICATION OF THE ACCUSED

157. The identification of an accused is the cornerstone of any criminal trial. Without a clear,
precise and unequivocal identification, the Chamber cannot convict. This is especially the
case in an in absentia trial in which the judges themselves have never seen the Accused.
158. The Prosecution has [REDACTED] with the aim of identifying a photograph and
attesting that the man in that photograph was actually living in the Gardenia apartment block
at the time of the facts. However, [REDACTED] that Merhi was the man in the photo. That
photo is moreover of very dubious probative value. The Defence submits firstly that in this
instance the identification of Merhi is weak and of limited probative value, and secondly that
it casts serious doubt on the actual name of the accused person.

A. The Prosecution has not demonstrated that the photo admitted into evidence
is in fact that of Merhi
159. The Defence submits that the Prosecution has not demonstrated beyond reasonable
doubt that the man who appears in the photo that was admitted into evidence is Hassan Habib
Merhi. That photo is attached to an undated application form for an identity card. 303 The
Chamber itself acknowledged that the absence of a date on that form was problematic. 304 The
address shown on the form is also not that which the Prosecution alleges was that of Merhi's
residence, namely the Gardenia apartment block. 305
160. Moreover, P683 was found 306 in one of the Lebanese Interior Ministry stores in which
the storage conditions were deficient, poor even. 307 There is nothing to indicate that these
stores were secure, nor who could gain access to them and under what conditions.
161. The Prosecution alleges that the application form for the identity card is probative in
establishing the personal information relating to Merhi, as well as his physical appearance.
However, it has been unable to produce a copy of the official identity card issued following
that application, if indeed such a card was actually issued. In several instances, the

P683.
20151110 STL-ll-Ol_T_T213_0FF_PRV_EN, p. 12.
305 20151104 STL-ll-Ol_T_T209_0FF_PRV_EN, p. 75.
306 P686, para. 41.
307 P686, pp. 4-13. The first store was located in a disused car park; the second, third and fourth on various
floors of the Ministry building (paras 16-20).
303

304
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Prosecution alleges that relevant identity cards in this case were falsified, 308 thereby casting
doubt on the reliability of all the identity documents that were admitted. Its failure to provide
answers to the questions raised by the above-mentioned circumstances and inconsistencies
seriously affects the weight and probative value of P683 as evidence of Merhi's physical
appearance. That already substantial doubt is amplified by [REDACTED]. 309

B. PRH647 and PRH688 do not unequivocally identify Merhi
162. PRH647 had to acknowledge that he was unable to confirm that the man appearing in
the photo 310 was in fact the man [REDACTED] the Gardenia apartment block.
163. Between 2001 and the war of 2006, PRH647 frequently travelled abroad and did not
reside in Lebanon on a permanent basis. Therefore he had to admit that he was unable to
confirm that the person in the photo was living in Gardenia in 2004-2005. 311 PRH647 added
that between 2001 and 2010 he did not think that he saw that man, 312 including during the
period that the Gardenia apartment block was undergoing reconstruction? 13 Nor was he in
contact with him or members of his family. 314 However, despite the significance of this
information, Donaldson admits that he did not take this testimony into account when drafting
the Attribution Report. 315
164. Nor did PRH64 7 ever identify Merhi by name. He simply said, with regard to the
person appearing in the photograph, 316 that he looked like [REDACTED], whose family name
maybe was Merhi. 317 However, that is not a positive identification. 318 [REDACTED]? 19

165. PRH647 also stated that the man [REDACTED] had two sons in their twenties. 320
However, according to the evidence admitted, Merhi has five sons, the youngest two of

F3 713/COR, para. 356.
See below, Section V.C.
310 P703, p. 17.
311 20151109 _STL-11-01_T_T212_OFF _PRV _EN, pp. 33-34.
312 20151109 _STL-11-01_T_T212_0FF _PRV _EN, p. 29.
313 20151109 _STL-11-01_T_T212_OFF _PRV _EN, pp. 23-24.
314 20151109 _STL-11-01_T_T212_0FF _PRV _EN, p. 20.
315 20170929 _STL-11-01_T_T403 _OFF _PUB _EN, p.101. See below, Attribution Section.
316 P703, p. 17.
317 20151109_STL-11-01_T_T212_0FF_CONF_EN, pp. 25-26.
318 Minority opinion of Judge Rowles in the Reitsma Judgement, para. 55, confirmed by the Supreme Court of
Canada in the Reitsma Judgement. See also the Forbes Judgement, where an Australian court acquitted the
accused as there was doubt as to his identification.
319 [REDACTED].
320 P703, p. 71.
308
309
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whom were born in May 2000 and July 2005 respectively321 and who were therefore aged 12
and 7 at the time ofPRH647's interview in 2012.
166. One of the central planks of the attribution of the telephones to Merhi is the allegation
that the cell BRAJNE2 covers his place of residence. 322 However, the Prosecution has been
unable to confirm that he resided in or even visited the Gardenia apartment block prior to
2010. PRH647's evidence is not probative in that regard and the fact that he was the only

person to testify as to the alleged presence of Merhi at the Gardenia demonstrates the
weakness of the evidence regarding Merhi's alleged residence. Moreover, a passport
application made in 2003 by Rima Toufaili, Merhi's wife, gives a different home address. 323
167. With regard to witness PRH688, he first appeared to identify the man in the photo 324 as
one of the sons of Habib Ali Merhi, but pointed out that it was not Haidar Merhi. However,
he could not specify which son it was. 325 However, when he was questioned about Habib
Merhi's children, PRH688 stated that he could not remember their names, except for Haidar,
and that he could barely remember what they looked like. 326 Notwithstanding that it may be
considered that he identified a man from the Merhi family, his testimony in this regard
therefore has no probative value.
168. The testimonies of PRH64 7 and PRH688 are not sufficient to demonstrate that the man
in the photo is Merhi. Nor do they serve to establish that Merhi was living in the Gardenia
apartment block in 2004-2005. The Defence submits that these two testimonies only go to
show the uncertainty of the witnesses regarding the identity of the man in the photo. The
Chamber should not give them any weight, as "regardless of the number of similar
characteristics, ifthere is one dissimilar feature there is no identification." 327
C. [REDACTED] Hassan Habib Merhi by name

169. The Prosecution submits that [REDACTED]. 328 However, the Defence submits that
[REDACTED] only introduces doubt surrounding the person indicted. In actual fact,

P1958.
P1962.1, paras 69, 145.
323 P1557.
324 P705, p. 9.
325 20151110_STL-11-01_T_T213_0FF_PRV_EN, pp. 6, 9, 13, 20; P705 para. 38.
326 20151110_STL-11-01_T_T213_0FF_PRV_EN, pp. 17-18. See also P705, para. 18.
327 Chartier Judgement, para. 59.
32 R [REDACTED].
321
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[REDACTED]. The Prosecution implies, without having conducted the necessary inquiries,
that [REDACTED]. The Defence submits that there is nothing in [REDACTED] from which
this conclusion can be drawn. [REDACTED] identify Merhi and [REDACTED] must be
assessed in the light of the serious doubts that it creates regarding the identity of the person
indicted in the present proceedings.
1. [REDACTED]

170. [REDACTED]. 329 It can therefore be assumed that [REDACTED]. 330 [REDACTED], 331
[REDACTED]? 32 [REDACTED], 333 [REDACTED]? 34
171. [REDACTED]. 335 [REDACTED] and not as Hassan Habib Merhi.
172. [REDACTED], 336 [REDACTED]. 337 Regardless of the true identity of [REDACTED]
certainly did not refer to Hassan Habib Merhi [REDACTED] .338

2. The Prosecution failed to carry out the appropriate inquiries into
[REDACTED]

173. [REDACTED]. 339 The Prosecution appears to think that that statement is sufficient to
establish the identification of Merhi. The Defence on the other hand submits that
[REDACTED] and that in the absence of any additional inquiries, it is insufficient to
establish that [REDACTED] Merhi and that consequently he was the user of the Grey phone.
174. Firstly, the Defence notes that the Prosecution attempts to use [REDACTED] to
reinforce its probative value. 340 However, the Defence notes that [REDACTED] with the

329

[REDACTED].
[REDACTED].
331 [REDACTED].
332 [REDACTED].
333 [REDACTED].
334 [REDACTED].
335 [REDACTED].
336 [REDACTED].
337 [REDACTED].
338 [REDACTED].
339 [REDACTED].
34 F3713/COR, para. 138.
330
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limited purpose of clarifying the circumstances [REDACTED]. 341 According to the rules that
the Prosecution imposed upon itself, it cannot therefore use this to [REDACTED] ?42
175. The Defence further points out that certain aspects of the information [REDACTED] do
not accord with the evidence adduced by the Prosecution with regard to Merhi. For example,
[REDACTED]. 343 However, the Prosecution has not submitted any evidence regarding the
fact that Merhi [REDACTED]. 344 If the Prosecution had carried out thoroughgoing inquiries
in order to rule out the reasonable possibility [REDACTED], it would at the very least have
ensured that there was no [REDACTED].
176. The Prosecution has completely failed to provide evidence that [REDACTED]. The
Prosecution could have attempted to obtain additional information by carrying out thorough
inquiries in order to ascertain whether the individual [REDACTED]. 345 However, it failed to
do so.
177. [REDACTED]. 346 However, as the Prosecution took the trouble to ask the Lebanese
authorities to verify the authenticity of the identity cards produced in support of the
subscription contracts for the 18 post-paid Green phones from the company Alfa, 347 they
should have applied the same rigour [REDACTED]. It is up to the Prosecution to prove that
[REDACTED].
178. The Defence further notes that [REDACTED],

348

namely [REDACTED],

349

[REDACTED] ?50
179. Errors in personal identity documents are not impossible. It is not unreasonable to think
that identity documents exist but that they may contain errors or wrong names. That,
incidentally, is what the Prosecution alleges in relation to several identity cards and
individuals. 351 The Prosecution does not explain why in its view, the application for an

[REDACTED].
F3713/COR, para. 40. See also, below Section III.
343 [REDACTED].
344 [REDACTED].
345 [REDACTED].
346 [REDACTED].
347 Pl964(60185089-60185090); P397(60144963).
34 R [REDACTED].
349 [REDACTED].
350 [REDACTED].
351 Pl964(60185089-60185090); P397(60144963); P2063(60237365).
341

342
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identity card in the name of Merhi that it submitted as evidence 352 is genuine and more
probative than [REDACTED]. It is up to the Prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt
that it is not mistaken in its identification of the Accused. In this instance, the Prosecution
fails to prove that [REDACTED].
180. Furthermore, [REDACTED], 353 [REDACTED]? 54 The investigators from the Office of
the Prosecutor [REDACTED].

355

However, [REDACTED].

356

The investigators also

[REDACTED]. 357 The Prosecution could easily have checked [REDACTED] in order to
avoid any doubt and support its theory that [REDACTED]. 358 The Prosecution should have
presented equivalent evidence in respect of [REDACTED].
181. The Prosecution should also have checked with the Lebanese authorities [REDACTED]
had been issued or existed, given [REDACTED]

359

[REDACTED]. 360 The Prosecution

should also have checked whether [REDACTED]. The Prosecution, instead of conducting a
rigorous and thorough investigation by means of which it would have been possible to
eliminate any doubts as to [REDACTED].
182. The Prosecution has accused Merhi of crimes for which it is now seeking his conviction
on the basis of speculative telephone attribution and an incomplete investigation. The
Prosecution at the very least had a duty to ensure that [REDACTED]. However, the
Prosecution has deliberately disregarded all the lines of inquiry opened [REDACTED]. The
investigative work undertaken by the Prosecution in demonstrating [REDACTED] appears to
have gone much further, as compared to the total lack of research into [REDACTED].
183. It seems obvious, on reading the Prosecution Final Trial Brief, that the Prosecution
wishes to avoid drawing the Chamber's attention to its grossly incomplete investigation
regarding the existence of [REDACTED]. Indeed, whereas the Prosecution's Final Trial Brief
only contains a single reference to [REDACTED], it contains several statements which
misrepresent [REDACTED]. The Prosecution has to accept responsibility for the
shortcomings in its investigations. [REDACTED] no witnesses positively identifying Hassan
P683.
[REDACTED].
354 [REDACTED].
355 [REDACTED].
356 [REDACTED].
357 [REDACTED].
358 [REDACTED].
359 [REDACTED].
360 [REDACTED].
352
353
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Habib Merhi, whereas the Indictment accuses the latter. The evidence presented is inadequate
and does not meet the standard of proof required for the identification of the Accused. It
follows from this that the Prosecution fails to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that
[REDACTED].

D. Conclusions regarding identification
184. The Defence submits that neither the application for an identity card, nor
[REDACTED] the identification of Merhi, serve the Prosecution theory that he lived in the
Gardenia apartment block, which is allegedly served by the BRANJE2 cell sector. The
evidence presented also introduces a serious element of doubt regarding the identity of the
Accused.
185. It is generally recognised that a Chamber must exercise circumspection when accepting
identification and recognition evidence: "Identification evidence stricto sensu concerns the
identification of a person the witness had not previously known as having been present at the
relevant time and place. Recognition evidence concerns the presence of a person at the
relevant time and place when the witness knew the person from before. In both cases,

identification evidence must be treated with caution as its quality can depend on many
variables, such as vagaries of human perception and recollection." 361
186. Consequently, and as will be shown in greater detail hereafter, the conclusions that
Donaldson draws from the geographical profile of Purple 231 and Green 071 are devoid of all
probative value.

361

Haradinaj Judgement, para. 29.
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VI.

NON-ESTABLISHED ATTRIBUTION OF THE PHONES TO MERIIT

187. The Defence submits that neither the Attribution Report, 362 nor the evidence of the
analyst Andrew Donaldson, can allow the Chamber to conclude beyond reasonable doubt that
Merhi was the user of Green 071 and Purple 231. Given his admitted lack of expertise in colocation and of first-hand knowledge of the material that is the source of his opinions, the
report and the testimony of Donaldson should be rejected by the Chamber. Philips' evidence
is similarly inadequate, given the lack of information available to him in that regard.
188. Moreover, the inadequacy of the evidence surrounding the attribution of the Green 071
and Purple 231 phones to Merhi goes well beyond reasonable doubt and is fatal to the
Prosecution case. Donaldson himself set the bar very high for assessing the probative value of
the attribution evidence. Explaining that attribution evidence is like a puzzle in which all the
parts have to fit together, he states that: "subscriber and acquisition can frequently be
unreliable. Everything else I believe has to stand." 363 It is therefore in the light of that
standard that we shall analyse the attribution evidence.
A. The key Prosecution witnesses are not qualified to establish the attribution of
the phones to Merhi

189. The Prosecution bases its attribution of Green 071 and Purple 321 to Merhi on the
respective reports and testimonies of the analyst Andrew Donaldson and the expert witness
Edward Philips. The Defence submits that the evidence provided by these two witnesses
lacks probative value, given the former's lack of expertise and the lack of information
disclosed to the latter. The Chamber should not give them any weight.
1. The Attribution Report and the testimony of Andrew Donaldson have
no probative value

190. The Defence submits that Donaldson's analysis and conclusions regarding the
attribution of Green 071 and Purple 231 phones to Merhi are devoid of probative value. On
the one hand, the attribution of Purple 231 depends entirely on indirect documentary sources
and attributions to third party contacts, whereas on the other the attribution of Green 071 is
based on expertise in co-location that Donaldson does not possess. In both cases, the outcome
362

p 1962.1.

363

20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 28.
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is that Donaldson's opinion is neither reliable nor probative, and the Chamber should not give
it any weight.

(a) The attribution of Purple 231 is based essentially on
third party contacts, without direct attribution
191. Donaldson stated that in an ideal situation, the attribution of a phone would be made by
identifying the contacts of the phone of interest, followed by them being interviewed. 364 It is
not known whether or not Donaldson attempted to interview the contacts of Purple 231, but
he does admit to never having personally conducted a single interview in connection with his
.

.

.

mvestlgatwns.

365

192. In the complete absence of primary sources, 366 including the absence of SMS messages
deemed relevant to assist the attribution process, 367 Donaldson conceded that the attribution
of Purple 231 could only be based on documentary sources. 368 He therefore attempted to
attribute telephone numbers to third party contacts relying on a cumulative analysis of
multiple items of documentary evidence, such as passport applications, vehicle registrations,
Hajj application forms, extracts from civil registers, etc., 369 which he had obtained through
requests for assistance or from Prosecution witnesses, 370 some of which contain contradictory
information. 371
193. Donaldson at least had to acknowledge that an attribution based on third party contacts
is problematic and that such an attribution is less probative than one made directly to the
suspect number. 372 However, that admission did not prevent him from supporting attributions
of third party contacts that were ridiculously complex and devoid of any practical meaning.
194. For example, in the Section relating to the attribution of Mobile 091 (which the
Prosecution maintains supports and reinforces the attribution of Purple 231 ), following an
20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 92.
20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 17.
366 20170629 _STL-11-01_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 42-43 ("And there are no documents available for
Purple 231... [n]o documents were found associating this number to any person ... "); P1961, p. 55.
367 P 1962.1, para. 29.
36 R 20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 92.
369 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 15, 17.
370 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 15.
371 For example, the documents to which Donaldson refers give two different telephone numbers for Rima
Toufaili, in addition to the Mobile 091 that Donaldson attributes to her (P1962.1, paras 38, 96).
372 20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 89 (" ... the third-party attribution will usually always be
to a lower level than to the suspect numbers."); 20170620_STL-ll-01_T_T370_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 56.
364
365
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analysis of a passport application by Rima Toufaili giving a telephone number ending in 405,
Donaldson attempts to attribute that number to an individual by the name of Youssef Khatoun
using a subscription and a vehicle purchase contract. In order to link that individual to Merhi
he states, on the basis of a request for assistance and another passport application, that
Youssef Khatoun "appears to be related to" Fatima Mohammed Khatoun, who in turn is
supposedly the wife of Haidar Merhi, the brother of Hassan Merhi. 373 Donaldson does not
attempt to explain why Rima Toufaili would have voluntarily given the telephone number of
the brother of the wife of her husband's brother in her own passport application. The Defence
submits that he does not attempt to explain this inconsistency because to do so would expose
the serious weaknesses in his analysis and the blatant lack of common sense in the
attributions that he alleges.
195. Not only is the attribution of Purple 231 not based on any witness statement, or any
documentary evidence directly supporting that attribution, 374 but what is more it can only be
attempted by placing several documents end-to-end in respect of which Donaldson has
neither verified the source nor the accuracy of the content.
196. The Defence also points out that Donaldson admitted that he had no personal
knowledge of the documentary evidence on which his analysis is based.

375

He also

acknowledged that he does not know Arabic, 376 the original language of the majority of his
sources, and that he has not attempted to verify the reliability of the source documents for his
analysis, confining himself to saying that some of them corroborated others. 377
197. More importantly, he admits on certain occasions to having based his analyses on
[REDACTED] 378 or of testimonies under oath. 379 In that regard, Donaldson explained that he
[REDACTED]. 380
198. In similar circumstances, the Trial Chamber of the ICTY in the Martie case held that
the testimony of a criminal intelligence analyst and former staff member of the Office of the
373 P 1962.1, paras 96-98. In P1962.1, Annex A, para. 20, Donaldson states that Youssef Khatoun is the brother
of Fatima, based on another family extract.
374 20170929 _STL-11-01_T_T403_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 84.
375 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 17.
376 20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 23.
377 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 17-18. See also 20170919_STL-1101_T_T395_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 26-27.
378 20170921_STL-11-01_T_T397_0FF_CONF_EN, pp. 89-90,95-96,98, 100.
379 See above, para.163; below, para.337.
3R0 20170921_STL-11-01_T_T397_0FF_CONF_EN, pp. 98-99, 101.
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Prosecutor who "presented views on and drew conclusions from the information contained in
the documents, although he neither possesses expertise in this area nor personal knowledge of
the information" 381 should be totally disregarded. The Chamber had rightly decided not to
attach any weight whatsoever to his views, conclusions and analyses. That point was never
raised by the ICTY Prosecutor on appeal and as such the decision was not reversed.
199. The Defence submits that the same approach should be adopted by the Chamber in the
instant case. Indeed, Donaldson openly admitted that his attribution method, based on third
party contacts, was not ideal. He also amply demonstrated the lacunae in his analysis and a
tendency to choose certain pieces of evidence to the detriment of others which did not lead in
the direction ofthe conclusion sought.
200. In addition to the points mentioned above, it should lastly be pointed out that Donaldson
did not even see fit to define the term "attribution", even though this formed the basis of his
analysis. 382 The Defence submits that Donaldson neither had the expertise nor the sources
available to him that he would have needed in order to attribute Purple 231 in such a way as
to meet the Prosecution's burden of proof. The Chamber should not attach any weight to his
Report and his testimony regarding that attribution.

(b) The attribution of Green 071 by Donaldson is based
entirely on expertise for which he is not recognised
201. The Prosecution chose to rely upon the co-location analysis carried out by Donaldson in
order to establish its theory that the sole user of Green 071 and Purple 231 was Merhi. 383
202. The Defence recalls that the Chamber expressly refused to grant Donaldson expert
status 384 and determined that his opinion in the field of co-location has limited probative
value. 385 It further stated that it "[would not] accept Mr Donaldson's opinions as unqualified
conclusions. " 386

Martie Judgement para. 35.
20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 74-75.
383 F3713/COR, para. 84.
384 F3172, para. 70 ("That Mr Donaldson is not an expert on co-location or cell site analysis naturally limits the
probative value of any opinion he can express on either and, in particular, of course, on co -location.")
385 F3172, para. 70.
3R6 F31 72, para. 91.
3R1
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203. Donaldson, despite everything, based almost his entire attribution of Green 071 to
Purple 231 on the alleged co-location between the two. The Defence submits that in so doing,
Donaldson went beyond what the Chamber had allowed him in concluding that the colocation of Green 071 and Purple 231 enabled him to attribute those two phones to a single
user, Merhi.
204. The Defence submits that in making a decision on that issue, which the Chamber alone
can determine, Donaldson went too far and that his opinion should be rejected. For the
reasons set out above, the Chamber should not attach any weight to Donaldson's testimony
and his Attribution Report in relation to the attribution of Green 071.

2. The limits imposed by the Prosecution on the expert witness Edward
Philips diminish the probative value of his opinion
205. The Defence submits that the opinion of the expert witness Philips was vitiated by the
lack of relevant information that he received from the Office of the Prosecutor. Given the
limited information at his disposal, Philips was unable to offer an informed opinion on
several matters, including those relating to the attribution of Green 071 and Purple 231 to
Merhi.
206. The Prosecution elected not to disclose to Philips the contextual information associated
with its case, or the factual allegations relating to the Accused, which however would have
been necessary for the drafting of his "Mission Phones" and "Single User" reports. The
Prosecution only provided Philips with certain information, which led him on occasion
himself to request greater specificity or further information, to no avail. 387 He only received
very limited or circumscribed information. 388
207. For example, the Prosecution alleges that the users of Green 071 and Green 023
changed user between their first usage and the date of attribution to the Accused determined
by the Prosecution. 389 Philips did not receive that information. 390 The Prosecution simply

20150819 _STL-11-01_T_Tl80_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 12-13; 20150820_STL-11-01_T_Tl81_OFF _PUB _EN,
p. 54; 20150826_STL-11-01_T_Tl85_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 15; 20160830_STL-11-01_T_T284_0FF _PUB_EN,
p. 27.
388 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 64; 20170424_STL-11-01_T_T360_0FF _PUB_EN, p.
99.
389 20170503 _STL-ll-01_T_T364_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 8; P1962.1, para. 242; 3D441.
390 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
3R7
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provided him with the CSTs for analysis with effect from the attribution date, 391 without
explaining in advance that those phones, according to the Prosecution, had a different user
prior to that date. As a result, he was never able to analyse the data contained on the CST
prior to that date 392 in order to form an opinion regarding the change of user, if applicable.
Nor did Philips make cell dumps to select the various numbers that might be co-located with
Green 071. The Prosecution therefore deliberately truncated the data passed to Philips, so as
to prevent him from analysing the other reasonable possibilities regarding the attribution
period for Green 071:
I was given a date of the 24th of September, and I was asked to do the analysis
from that date, at which time Green 071 was attributed to Suspect 3. I did that in
conjunction with 231. That was the criteria set by the OTP. [ ... ] What happened
before that period, I have no idea because I haven't looked at it, and the reason I
haven't looked at it is because I wasn't asked to analyse it. So I really can't
comment before that date. 393
208. Philips confirmed that he does not know how Green 071 was attributed to Purple 231,
or the method used by the Prosecution to make that choice. 394 He neither selected, nor tested
the choice of Purple 231 among all the potential candidates. 395 He did not have the
opportunity to eliminate the other telephone numbers compatible with the single user theory
with Green 071. 396 Philips was instead handed key documents, his mandate being strictly to
confirm the Prosecution's theory regarding the pre-selected phones and not to exclude any
other reasonable possibility. 397
209. The Defence submits that that method of filtering information by the Prosecution
affects the result of Philips' expert report, including his conclusions regarding the attribution
of Green 071 to Merhi. Indeed, if an expert is asked to provide his opinion as to the
possibility that Green 071 and Purple 231 were used by the same person, the expert should at
the very least be made aware of the theory that the "covert" phone (Green 071) belonged to
another user prior to 24 September 2004. However, Philips clearly stated that that
information had never been disclosed to him: " ... they've attributed 071 to Suspect 03 as from

20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
393 20170504_STL-11-01_T_T365_0FF_PUB_EN,
394 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
395 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN,
396 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN,
397 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
01_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 21, 28.
391

392
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the 24th of September until its final use on the 7th of February, 2005. I can't comment who
used it before, whether it was the same user, whether it swapped users, or not. They were the
.

.

.

cntena g1ven to me.

,398

210. The Prosecution thus chose to blinker its telecommunications expert, and in so doing
prevented him from providing a probative analysis and opinion, including with regard to the
attribution of the phones to Merhi. As a result, neither Philips' reports nor his testimony serve
to establish beyond reasonable doubt that Green phone 071 is attributable to Purple 231, as he
does not exclude the other reasonable possibilities.
211. All the conclusions shared by Philips must therefore be viewed in the light of the
constraints imposed upon him by the Prosecution itself. The Defence submits that Philips'
opinion regarding attribution is of no value, and that no weight should be attached to it.

B. The attribution of Green 071 and Purple 231 to Merhi has not been proved
beyond reasonable doubt
212. Even in the event that the Chamber were to decide to grant some weight to the
Prosecution's key attribution witnesses, the Defence submits that their evidence cannot serve
as a basis for inferring the attribution of Green 071 and Purple 231 beyond reasonable doubt.
213. The Defence further submits in this regard that the Prosecution is attempting to
circumvent the requirement of its burden of proof by implicitly suggesting that attribution
does not have to be proved beyond reasonable doubt. The Prosecution does not use the
expression "beyond reasonable doubt" a single time in the chapter of its Final Brief relating
to attribution. This is striking, and clearly indicates that the Prosecution has not met its
burden of proof.
214. With regard specifically to its single user theory, the Prosecution goes no further than
suggesting that:"[s]ingle user analysis provides strong support to the conclusion that the user
of Green 071 and Purple 231 are one and the same. " 399 The Defence submits that this attempt
to lower the applicable standard of proof to a question as fundamental as the identification of
the Accused is indefensible and should be denounced by the Chamber.

398
399

20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
F3713/COR, para. 495.
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215. Moreover, the attribution of Green 071 and Purple 231 is inferred exclusively from
circumstantial evidence. It must therefore be the only reasonable conclusion possible to
support a conviction of Merhi on the basis of his use. However, the Defence submits that not
only has the Prosecution not established attribution beyond reasonable doubt, but that there
are several other reasonable possibilities regarding the attribution of Green 071 and Purple
231.
1. The Prosecution has failed to prove the attribution of Green 071

216. Green 071 is attributed to Merhi on the basis of (1) its geographical characteristics; and
(2) of its co-location with Purple 231 400 and the Grey phone. 401 That attribution is moreover
entirely based on an alleged change of user, on 24 September 2004.
217. The Defence submits that several other reasonable possibilities were not analysed and
rejected in respect of that attribution. Moreover, the attribution is based on a deficient
methodology and an unestablished change of user. For the reasons set out below, the
Prosecution has not proved the attribution of Green 071 to Merhi beyond reasonable doubt.
(a) The Prosecution has not ruled out the reasonable
possibility that the user of Green 071

did not

have another phone in his possession

218. The Prosecution has apparently completely failed to analyse the reasonable possibility
that the user of Green 071 did not have another phone in his possession and does not provide
any convincing explanation to reject that scenario. 402 Neither the Attribution Report, 403 nor
Platt's report on network analysis 404 consider that possibility.
219. Donaldson has admitted that in isolation, Green 071 would be almost impossible to
attribute. 405 The only evidence that allows the Prosecution to suggest the attribution of Green
071 to Merhi is the alleged change of user on 24 September 2004. 406 Without that alleged

400

STL-13-04/F0052, para. 32; P 1962.1, para. 171.
F3713/COR, para. 116.
402 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 25.
403 p 1962.1.
404 P796.1.
405 20170628_STL-ll-01_T_T374_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 41; 20170703_STL-ll-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p.
38; 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 11.
406 See below, Section VI.B.l.(d).i).
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change of user, it would fail to attribute Green 071 to the user of Purple 231, not being in
possession of any evidence enabling it to do so.
220. It appears that the Prosecution took a conscious decision not to consider the possibility
that the user of Green 071 did not have another phone, knowing that this would make it
impossible to discover their identity. The analysis and subsequent rejection of that possibility
are however essential and had to be done before considering subsidiary options. In the
absence of such work upstream, the attempted attribution of Green 071 to Merhi lacks all
legitimacy and cannot be proven beyond reasonable doubt.

(b) There is a reasonable possibility that the user of Green
071 did not have another "coloured" phone in his
possession
221. The reasonable possibilities that the Prosecution has not excluded are numerous. For
example, the Prosecution attributes a series of SMPs and PMPs to Badreddine, but no other
coloured phone (Purple, Red, Yell ow or Blue). 407 It is therefore possible that, just like Green
023, the user of Green 071 did not have another coloured phone in his possession.
222. However, Donaldson's choice to only study certain "intelligent candidates"408 appears
to show that he only attempted to attribute Green 071 to one of the phones already identified
as suspicious in connection with the events of 14 February 2005, to the exclusion of all the
other phones that might constitute a reasonable possibility. Rather than starting his analysis
with an open mind, Donaldson pre-judged that the user of Green 071 was an "intelligent
candidate" and should therefore have a second phone in his possession from among those
identified by the Prosecution. As discussed below, Donaldson's methodology was deficient
and did not enable him either to discover or to exclude all the reasonable possibilities.

(c) Donaldson's flawed methodology vitiates his results and
precludes the

attribution

of Green

071

beyond

reasonable doubt
223. The Chamber has received very little information as to the means by which Green 071
was attributed. Unlike all the other phones attributed in the Indictment to the co-accused and
407
40 R

P2023, para. 246.
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the alleged co-conspirator, it was the Office of the Prosecutor and not the Lebanese
authorities that made the deduction for this attribution. 409
224. However, the Prosecution has never explained the methodology used to determine that
Purple 231 is the only viable candidate in terms of co-location. When questioned about this
crucial issue, Donaldson was vague and explained that he had confined himself to an analysis
of "intelligent candidates", and that he had initially excluded the methodology of the cell
dump, 410 only resorting to it subsequently in order to validate his choice. 411
225. The Defence submits that in order to enable the Chamber to judge a matter as crucial as
attribution, the burden resting with the Prosecution implicitly required it to provide a detailed
explanation as to the means by which the Office chose Purple 231 as going together with
Green 071. Indeed, without an explanation as to the methodology used, the Chamber is not in
a position to assess the probative value and the weight to be given to that attribution, as it
cannot test or judge its limitations, its shortcomings or its inaccuracies. Nor is it in a position
to assess whether all the other reasonable possibilities in terms of attribution were rigorously
excluded by the Prosecution.
226. The Defence submits that the methodology used by the Prosecution in order to carry out
its cell dumps on Green 071 is flawed. Indeed, that methodology produced results that were
too limited and, as a consequence, it made it impossible to discover other numbers offering
an alternative to Purple 231.
i)

The cell dumps made by Donaldson are inadequate

227. Donaldson's methodology, which he presented citing as an example the phones from
the Red network, 412 requires three cumulative hypotheses, namely: (1) three calls at different
times; (2) whether the two phones used the same three cells; and this (3) within a set period
(one-and-a-half hours after the call by the phone of interest). Therefore, he would only select
the candidate or candidates who appear in the three dumps. 413 The Defence submits that this
method is deficient and incomplete.

409
410
411
412
413

20171002_STL-ll-Ol_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN,
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228. The consequence of the restrictive methodology used by Donaldson is that it eliminates
numerous potential candidates from the outset. Indeed, a potential candidate who cannot be
excluded in terms of co-location with Green 071 throughout the entire attribution period, but
who does not make any calls during the two-hour period determined by the methodology (i.e.
one hour before and one hour after a call from Green 071) and in the same cell as Green 071,
will be automatically excluded from the results as a viable candidate.
229. However, the chances that the phone of interest and the potential candidate made three
calls in three different cells within the two-hour period are very small. In other words, a user
with two phones can very well not use his second phone in the hour before or the hour after
the use of his first phone. Similarly, he could have used his second phone during the set
period, but have activated a neighbouring cell. This is all the more the case when it must have
been done three times in a row. However, in such a case, that second phone would never be
analysed by the Donaldson methodology, as it would not be extracted from the three
cumulative requests required by it.
ii) The expert Philips confirmed that Donaldson's
methodology is inappropriate

230. Philips himself never made any cell dumps, 414 but he did offer an opinion regarding the
accuracy of those made by Donaldson. He explained in that regard that even the methodology
of the cell dump in a given cell at a specific time (i.e. one hour before the call from the phone
of interest, and one hour after the call), although likely to give more complete results than
Donaldson's methodology, poses a problem in that it excludes all the other potential
candidates who did not make any calls in the given cell and in the set time frame. 415 Indeed,
an individual who receives a call on a personal phone is not necessarily going to receive or
make a call on his work phone in the ensuing hour. Therefore, a cell dump such as those
made by Donaldson416 will not allow for the extraction of the work phone and the conclusion
that there is a single user for the two phones.
231. However, two phones can have the same user without activating the same cells in a
fixed time period of plus or minus one hour. One might activate cell X and the other, before
the expiry of the time limit set according to the methodology, a neighbouring cell, Y. It is
414
415
416

20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 8.
20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 7-9.
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also possible for the same cell to be activated by the two phones, but for the calls to be spaced
just over an hour apart. In both cases, the cell dumps will not allow for the second phone to
be extracted.
232. Last but not least, an absence of activation can also constitute an absence of
incompatibility in terms of co-location. An activation of more than one hour before or after
the call of interest in the same cell can also constitute compatibility in terms of co-location.
233. In the words of Philips: "And you're also presupposing that they're used within the
period you set, i.e. plus or minus an hour ... Looking at one cell's not going to tell you a lot.
What you're trying to do is look at patterns and search for particular mobiles at all or in fact a
large number of those cells." 417 Thus the more you broaden the cell dump with the cells
activated and increasing the time period between the calls, the greater the chance of selecting
all the potential viable candidates.
234. However, the method described above by Philips was not applied by the Prosecution.
Whereas Philips already criticises the method of the cell dump limited to a single cell as
described above, 418 the Defence submits that the methodology used by Donaldson is even
more deficient.
235. With the inadequacy of Donaldson's methodology having prevented him from
identifying the potential candidates that could have been used in concert with Green 071, he
cannot eliminate the reasonable possibility that phones other than Purple 231 make viable,
and even more probative candidates.

(d) The Prosecution fails to prove beyond reasonable doubt
its single user theory for Green 071 and Purple 231
236. The Prosecution claims that Green 071 and Purple 231 had the same user between 24
September 2004 and 7 February 2005, the date on which Green 71 ceased being active. The
Defence on the other hand submits that there are several factors indicating that these two
phones had different users.

417
41 R
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i)

The Prosecution fails to prove that
Green 071 changed user

23 7. The so-called change of user of 24 September 2004 is an essential condition for
attributing Green 071 to the user of Purple 231. Indeed, prior to that date, the phones are not
co-located, and are dislocated on several occasions. 419
238. The Defence submits that the Prosecution failed to demonstrate that Green 071 changed
user between its date of activation and its last use. The terms used by the Prosecution itself
have moreover been replete with ambiguity in that regard throughout the entire trial. Whereas
for the phones attributed to Ayyash and Badreddine, the term "change of user" was used from
the first version of Donaldson's Attribution Report and maintained in the subsequent
versions, 420 for Merhi the Prosecution instead chose to talk about a "change of use." 421 The
Defence submits that the deliberate choice of that expression is indicative of the uncertainty
on the part of the Prosecution regarding that so-called change of user.
239. Indeed, Donaldson confirmed to the Chamber that he did not have as much information
supporting the change of user of Green 071, in comparison for example with the SMP 944
attributed to Badreddine. 422 Donaldson admitted that the change of user for Green 071 is
more questionable. 423 In other words, Donaldson himself raises a doubt as to that change of
user:
... I only have the evidence available to me, and I think I would be a fool if I said
that this was unequivocal, this was unassailable [ ... ] it is not clear-cut the way
that it is with the other phones ... 424
240. Donaldson acknowledged that although the existence of Green 071 was discovered at
the end of 2005, the change of user of 24 September 2004 itself was only identified after the

3D376. See also 20170504_STL-11-01_T_T365_0FF_PUB_EN p. 19 (6 September 2004: "I'll save you
time. They are dislocated."), p. 21 (12 September 2004: "More than 'can't be co-located'. They would be
dislocated. I think that's pretty evident."); p. 22 (19 September 2004: "The calls are virtually overlapping.
They're going over the same time-period, patently in widely spread different areas. So to some extent the
distances, perhaps not relevant, you've got calls a minute apart, separated by a significant distance. So they are
most certainly dislocated.").
420 P2026, paras 177, 198, 229, Annex A, para. 39; P2023.3, para. 263.
421 See 3D441. See also 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 90-92; 20171003_STL-1101_T_T405_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 5-8; P1962.1, paras 6, 242.
422 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 7.
423 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 7.
424 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 8-9.
419
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attribution of Purple 231. 425 That attribution apparently dates from 2012, although the exact
date is not clear. 426 This then means that it took almost seven years of investigations into
Green 071 to identify that change of user, this despite the supposed changes of contact profile
and geographic profile for that phone put forward with certainty by the Prosecution today.
The Defence submits that if those supposed changes were not identified sooner by the
Prosecution, it is because they are neither clearly obvious, nor incontrovertible.
241. Firstly, the supposed change of user takes place without a change of IMEI, which
however would have been expected in such a scenario ("usually, we would look for an IMEI
change around a suspected change of user, but in this instance, it didn't happen.") 427
Secondly, the alleged change of user also takes place without a change of SIM card, which is
unusual and unexplained in the case at hand. 428 Philips admits that it is unusual for a mission
phone to be recycled, in other words for it to pass from one user to another intact, without a
change of IMEI or SIM card. 429 Indeed, the second user did not know the history of the
phone, and he could not assess its level of anonymity or how easily it could be traced. If the
user of Green 071 was using his phone for the purpose of fomenting the assassination of
Rafik Hariri as part of a major terrorist attack, one is entitled to wonder as to the reasons why
he would have run the risk of recycling a mission phone (the handset and the SIM card),
rather than acquiring a new one for himself.
242. The Prosecution submits that the three days' silence between 21 and 23 September 2004
is an indication of the change of user. 430 However, that argument is absurd in the light of the
CST for Green 071, which shows very numerous periods of inactivity completely
unexplained by the Prosecution.
243. With regard to the contact profile, prior to 24 September 2004 Green 071 is in contact
with five phones, including the Green 023 attributed to Badreddine. Between 24 and 30

20170628_STL-ll-Ol_T_T374_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 46.
Whereas Donaldson appeared to be unaware of the conclusions of his Office regarding the attribution of
Purple 231 to Merhi in November 2012 (20171002_STL-ll-Ol_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 36-37), the
witness Wissam Al-Hassan (PRH680) had been informed of that same attribution by the STL at least from midJune 2012 onwards (P2122, p. 126).
427 20170703 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T377 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 51-52. See also P796.1, paras 746-747; 20170620_STLll-Ol_T_T370_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 53; 20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 31.
428 20170703_STL-ll-Ol_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 52; 20170404_STL-ll-Ol_T_T353_0FF _PUB_EN, p.
26.
429 20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 78-79.
43 F3713/COR, paras 140-142.
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September, it goes down to three contacts, and from 1 October 2004, to just one, Green
023. 431 The number of contacts decreases and there are no new contacts.
244. Donaldson submits that the contact profile for Green 071 changes significantly with
effect from 24 September 2004, as, with two exceptions, 432 it comes into contact exclusively
with Green 023. 433 Donaldson downplays the importance of these two exceptions, speculating
that given their respective short duration, and the fact that they were incoming calls, these
were calls made to the wrong person. 434 He adds that that is common when a person changes
numbers: certain contacts may not be aware of the change, and so they make a call of short
duration to the old number. 435 Despite everything, Donaldson had to acknowledge that that
scenario is more likely when it involves phones used for personal reasons. 436
245. However, according to the Prosecution case, that is absolutely not the case for the
Green phones, which have been labelled "mission phones", one of whose main characteristics
is precisely that of making calls of short duration. 437 It could normally be expected from the
user of a mission phone that he will inform his contacts of the fact that he has changed
phones, and all the more so when his contacts are limited to a group of 18 phones purchased
en bloc, 438 or when he changes phones for one of those from the group that has not yet been

used. 439 The suggestion regarding wrong numbers is therefore all the more dubious in this
context.
246. The Prosecution further submits that this group of 18 phones was organised, well
financed and that the phones were all linked to one another as a result of their synchronised
payment in store. 440 It is illogical therefore that two users from that same group, Green 026
and Green 290, should call Green 071 in error after 24 September 2004. If Green 071 had
changed user, and if it was part of a common group with Green 026 and Green 290, the

431

20170503 _STL-11-01_T_T364_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 30. See also, P1205.
Namely, a call from Green 026, lasting 12 seconds, on 24 September 2004; and a call from Green 290,
lasting 10 seconds, on 1 October 2004. SeeP 1205, lines 198, 220.
433 P1962.1, para. 187.
434 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 34.
435 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 34.
436 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 34.
437 20160414_STL-11-01-T_T253 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 44; P795, p. 53.
438 F3713/COR, para. 355; P796, para. 675.
439 Green phones 064 and 029 had still not been used on 24 September 2004. P796, para. 678.
44 F3713/COR, para. 355; P796, paras 675, 684-687.
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previous user would have told them to stop calling him on Green 071. This is all the more
logical given that the alleged previous user of Green 071 only had three contacts to inform. 441
24 7. The Defence therefore submits that the progressive reduction in the number of contacts
post 24 September 2004 does not demonstrate a change of user of Green 071. He is in contact
with the Green 023 attributed to Badreddine before and after 24 September 2004. The fact
that the other phones with which he was in contact until 1 October 2004 stop functioning on
that date can only go to prove that Green 071 changes user as a result of the change of his
contact profile one week earlier. Moreover, as Philips explains, the marked reduction in the
number of calls from Green 071 from October 2004 by definition leads to a drop in the
number of contacts. 442 Green 071 registers a reduction in contacts because the users of certain
phones have no further phone activity. Green 071 does not initiate this change in its contact
profile, it is subject to it. Thus, this factor, upon which the Prosecution relies in order to
justify its theory of the change ofuser on 24 September 2004, is not probative.
248. With regard to the geographical profile, the cell sectors activated by Green 071 do not
differ significantly before and after 24 September 2004. 443 Firstly, the period starting with the
first use until 24 September 2004 is very short and does not allow for a probative
geographical profile to be made. The Defence therefore submits that the change of dominant
cell from ROUEIS3 to SFEIR3 does not prove a change of user, 444 especially given the very
low volume of calls from October 2004 onwards. The Defence further notes that the
Prosecution cannot at the same time use the infrequency of the calls activating ROUEIS3
after 24 September to prove the change of geographical profile 445 and to emphasise the
importance of that cell, making the point that it is the fifth in order of importance and that it
covers Merhi's father's residence. 446
249. The fact that SFEIR3 and BRANJE2 cells become more frequently used from the end
of September is of little significance, as the calls become more infrequent from October
onwards, only representing what is actually a very small percentage of the calls in the life of

441

Apart from Green 023, Green 071 's contacts prior to 24 September were confined to Green 026, Green 280
and Green 290: P 1205.
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443 3D369.
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Green 071. The Prosecution is moreover unable to exclude the reasonable possibility that the
user of Green 071 simply moved house. 447
250. Moreover, the cells activated by Green 071 are not very far from one another, and are in
the same area, namely south Beirut. 448 The activation of one or other of the cells could
depend on the call being redirected by the directed retry function 449 rather than the user's
actual location, thereby rendering the activation of a particular cell meaningless.
251. Furthermore, the alleged change of user of Green 071 defies all logic. It is contrary to
and incompatible with the theory of the mission phone advanced by Philips and Platt. This
alleged change of user takes place after the majority of the activity for that number is already
in the past (197 calls before 24 September 2004, and 46 thereafter). The alleged change of
user occurs during a period when Green 071 was very active, which continues beyond 24
September, 450 and which is unexplained by the Prosecution, as it alleges in the Indictment
that the conspiracy for the assassination ofHariri only begins on 11 November 2004. 451
252. For all these reasons, the Defence submits that there is a reasonable possibility that
Green 071 did not change user during its lifetime. However, if there is no change of user,
Green 071 cannot go together with Purple 231, 452 which Donaldson and Philips concede.
ii)

If there

was a change of user, the

Prosecution fails to prove that it took
place on 24 September 2004

253. In the alternative, the Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to prove that the
alleged change of user took place on 24 September 2004 and not at a later date.
254. Although the data does not support a change of user on 24 September 2004, the
Prosecution insists that the change of user took place on that date. That choice is not
unintentional. Indeed, if the change of user took place in October 2004 rather than on 24
September 2004, the number of calls becomes too low to conclude that there was probative

20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN,
449 See above, Section IV .F.
450 2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349_OFF _PUB _EN,
451 F2720/A01, para. 48.
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co-location for Green 071 and Purple 231. 453 Donaldson already said of the 46 calls for the
attribution period "we have little material to work with." 454 After October 2004, there only
remain 18 calls for him on which to base his single user theory. Moreover, if the change of
user did actually take place in October, Donaldson can no longer rely on the move to
ANQOUN2 of 25 September 2004, which in his opinion and that of Philips is one of the most
probative days in terms of co-location between Green 071 and Purple 231, despite the inverse
demonstration made by the Defence. 455
255. The Defence points out that Philips conceded that the reduction in the number of calls
made and received by Green 071 was observable from October 2004 onwards, 456 and not
from 24 September 2004. For Philips, it becomes difficult to provide an expert opinion on the
single user of two phones if one of them has very few calls and they are spaced out over a
period of time. 457 However, in the case of Green 071, the reduction in the volume of calls is
so pronounced 458 that it is all the more difficult to conclude that there is a single user with
Purple 231.
256. Philips appears to conclude that 13 October 2004 is a key date with regard to a possible
change of user as, in his opinion, it was on that date that Green 071 becomes a mission
phone. 459 13 October 2004 is also significant in terms of change of use, as Philips maintains
that prior to that date, Green 071 is the "busiest phone", 460 which is no longer the case
because after that the calls then become very restricted "[ o]ne could almost say rationed, on a
needs-must basis." 461
257. If the Green network starts operating on 30 September 462 and 13 October 2004
represents the start of the mission as Philips suggests, one can wonder as to the nature of
Green 071 prior to those dates and the reasons why that phone apparently changed hands and
was used from 24 September onwards, when the "group" and its mission were not yet in
existence. The Defence notes in passing that the calls between 24 September 2004 and 13
453

P 1205, lines 224-243; 20170420_STL-11-01_T_T358_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 47-48; 20170503 _STL-1101_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 47-48.
454 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 82.
455 See below, Section Vl.B.l.(d).iv).
456 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 45.
457 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 47-48.
458 3D312; 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 45.
459 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 82.
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October 2004 amount to 26, out of a total of 46 calls for the attribution period chosen by the
Prosecution. This therefore means that according to the Prosecution's theory, more than half
of Green 071 's calls were made even before the start of the alleged mission. The Prosecution
however offers no explanation as to the reasons behind the "pre-mission" usage of Green
071.
258. The Prosecution experts themselves do not consider that the date 24 September 2004
marks a turning point for Green 071, either in terms of activity, or from a geographical
perspective, or in terms of the contacts with other phones. Platt for example refused to
respond about the choice of that date and opted instead to refer to Donaldson's testimony. He
eventually stated that he could not recall the evidence that led to that date being chosen for
the attribution of Green 071. 463
259. The Defence submits therefore that if there was a change of user, it was more likely to
have occurred on a date subsequent to 24 September 2004. The Prosecution therefore fails to
prove beyond reasonable doubt that Green 071 changed user on 24 September 2004.
iii) The Prosecution has not ruled out the
possibility that Green 071 changed
user more than once

260. The Defence further submits that there is a reasonable possibility that there were several
changers of user. It was Philips incidentally that suggested this possibility, which appears to
have been ignored by the Prosecution:
Over that period of 46 calls, were talking about 24th of September to the 7th of
February. I've done instances where people have changed their, I'll call it dirty
phone, every month. So there might not be one phone that's used over that entire
period. You'd have one for September, October, November, December, January,
February- six phones. So it's not a simple exercise. 464

463
464

2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 24.
20170503_STL-ll-Ol_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 8-9,23 (FR: pp. 9, 24-25).
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261. In fact, and as the Prosecution uses a three-day silence as a sign indicating a change of
user, 465 Green 071 has, throughout its life, multiple periods of silence 466 which could
similarly signal one or more changes of additional users.
iv) The move on 25 September 2004
demonstrates that the users of Green
071 and Purple 231 are different
people
262. The Defence has demonstrated during the trial that the possibility of Green 071 and
Purple 231 having had different users is markedly more logical than that of a single user. The
illogicality of a move is moreover an important aspect in the analysis leading to the
attribution. 467
263. Essentially, Donaldson uses the day of 25 September 2004 and the movements of the
phones from ANQOUN2 to Beirut on which to base his conclusion that Green 071 and
Purple 231 have a common user. 468 The Defence conversely submits that that move in reality
demonstrates the illogicality of the single user theory.
264. Indeed, exhibit 3D430 shows the unlikely movements that a single user would have to
make between 20.28hrs and 23.48hrs. 469 Exhibits 3D430.2 and 3D430.3 on the other hand
show more logical movements, indicating that different users probably used Green 071 and
Purple 231 phones on 25 September 2004.
265. When asked about this possibility, Donaldson simply laid the blame for the lack of
precision of the maps at the door of EPE, adding that the time of the calls was not indicative
of dislocation. 470 When pressed further about his reasoning, Donaldson added that you cannot
tell where the phones were at the time of the calls and that the cell coverage is ambiguous,
given the limited size of the geographical area in question. 471

20170504_STL-11-01_T_T365 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 63-65.
27 July-2August 2004; 5-23 August 2004; 26-30 August 2004; 1-5 September 2004; 8 October-S November
2004; 10 November-22 December 2004; 24-26 December 2004; 28 December 2004-1 January 2005; 3-12
January 2005; 17-19 January 2005; 21 January-6 February 2005. See P1205.
467 20170508_STL-11-01_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 40.
468 P 1962.1, paras 214-217; P1961.1, pp. 1-11; P 1961, pp. 122-131. See also F3713/COR, paras 148, 152.
469 3D430. See also P2133, p. 1.
470 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 28.
471 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 29.
465
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266. Moreover, still on the subject of the movements on 25 September 2004, Donaldson
admitted that it is entirely possible that the user of Purple 231 left the area of ANQOUN2 and
returned to Beirut before the user of Green 071 had even commenced his own movement. 472
In that scenario, the two phones would clearly have been being used by different individuals.
267. Donaldson also admitted that he never attempted to verify whether it is possible to
travel the 27 kilometre distance between the cell towers ANQOUN2 and NAAMEH1 in 53
minutes, 473 that nobody as far as he was aware had attempted to do so and that he had taken it
for granted that that distance could be covered relatively quickly. 474 Nor did he attempt to
ascertain what the road conditions were like between those two cell towers in September
2004, or the road traffic density. 475 Although several of his conclusions on the co-location of
Green 071 and Purple 231 are based on the assumption that the movements of the users of the
phones were made by car, Donaldson does not have any information regarding the mode of
transport that Merhi was using in 2004. 476
268. The Defence notes that since Donaldson does not know the precise location where the
phones were used 477 and given the large area covered by cell ANQOUN2, totalling
approximately 100 square kilometres, 478 there is a reasonable possibility that the actual
distance covered was far greater than the 27 kilometres separating the cell towers and that it
could not have been covered in the time period separating the calls from Green 071 at
19 .18hrs and that of Purple 231 at 20.12hrs. The single user theory for Green 071 and Purple
231 phones is not therefore the only reasonable possibility required by the applicable
standard of proof.

20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 74.
P1961.1, p. 7.
474 20170703 _STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 76-77. Donaldson subsequently submitted a document
(P2021) which in his opinion served to demonstrate that that distance could be covered in less than 53 minutes.
However, the Defence notes that P2021 made the journey in the opposite direction and does not reflect the state
of traffic at the same time of day as on 25 September 2004. That exhibit does not therefore make up for the
shortcomings in Donaldson's methodology as set out above. Moreover, the Chamber itself had expressed doubts
as to the weight to be given to that document: 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_OFF_PUB_EN, pp. 6-8.
475 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 78.
476 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 79. See also above, para.175.
477 20170703 _STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 99 (" ... we simply don't know the information about
where those people using the phones were. You're then left with a number of choices around methodology.").
4 n Annex K.
472
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v) The co-location evidence supporting
the single user theory is minimal
269. In the 137-day attribution period determined by the Prosecution, namely from 24
September 2004 to 7 February 2005, Green 071 was only used on 46 occasions, 479 over 23
days. 480 Purple 231 was used on 22 of those 23 days, 481 representing 16% of the 137-day
attribution period for Green 071, and there were ten separate activations of ten minutes or
less. 482 Moreover, Philips only alleges 14 possible co-locations (where they "could be colocated") between the two phones from 23 days' use, of which only seven use the same cell
sector. 483 Donaldson admits that that the phones' activity on 88 days out of the 137 days of
the attribution period is of limited value to support the theory of attribution by means of colocation. 484 In other words, the sample used by the Prosecution to attribute Green 071 to
Merhi is miniscule. As Donaldson noted, "we have little material to work with. " 485
270. By comparison, the alleged attribution of Green 023 to Mustafa Badreddine is based on
co-location described by him as "constant", and this was for three phones (PMP 663, PMP
354 and SMP 944). 486 These three phones were allegedly used respectively on 57, 37 and 57
days in common with Green 023, and there were allegedly 129 separate activations of ten
minutes or less, both day and night. 487 Donaldson himself stated that the alleged attribution of
the phones to Badreddine was based on "thousands and thousands of data points", whereas
for Merhi the opposite is the case. 488
271. Moreover, the flaws in the telecommunications evidence result in reduced reliability in
terms of the possible co-locations. Indeed, as the data used does not represent the cell
coverage in effect in 2004-2005 and given the limitations of optimal coverage, 489 it is not
possible to ascertain whether the cell activated by a call is that where the phone was located

As opposed to 243 times for its entire lifetime. SeeP 1205.
20170703_STL-ll-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 68; F3713/COR, para. 140.
481 P1962.1,para.179;P1961,p.119.
482 p 1961' p. 119.
483 P1266; P1938, pp. 38,44-45,48, 50, 52,58-63. See also P2120, p. 3.
4 R4 P1962.1, paras 227-228.
485 20170703 _STL-ll-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 82. See also Philips, 20170503 _STL-1101_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 48.
486 P2023.3, para. 338.
487 P2023.3, paras 331, 337.
488 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 45.
4 R9 See above, Section IV.H.
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°

at the time ofthat call. 49 Consequently, the inferences based on the co-location of Green 071
and Purple 231 are not reliable.
272. The attribution of Green 071 to Purple 231 therefore is at best tenuous and at worst,
untenable. The fact that the most commonly used cell sites by Green 071 correspond with
those used by Purple 231 and that they include the cell serving Merhi's alleged residence 491 is
insignificant given the low number of calls (barely ten calls from Green 071 activate the
BRAJNE 2 cell during the attribution period) and given the factors described below affecting
the reliability of BRAJNE2 's coverage. 492
vi) The different behaviours of Green
071 and Purple 231 indicate that
they were not used by same person

273. The Defence submits that Green 071 and Purple 231 present opposing and incompatible
disciplines, demonstrating that they were used by different individuals.
274. Firstly, Green 071 is highly disciplined. 493 According to Philips, it is however isolated
from the other phones in its network and does not take part in its "main" mission. 494
However, the bills for it continue to be paid in person for several months following the
explosion of 14 February 2005. 495
275. Conversely, Purple 231, which is not part of a network,

496

is a personal phone which

sends and receives SMSs, and makes and receives a significant number of calls. 497 Donaldson
maintains that is not a phone of a "cadre", 498 acting in the opposite way to Green 071, only
realising his indiscretions the day after the alleged attack, prompting him to get rid of the
phone at that point. 499

490

See above, para. 151.
P1962.1, para. 199.
492 See below, Section Vl.B.2.(g).
493 20170117 _STL-11-01_T_T323_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 93; 20170321_STL-11-01_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN, p.
31.
494 20160902_STL-11-01_T_T287 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 78; 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p.
52.
495 See below, paras 391-394.
496 20170124_STL-11-01_T_T326_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 65-66, 86-88; 20170215 _STL-1101_T_T336_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 16.
497 20140618_STL-11-01_T_T51_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 39.
498 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
499 20170321_STL-11-01_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 33.
491
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276. Platt denied that the behaviours of Purple 231 and Green 071 are incompatible. 500
However, his response in that regard defies all logic. Platt fails to take into account the fact
that, according to the Prosecution's case, it is one and the same person that was allegedly in
possession of two phones being used to prepare the same attack and using his phones in
concert.
277. If one of the phones belongs to a "cadre", it makes no sense for the other phone to be
isolated and withdrawn from the alleged mission of the network to which it belongs.
Similarly, if the individual in question is as careful with one of his phones, it makes no sense
that he should be as careless with the other, if he has knowledge of and is involved in the
preparation of a major terrorist attack. A single person with two phones would logically
behave similarly with both, even if the two phones have distinct roles. Moreover, it also
seems illogical that the same individual should choose to coordinate and take part in the
preparation of an attack using at the same time his personal phone and a mission phone.
278. This moreover is confirmed by Philips, who maintains that in the event of an individual
being in possession of two "dirty phones", it is to be expected that a similar level of
anonymity would be observed by both phones. 501 In the case at hand, Purple 231 does not
behave like a mission phone, it does not have same anonymity, and seems to have a broad
and diverse range of contacts. However, Philips points out that there cannot be a "clean dirty
phone": a clean phone has normal contacts, relatives, friends, associates, etc., whereas a dirty
phone has activities of a malicious nature. 502 A mission phone cannot have normal contacts
with relatives or friends, otherwise it becomes a "normal phone." 503 The different use of
Green 071 and Purple 231 is therefore incompatible with Philips' theory regarding the degree
of anonymity.
279. The Defence therefore submits that the diametrically opposed behaviours of Green 071
and Purple 231 support the reasonable possibility that they were not used by the same person.
This possibility has moreover never been ruled out by the Prosecution.

500
501
502
503

2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
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(e) Green 071 is co-located with other phones than Purple

231
280. As discussed above, 504 Donaldson stated that he confined himself to making cell dumps
for a number of "intelligent candidates", 505 presumably because an appropriate methodology
represents a titanic undertaking.

506

The Defence submits that the Prosecution had the

resources to carry out this titanic undertaking because it had more than 10 years of
investigations, but it deliberately opted for ease 507 rather than rigour.
281. At no point in his analysis does Donaldson explain how he chose Purple 231 to attribute
Green 071, nor does he provide any information on the other numbers that he considered and
ruled out in the course ofthat analysis. 508
282. The Defence submitted some alternative telephone numbers to Donaldson and Philips,
including data that could lead to the conclusion that they may have been used by the holder of
Green 071. Although he expressed doubts as to each, Donaldson admitted that he could not
deny the possibility that the alternate phones, ending in 126 509 , 980 510 and 223 511 may have
been used by the holder of Green 071, as there was no incompatibility between them,
including the key dates for activity on the part of Green 071. 512 Donaldson stated that in his
opinion, these numbers could not be considered as "positive" cases, but that you could not in
any event rule them out as being a possible alternative to Purple 231. 513
283. The Defence stresses that the alternative number ending in 126 is co-located with Green
071 from 1 September 2004 514 until 7 February 2005, thus eliminating the need to prove a
change of user for Green 071. 515 The only difficulty in terms of co-location is an SMS

See above, paras 222, 224.
20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 41.
506 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 7.
507 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 42.
508 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 43-44.
509 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 56-58. See also 20170503 _STL-1101_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 75-78.
510 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 66-75.
511 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 75-77.
512 3D431; 3D433; 3D436.
513 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 60 (" ... but I would agree, on the basis of what you have
shown me, that it is a possibility. It cannot be excluded rather than there is a good positive case.")
514 The date of 1 September 2004 was chosen because there is no data before that date in the inspection room:
20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 60-61.
515 3D431; 3D375.
504
505
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received by Green 071 on 20 January 2005 activating the HARA2 cell, 516 whereas the
alternate number 126 itself was in South Lebanon (the MHAIBIB2 cell). 517 However, Philips
admitted that there is a reasonable possibility that Green 071 was left in Beirut at the time the
SMS was received, 518 even though that that would be unusual, 519 given that the receipt of an
SMS does not require a positive action on the part of the user.
284. Philips also admitted that it is not impossible that there was co-location between Green
071 and the "Purple associate" numbers ending in (1) 251 from 27 September 2004; 520 (2)
472, from 2 October 2004; 521 (3) 375, from 20 September 2004; 522 and (4) 415, from 24
September 2004. 523 However, the Prosecution has never explored or rejected the reasonable
possibility of one of those numbers being in the hands of the user of Green 071. The
Prosecution attempts to argue that those numbers dislocate with Green 071 prior to their
respective attribution date. 524 However, that was also the case with Purple 231. 525
285. It is therefore beyond dispute that other phones are co-located with Green 071, which
Donaldson had to acknowledge. 526 Donaldson, like Philips, admitted that in his opinion it
would be "impossible" to establish the exact number of phones that could be compatible with
Green 071 527 which, in the Defence's opinion, prevents the threshold of reasonable doubt
from being reached.
286. In addition to the alternate numbers mentioned above, the Defence presented Donaldson
the alternate number now known as the "Grey phone". 528 The serious shortcomings in
Donaldson's methodology and in the Prosecution's investigations as a whole are particularly
striking in the light of the subsequent decision by the Prosecution to attempt to attribute the
Grey phone to Merhi. Despite the 12 years of investigations into Green 071 and Purple 231,
neither the UNIIIC nor the Office of the Prosecutor of the STL were able to discover that
See above, para.124.
3D375, pp. 158-159.
51 R 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 77.
519 20170504_STL-11-01_T_T365_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 78.
520 P 1350; 3D370; 20170503 _STL-11-01_T_T364_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 63.
521 P 1327; 3D371; 20170503 _STL-11-01_T_T364_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 65.
522 P1339; 3D372; 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 66.
523 P 1361; 3D373; 3D374; 20170503 _STL-11-01_T_T364_ OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 68-75. With regard to that
phone, Philips was more circumspect, considering that one of the pairs of calls of 25 September 2004 "may
preclude" a single user.
524 20170504_STL-11-01_T_T365_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 75.
525 3D376. See also, 20170504_STL-11-01_T_T365_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 19,21-22.
526 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 24.
527 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 24; 20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 7.
52 R [REDACTED].
516
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number for themselves, thereby demonstrating not only the inadequacy of their
investigations, but also that of their methodology regarding cell dumps. If that number
remained unknown to them for 12 years, how many other alternative candidates are still
unknown? Philips admitted that it was impossible to tell. 529
287. Even with a generous examination of the circumstances of the case, the Chamber
cannot but find that the Prosecution's investigations regarding the telephone numbers
attributed to Merhi are inadequate. Consequently, the possibility cannot be ruled out that one
or more phones other than Purple 231 were used in concert with Green 071.
(f) Conclusion regarding the attribution of Green 071
288. The evidence relating to the attribution of Green 071 is neither convincing nor
indisputable. The Defence recalls Donaldson's statement that: "everything else has to stand."
That is not the case here, as the available evidence is scant, inconclusive and illogical.
Moreover, the Prosecution has failed to rule out the other reasonable possibilities emanating
from the evidence, namely: (1) the possibility that the user of Green 071 simply did not have
another phone in his possession; (2) the possibility that the user of Green 071 did not have
another "coloured" phone in his possession; (3) the possibility that Green 071 was co-located
with an unidentified phone, used outside the time-frame set according to the methodology;
(4) the possibility that Green 071 was co-located with a phone which, although used within
the time-frame set according to the methodology, activates a neighbouring cell; and (5) the
possibility that it is not impossible for co-location of Green 071 during the periods of non-use
of Green 071.
289. The Defence submits that the Prosecution's failure to eliminate all the other reasonable
possibilities, in particular in the context of a trial of strictly circumstantial evidence, prevents
it from attributing Green 071 to Merhi beyond reasonable doubt. However, without it, the
Chamber cannot convict Merhi. As Philips explains:
It may also be that the Police find a phone but can't attribute it, and without any

attribution there's no point in having a phone. Attribution is key. Cell site
analysis yields a lot, but it doesn't yield the person that's using the phone. 530

529

530

20171109 _STL-11-01_T_T413 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 74.
20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 10 (FR: pp. 10-11).
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290. For all these reasons, the Prosecution fails to prove that Green 071 is attributable to
Merhi.

2. Unestablished attribution of Purple 231
291. The Prosecution alleges that Purple 231 can be attributed to Merhi from 19 December
2002 to 15 February 2005. 531 Donaldson admitted during his testimony that the attribution of
that phone had been extremely arduous, 532 given the paucity of evidence linking it to its user
and certain apparently illogical or improbable data.
292. The Prosecution struggles to explain the nature and the purpose of Purple 231, which it
nevertheless maintains is associated with the conspiracy and the coordination of the claim of
responsibility for the explosion of 14 February 2005. It does not have any direct source to
establish attribution and has to rely almost exclusively on documentary evidence. 533
293. The Defence submits that the contact profile for Purple 231 is not conclusive.
Donaldson juggles with contradictory information, emphasising certain alleged family
contacts with the phones that he attempts to attribute to Merhi' s brothers, to the detriment of
other family contacts, such as the phones that he attributes to Merhi's father and sisters.
Donaldson, who has only been able to suggest an attribution for a handful of the 30 main
contacts of Purple 231, 534 draws inferences from a contact profile that is incomplete and of
little probative value. Moreover, Donaldson completely fails to explain why, if Purple 231
belongs to him, Merhi never calls the Mobile 091 attributed to his wife.
294. With regard to the geographical profile of Purple 231, this is every bit as problematic.
Indeed, the Prosecution fails to explain the relevance of the main cell for that phone, SFEIR3,
and can only speculate as to its significance. Moreover, the Prosecution fails to demonstrate
that Merhi was actually living in the Gardenia apartment block in 2004-2005. 535 However,
even if that were the case, the data received from the operator Alfa does not come with the
necessary guarantees in terms of reliability to establish with certainty that the best service cell
covering the Gardenia apartment block is BRAJNE2. Consequently, the allegation that the

STL-13-04/F0052, para. 33; P527.
20170628_STL-ll-01_T_T374_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 42, 44.
533 See above, Section Vl.A.l.(a).
534 The Prosecution concedes that the majority of contacts for Purple 231 are not attributed: F3713/COR, para.
123.
535 See above, paras 162-166.
531
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activation of the phones that the Prosecution attributes to Merhi

IS

compatible with his

alleged place of residence is questionable. 536
295. Taken together, these holes in the evidence presented by the Prosecution regarding the
nature of Purple 231, its contact profile and its geographical profile result in its theory as to
the identity of the user of Purple 231 being seriously undermined. The Defence therefore
submits that the Prosecution fails to prove beyond reasonable doubt that Purple 231 was
being used by Merhi during the period of the alleged conspiracy.
(a) The Prosecution is unable to determine the nature of

Purple 231
296. The Prosecution is unable to define the nature of Purple 231, and says anything and
everything in that regard.
297. The Prosecution started the trial by submitting that Purple 231 is a personal phone, 537
several contacts of which are contacts of family members of Hassan Merhi. 538 Donaldson
however qualified that observation, on the one hand downplaying the significance of the
contacts with the phones that he attempts to attribute to Merhi's sisters and father,
characterised as not normal for Purple 231, 539 but on the other emphasising the importance of
the contacts with the phones that he attributes to Merhi's brothers and brother-in-law. 540 Later
on, he again appears to backtrack on that assertion, saying that there is simply an absence of
family contacts 541 and that Purple 231 is a "non-personal phone." 542 Lastly, in its Final Brief,
the Prosecution claims at the same time that Purple 231 is a personal phone, 543 and that it is
"non-personal. " 544
298. Floundering completely in the dark, Donaldson also admitted that it is not possible to
assert that Purple 231 is a work phone. 545 He also admitted to knowing nothing about Merhi' s

See below, Section Vl.B.2.(g).
STL-13-04/F0052, para. 23.
538 P1962.1, paras 33-36,38-42.
539 20170629_STL-ll-01_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN,
540 20170629 _STL-11-01_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN,
p. 13.
541 20170703_STL-ll-01_T_T377_0FF_PUB_EN,
542 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_0FF _PUB_EN,
543 F3713/COR, paras 82, 121,933, 1045.
544 F3713/COR, para. 123.
545 20170628_STL-11-01_T_T374_0FF _PUB_EN,
536
537
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professional activities. 546 However, later in his testimony, Donaldson again appears to have
changed his mind, stating that Purple 231 is linked to Merhi's work547 and that it appears to
belong to a "cadre". 548 That assertion, which is taken up again in the Prosecution Final Trial
Brief, 549 is problematic for several reasons.
299. The Defence emphasises in the first instance that it is unacceptable to introduce that
theory at this stage in the proceedings. The Prosecution is supposed to know its case before
going to trial. The fact that the Prosecution is now submitting that the role of a phone and its
nature are different from what it was alleging at the start of the trial demonstrates that it does
not know its case and is not convinced of its own allegations.
300. The Defence notes moreover that Donaldson said that the idea of the "cadre" only came
to him the middle of his examination-in-chief, 550 in spite of his having investigated that
phone for more than 10 years. Donaldson attempted to base his new theory on a comparison
between Purple 231, PMP 170 attributed to Ayyash, and SMP 944 attributed to
Badreddine. 551 Donaldson conceded that taken in isolation, he is unable to define precisely
the nature of Purple 231 (and of PMP 170) because he only had scant information on Merhi
(and Ayyash). 552 However, Donaldson asserted that he could conclude that Purple 231 has a
"cadre" profile based on the information that he has on Badreddine. 553
301. Donaldson does not define the term "cadre", confining himself to enumerating some of
the features that were "described to him" as belonging to a "cadre" profile. 554 It can therefore
be seen that Donaldson, not having the requisite expertise himself to define what constitutes a
purported cadre profile, uses a definition that he obtained based on the knowledge of an
individual whose identity and expertise he does not disclose. 555 This long series of deductions
and approximations is insufficient to demonstrate that Purple 231 has a "cadre" profile. The
Defence further notes that the use of information relating to Badreddine and transposed to
546

20170629_STL-11-01_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 30-32; 20170704_STL-1101_T_T378_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 13; 20170929_STL-11-01_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 84.
547 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 13, 16.
548 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
549 F3713/COR, para. 123.
550 20170703 _STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB _EN, p.13 (" ... 1 will try and be able to describe the nature of
[Purple 231], as I've had a chance to reflect over the weekend and have had some thoughts ... ").
551 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 22.
552 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
553 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
554 20170703 _STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 28 (" ... it has been described to me that this is a cadre's
profile.")
555 20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, pp. 28-29.
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Merhi is an unacceptable projection of the alleged profile of another person onto the Accused
Merhi.
302. However, even if the evidence in the case file were sufficient to establish that Purple
231 had the profile of a cadre from Hezbollah, 556 it would still be necessary to prove that
Merhi himself was one. In the case at hand, not a single piece of evidence goes to
demonstrate that Merhi is a cadre from Hezbollah. Donaldson himself admits that he does not
know anything about Merhi. 557 The "cadre" theory therefore has no probative value.
303. The Defence further submits that the theory whereby the user of Purple 231 is a "cadre"
is in complete contradiction with the evidence relating to Green 071. Indeed, if there is a
single user for Purple 231 and Green 071 and if he is a "cadre", the Prosecution does not
explain why that "cadre" is isolated from the other members of the conspiracy. 558 The
Prosecution moreover does not allege that the user of Green 071 is also a "cadre".
304. Given the obvious contradictions and about-turns in Donaldson's and the Prosecution's
opinion, it is apparent that they are in effect completely ignorant of the nature of Purple
231, 559 that they are incapable of proving the purpose of that phone, 560 but that there is
nothing to indicate that Purple 231 is a phone the purpose of which is criminal. 561 Judge Re
summarised the state of the evidence relating to the use and nature of Purple 231 better than
anyone: "You can do no more than speculate about the reasons for the contact or whether
they were innocent, criminal, or anything." To which Donaldson replied: "Completely." 562
(b) The contact profile of Purple 231 is not probative
305. In order to attribute Purple 231 to Hassan Merhi, Donaldson highlights the importance
of Purple 231 's contacts with a number of the phones that he attempts to attribute to members
ofMerhi's extended family. 563 However, he downplays the importance ofthe calls with some
of those phones attributed to specific members of the family when he attempts to explain the

F3713/COR, para. 123.
20170703_STL-ll-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 23; see above, para. 298.
558 20160902_STL-11-01_T_T287_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 76.
559 20170629 _STL-11-01_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 61 (" ... I cannot speak to the purpose ofpurple 231... "),
74 (" ... I don't know what the purpose of Purple 231 was ... ").
560 20170929 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T403 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 84 ("I don't believe I've been able to demonstrate the
purpose of this phone.")
561 20170628_STL-11-0l_T_347 _OFF _PUB _EN, p.44 (" ... for me there's no suggestion of criminality.")
562 20170629 _STL-11-0l_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 65.
563 P1962.1, paras 33-36, 38-42.
556
557
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nature of Purple 231. 564 The Defence submits that Donaldson cannot at the same time use
certain contacts in order to serve as the basis for his attribution and reject those same
contacts, which he considers to be anomalies in the usage of the phone, when the time comes
to explain its nature.
306. Donaldson sets great store by the fact that Purple 231 is in contact with phones
attributed by him to men of a comparable age to Merhi, 565 some of whom are members of his
family, in particular his brothers Abbas and Haidar and his brother-in-law Yahya Beydoun.
Donaldson goes as far as saying that in his opinion, Purple 231 is being used for a "specific
purpose" and that Yahya Beydoun, Abbas Merhi, Samer Atwi 566 and Haidar Merhi are linked
to that purpose. 567
307. The Defence notes firstly that the Prosecution has never alleged that Y ahya Beydoun,
Abbas Merhi, Samer Atwi and Haidar Merhi were all part of the alleged conspiracy, and so
one can only speculate that the "specific purpose" must be linked to something else.
However, Donaldson does not suggest any other theory as to the nature of that "specific
purpose", does not offer any evidence to support that claim, and contradicts his own evidence
as to his complete ignorance of the nature of Purple 231. 568 Donaldson further omits to say
whether he believes that the 584 calls between Y ahya Beydoun and Mobile 091, 569 of which
Merhi is alleged to be an occasional user, also form part of the "specific purpose."
308. Donaldson also speculates as to the activities of Merhi's brothers who, according to
him, may have possibly worked in the same field or in the same organisation as Merhi. 570 The
Defence points out that Donaldson does not offer any evidence in support of that claim.
309. Moreover, although Donaldson stated that he attributed a phone to each of Merhi's
brothers, 571 the Defence notes that this was not the case with Youssef Merhi, who died in
March 2004. If Donaldson's theory regarding the contacts with the brothers for a "specific
purpose" holds true, it would seem logical that Merhi would also have been in contact with
F3713/COR, para. 122; P1962.1, Annex A, paras 42, 45,64-66.
20170629 _STL-ll-01_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 83; 20170703_STL-ll-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p.
22. See also F3713/COR, para. 123.
566 Donaldson acknowledges however that there is no evidence of a family connection between Merhi and
Samer Atwi in2003, 2004 or2005. See 20170629_STL-ll-01_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 82.
567 P1962.1, Annex A, para. 66(m).
568 See above, Section Vl.B.2 (a).
569 p 1264.
570 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 17.
571 20170704_STL-11-01_T_T378_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 16. See also F3713/COR, para. 120.
564
565
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Youssef Merhi before his death. However, the Prosecution was not able to identify any
telephone number whose contacts with Purple 231 ended in the days or weeks preceding his
death on 10 March 2004. 572 The Defence submits that if the Prosecution had been able to
identify such a phone number and attribute it to Youssef Merhi, it would have done so. This
then means that the Prosecution's theory regarding the contacts between Merhi and his
brothers is flawed, as it does not explain the exclusion of Youssef Merhi from the "specific
purpose" allegedly being pursued by the male family group members. The Defence submits
that if Purple 231 had belonged to Merhi, he would have been in contact with his brother
prior to his death.
310. Moreover, only 11 of the 30 main contacts of Purple 231 are attributed by Donaldson to
identifiable individuals. 573 Donaldson arbitrarily selected four of those contacts (Y ahya
Beydoun, Abbas Merhi, Samer Atwi and Haidar Merhi) - only three of whom were members
of the Merhi family in 2004-2005 574

-

to claim that Purple 231 has a "specific purpose",

whereas 14 contacts are unidentified and could call into question the Prosecution's entire
theory as to the nature and use of Purple 231.
311. [REDACTED] interviewed by the Prosecution. During that interview in June 2010, i.e.
before Merhi had been indicted, [REDACTED] (PRH028) was specifically questioned about
Purple 231, a number that he did not recognise 575 despite the fact that the number that
[REDACTED].

Nor

did

[REDACTED]

recogmse

Mobile

091,

576

although

he

[REDACTED]. 577 The Defence submits that [REDACTED] had no reason to lie to try and
protect Merhi, as he had not been accused by the Prosecution at that time. However,
[REDACTED] stated that he was not the sole user of his phone, as it was regularly used by
his immediate famil/ 78 and employees from his company. 579 There is therefore a reasonable
possibility that [REDACTED], which would radically change [REDACTED] as presented by
Donaldson.

P527.
Four additional contacts are attributed to companies (Alfa and the Great Prophet Hospital): P 1962.1, para. 44.
574 Donaldson acknowledges however that there is no evidence of a family connection between Merhi and
Samer Atwi in 2003, 2004 or 2005: 20170629_STL-11-01_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 82.
575 P2126, pp. 45-46.
576 P2126, p. 59.
577 P 1962.1, par.113.
578 P2126, pp.17, 44, 60.
579 P2126, pp.17, 60.
572
573
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312. With barely a third of his main contacts having been identified by the Prosecution, the
contact profile of Purple 231 is fragmented. That absence of crucial information forces the
Prosecution to speculate well beyond what is acceptable in the context of a criminal trial, all
the more so given that as set out below, some data militates against an attribution to Merhi.
(c) The SMSs of Purple 231 are incompatible with the

attribution of Purple 231 to Merhi
313. Donaldson testified that Purple 231 's SMS messages were not probative in respect of
attribution. 580 The Defence submits that not only can they not support the attribution of
Purple 231 to Merhi, but that they could even indicate that that attribution cannot be
supported.
314. The exchange of SMS messages between Purple 231 and the number ending in 474,
attributed to a taxi driver, are in fact incompatible with the hypothesis that Purple 231 was in
Merhi's hands. The romantic nature of the SMS messages in question is undeniable. 581
However, Donaldson said that after attributing number 474 to the taxi driver, he assumed that
the SMS messages between him and Purple 231 were unimportant. 582 In other words, because
the content of the messages and the identity of the user of 474 were possibly negative
indicators of the attribution of Purple 231 to Merhi, that data was simply ignored. Donaldson
therefore seems to have intentionally discarded one line of investigation because it risked
contradicting his starting hypothesis. In fact, although the users of Purple 231 and 474
obviously knew one another, it appears that the Prosecution did not attempt to interview 474.
The Defence submits that this way of proceeding is problematic and again demonstrates that
the Prosecution's investigations were insufficient.

(d) The Prosecution fails to explain the lack of contact
between Purple 231 and Mobile 091
315. The Prosecution attributes Mobile 091 either to Merhi's wife or to his children or even
to Merhi himself between 1 January 2003 and 31 December 2007. 583 Donaldson states that
Merhi was not the only user of Mobile 091 because, if he were, he could not also be the user
580

P 1962.1, para. 28.
3D429; 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 10-11.
582 20171002_STL-11-01_T_T404_OFF _PUB _EN, p.12 ("But once the identity of the user of 474 was
established, these messages were not felt to be of significance.").
5R3 STL-13-04/F0052, para. 34; 20170629_STL-11-01_T_T375_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 47.
581
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of Purple 231. 584 His inference therefore is that the main user of that telephone 1s Rima
Toufaili, Merhi's wife, and that Merhi's children also use it on occasion. 585
316. Donaldson explained that the purpose of attribution is to determine who is in control of
a phone, and who uses it. 586 He acknowledged however that as a general rule it is not possible
to state with certainty that a designated user had the phone in his possession at all times, or
that the user made or received all the calls and SMS messages from that phone. 587 Donaldson
seems to accept these inherent limitations regarding the attribution of Mobile 091, in respect
of which he claims not to know the identity of the person making and receiving the calls. 588
However, he refuses to acknowledge the same limitations concerning the attribution ofPurple
231, implicitly attributing sole use to Merhi. 589
317. Donaldson also tries to distinguish the two phones on the basis of their contact profile
by asserting that Mobile 091 shows several women among its main contacts, whereas there
are more men among the contacts of Purple 231. 590 The Defence notes on the contrary that
among the main 30 contacts of Mobile 091, 15 are not attributed and eight are attributed to
men. Only three contacts are attributed to women: Alia Toufaili, Wafaa Merhi and Nawal
Merhi. 591 The Defence submits that the contact profile of Mobile 091 is incomplete and not
probative based on the information tendered by Donaldson.
318. In addition, as Donaldson acknowledges, the attributions of phone numbers to the
contacts in question present difficulties 592 because they themselves are based on a series of
inferences. The Defence recalls that a Chamber must reject any inference based on a series of
inferences. 593
319. As regards the specific issue of the contacts between Purple 231 and Mobile 091,
Donaldson acknowledges that one would ordinarily expect many telephone contacts between

584

20170628_STL-11-01_T_T374_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 54-55; P 1961, p. 58.
20170629 _STL-11-01_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 23-24 48; 20170704_STL-1101_T_T378_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 12.
586 20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 46.
5R7 20170919_STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 57.
588 20170629 _STL-11-01_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 23-24, 48.
589 F3713/COR, paras 120-122, 124, 133, 161.
590 20170629 _STL-11-01_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 57.
591 P1962.1, para.139.
592 20170919 _STL-11-01_T_T395_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 89.
593 See above Section III.C; Hadzihasanovic Judgement, para. 311.
585
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a husband and wife. 594 However, during the attribution period for Purple 231, there was only
one contact between it and Mobile 091 595 and that was in September 2003. Donaldson
admitted that this issue is central and that the lack of contacts is illogical and is a negative
indicator for the attribution of Purple 231 to Merhi. 596
320. Donaldson tried to explain this single contact and contacts with other phones attributed,
by way of inference, to members of the Merhi famil/ 97 by suggesting that there was a family
"event" in September 2003. 598 In this regard, Donaldson noted that Purple 231 used the
ZAHRANI cell ten times in September 2003. 599 That is how he infers that there was a family
event in South Lebanon. 600
321. Donaldson acknowledged that there is no perfect concordance among all the phones
attributed to the members of the Merhi family that were analysed in order to show that there
was a family event, because some of them activated ZAHRANl several days in a row
whereas others did so only on one day. 601 He also acknowledged that this hypothesis can hold
only if all the telephone attributions are correct. 602 Donaldson admitted that he cannot support
his family event hypothesis with any other evidence, despite his assertion that the event was
"exceptional."603 He does not know whether it was a funeral, a wedding or another type of
event. 604 In short, his theory regarding the family event is possible only if we accept inference
after inference, uncorroborated by a witness or by any other piece of evidence.
322. Conversely, at the time of the death of Merhi's grandmother Khadija Mallah on 2
November 2003 in Houmine El Fawqa605 , neither Purple 231 nor Mobile 091 activated the
594 Pl961, p. 58; 20170919_STL-ll-Ol_T_T395_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 90 ("If you're aware the suspect is
married, for example, and you assume that the wife had access to a phone, would you have expected some sort
of consistent evidence of phone contact with the suspect's wife? A. If the wife had her own phone, I would
expect there to be contact, yes."); 20170929_STL-ll-Ol_T_T403 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 79 ("Where a phone exists
in the control of the wife or mother, I would in the usual course of events thoroughly expect there to be calls to
the husband."), 80 ("I would expect to see hundreds of calls, not one.").
595 P527, line 597.
596 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 58; 20170929_STL-ll-Ol_T_T403_0FF _PUB_EN, pp.
79, 84.
597 Pl962.1, paras 35 (Wafaa Meri), 38 (Habib Ali Merhi), 42 (Nawal Merhi).
598 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp.70-74; Pl962.1, Annex A, paras 42-66. See also
F3713/COR, para. 122.
599 p 1962.1, Annex A, para. 46.
600 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 71 (" ... in creating the inference that there may have been
a family event. .. ").
601 20170629_STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 71-72.
602 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 73.
603 p 1962.1, Annex A, para. 65.
604 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 73.
605 Pl963, paras 58, 72(b).
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cells in South Lebanon. 606 Put another way, when there really is a verifiable exceptional event
in the Merhi family, neither Purple 231 nor Mobile 091 take part in it, which suggests the
reasonable possibility that those phones do not belong to Merhi and Rima Toufaili
respectively.
323. Because there was only a single contact between Mobile 091 and Purple 231,
Donaldson even went so far as to assume that neither Merhi 's wife nor children had
knowledge of the existence of Purple 231, even though he cannot explain why. 607 He posited,
with no other basis than "a considered view", that this lack of knowledge is intentional on the
part of the user of Purple 231. 608
324. The hypothesis of ignorance

IS

flawed for several reasons. Firstly, insofar as she

received a call from Purple 231 on her own cell phone, Rima Toufaili knows of the existence
of that number. In fact, at the time of the call in question, Purple 231 's telephone number
must appear on the Mobile 091 cell phone screen because that telephone has a "display"
function. 609 Given those circumstances, it is difficult to assume, as Donaldson does, that the
user of Purple 231 is hiding the existence of Purple 231 from the user of Mobile 091. Since
Purple 231 is calling Mobile 091, the user of Mobile 091 would know of Purple 231 's
existence and could easily recontact him. The Defence submits that there is a reasonable
possibility that Mobile 091 never again contacts Purple 231 because the respective users have
no close relationship. In other words, either Purple 231 does not belong to Merhi, or Mobile
091 does not belong to Rima Toufaili, or both.
325. Secondly, Donaldson, and by extension the Prosecution, fail to deal with the practical
question which immediately arises from the hypothesis that Rima Toufaili does not know of
Purple 231 's existence even though her husband had it in his possession for more than two
years: how could the user of Purple 231 have hidden the existence of a telephone whose 543
usages activated the BRAJNE2 cell sector, 610 the residence allegedly shared by Merhi and
Rima Toufaili? Of that usage, 172 calls and 58 SMS messages were received by Purple 231
at times he could not choose. What Donaldson is implicitly saying therefore is that Merhi
could have succeeded in hiding from Rima Toufaili his having received 230 SMS messages

P527, lines 787-798 (2-4 November 2003); Pl264.
20170629_STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 70.
608 20170929_STL-ll-Ol_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 78.
609 P826, paras 280 (CLIP definition), 310,337.
610 Pl962.1, para. 67.
606
607
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and calls (of various lengths, up to almost 900 seconds 611 ) in addition to the 313 outgoing
calls from his own residence. To that, the calls made during Purple 231 's and Mobile 091 's
joint trips to South Lebanon must be added. 612
326. The absurdity of this hypothesis is even more striking on analysis of the sum of the calls
allegedly hidden from Rima Toufaili by adding the calls from Purple 231 to those from Green
071 and the Grey phone, all of which the Prosecution attributed to Merhi. This means that of
the 543 activations of BRAJNE2 by Purple 231, the 10 by Green 071 and the 594 by the Grey
phone, Merhi allegedly hid up to 1,14 7 activations from his wife in their shared residence
during the respective attribution periods of those telephones. It is difficult to imagine how a
man could hide the existence of three cell phones in a five-room apartment; and it is
absolutely ludicrous to think that he succeeded in hiding hundreds of SMS messages and
voice calls from his wife. The Defence submits, and Donaldson agrees that this might be a
valid explanation, that there is a reasonable possibility that the lack of contact between
Mobile 091 and Purple 231 is explained by the fact that Merhi was not the user of Purple
231.613

(e) The Prosecution's theory relating to furniture delivery
is flawed
327. The Prosecution submits that a series of events in Merhi's life support the attribution of
Purple 231 to him. 614 The only event mentioned in its Final Trial Brief is a furniture delivery
alleged to have been made in November 2004. 615
328. The Prosecution alleges that Merhi used Purple 231 to call a person named Mohammed
Assi, the owner of a furniture company. 616 It alleges that in the days after the call, another
furniture company made two deliveries to Merhi's alleged residence. 617 In support of its
allegation, the Prosecution, among other things, filed the delivery and return of merchandise
notes. 618

P527, line 2070.
20170929_STL-ll-01_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 82-83.
613 20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 23.
614 F3713/COR, para. 124.
615 F3713/COR, paras 124-133.
616 F3713/COR, para. 126.
617 F3713/COR, paras 128-132.
61 R P609-P615.
611

612
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329. The Defence points out that Purple 231 's number does not appear on any of the
furniture delivery documents and that Mohammed Assi gave no statement to the Prosecution
and did not come to testify. 619 Accordingly, the Prosecution presented no evidence of direct
attribution because the CSTs indicate that although both of them spoke a few times, no
witness has identified the user of Purple 231. However, a significant part of the Prosecution's
allegations on this attribution point relies on alleged communications between Mohammed
Assi and the user of Purple 231. 620 None of the other employees of the second furniture
company communicated with the user of Purple 231.
330. Nor do the furniture delivery documents establish a direct attribution of Purple 231 to
Merhi. 621 In addition to the fact that Purple 231 's number does not appear in any of the
exhibits, Donaldson stated that he does not know who the signature that appears on the
delivery note belongs to: "There is also a signature upon the delivery note. Again, I don't

know who signed it but it bears the name Hassan Merhi. " 622 Moreover, PRH651 stated that
it is possible that the delivery note was signed by the supplier or the customer. 623 The
Prosecution thus wrongly submits that it can infer Merhi's presence at the time of the
furniture delivery from Merhi' s alleged signature. 624
331. Moreover, no Prosecution witness identified Merhi from a photograph and confirmed
his presence during the alleged deliveries. PRH651 was not present at the time of the
deliveries 625 and the Prosecution did not ask the two delivery vehicle drivers, PRH649 and
PRH650, to make a photographic identification of the individual who was there to receive the
furniture delivery. 626
332. Lastly, the Prosecution alleges that the furniture was delivered to Merhi's residential
address. 627 This assertion is wrong. The furniture was allegedly delivered to the 6th floor of

619

Mr Assi died on 19 June 2009; 20151002_STL-11-01_T_T201_0FF_PRV_EN, p. 14.

°F3713/COR, paras 126, 129-130.
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~ 1 P609;P611;P613;P615;P616.

20170703_STL-11-01_T_T377 _OFF _PUB_EN, p. 19.
20151002_STL-11-01_T_T201_0FF_PRV_EN, p. 8.
624 F3713/COR, para. 129.
625 20151002_STL-11-01_T_T201_0FF_PRY _EN, p. 64.
626 P701· P702
627 F3713/COR, para. 127.
622
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the Gardenia building, 628 whereas the Prosecution suggests that Merhi lived on the 7th
floor.629

(f) The Prosecution fails to explain the significance of
Purple 231's dominant cell and to link Merhi to it
333. Donaldson asserted that with 29% of the activations, the SFEIR3 cell sector is the one
most often activated by Purple 231 630 and that this cell was used more frequently from
Monday to Saturday, during the day. 631
334. Although Donaldson appears to be saying that that cell could match the user of Purple
231 's place of work, he has to acknowledge that nothing in fact indicates any type of
association between Merhi and the SFEIR3 cell sector. 632 Donaldson also acknowledges, as
the Prosecution confirms, 633 that he has no evidence about Merhi's profession. 634 Moreover,
Donaldson notes a discrepancy with the calls made on Mondays, which are less faithful to the
SFEIR3 versus BRAJNE2 distribution, but cannot explain the reasons for this. 635
335. The only available data on Merhi's possible professional activities is a document
establishing the company MEIDCO, 636 set up in 1993 on the Boulevard El-Ghobeiri, 637 which
is not covered by the SFEIR3 cell sector. 638 Merhi became an associate of MEIDCO in
1994. 639 Donaldson however admits that he has never seen that document and therefore did
not consider it in his analysis ofMerhi's daily movements. 640 He also acknowledged that the
document would have been useful to him for his analysis ofMerhi's professional activities. 641

F3713/COR, para. 127.
P651. See also F2032, Annex A, p. 10, item 21.
630 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 25-26.
631 20170629_STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 26.
632 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 29 ("I know of no association between Mr. Merhi and
any location associated with SFEIR3."), 30 ("Again, I would stipulate I know nothing around the employment
or the commitments of Mr. Merhi"); 20170929_STL-ll-Ol_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 90 ("I've got no
information that gives a day-time activity for Mr. Merhi in the location ofSFEIR3").
633 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 32 ("We don't have any evidence, so we're not putting
any information forward as to the profession of Mr. Merhi ... ").
634 20170629 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 31-32; 20170704_STL-ll-Ol_T_T378_0FF_PUB_EN,
p.l3 ("I know nothing about Mr. Merhi's work.").
635 20170629_STL-ll-Ol_T_T375_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 30-31.
636 3D442.
637 3D442, pp. 4, 20.
638 20170929_STL-ll-Ol_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 92.
639 3D442, p. 21.
640 20171003 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T405 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 20. See also 20170929 _STL-llOl_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 90.
641 20171003_STL-ll-Ol_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 22.
628
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The Defence contends that this document is the only piece of evidence admitted possibly
suggesting a professional activity linked to Merhi.
336. The Defence therefore submits that the Prosecution failed to establish Merhi's daily
activities in cell sector SFEIR3. The allegation in the Final Trial Brief that Sfeir is a place of
convergent interests between the Blue, Yell ow and Green 642 networks, insofar as it is an
attempt to link Merhi to the SFEIR3 cell sector, is not as such supported by Philips, who
merely indicated that these are networks operating in South Beirut. 643 The inference which
the Prosecution is attempting to draw here for that purpose is not supported by the evidence.
As submitted above, an inference is not proved beyond reasonable doubt simply because is it
theoretically possible. 644 In the absence of any indication of the possible links between Merhi
and SFEIR3, the Chamber's finding must be the one most favourable to the accused. 645
(g) The geographic profile of Purple 231 is not reliable
337. The Defence has already set out the reasons why the Prosecution failed to show that
Merhi was residing in the Gardenia building in 2004-2005.

646

In fact, Donaldson

acknowledged that the wording in his Attribution Report 647 would have been different in that
respect if he had taken into account PRH647's testimony, which he did not do in his analysis
of Purple 231 's geographic profile. 648
338. Having said that, even if the Chamber were to find that Merhi was living in the
Gardenia building at the relevant time, the Defence submits that Purple 231 's geographic
profile is not probative given the unreliability of BRAJNE2's area of coverage, the alleged
location of Merhi' s residence. This unreliability was mentioned by the operator Alfa. 649

F3713/COR, para. 382.
F3713/COR, footnote 786.
644 See above, Section Ill. C.
645 See above, Section lll.B, G.
646 See above, paras 162-166.
647 P1962.1, para. 53.
648 20170929_STL-ll-01_T_T403_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 101-102.
649 20160503_STL-ll-01_T_T260_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 82.
642
643
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i) Philips and PRH707 confirmed that the data
relating to BRAJNE2 is erroneous
339. PRH707's and Philips' testimony confirmed that the data on the BRAJNE2 cell is
problematic, and even incorrect. In addition, Philips confirmed that several factors have a
serious impact on the reliability of the cell coverage around Merhi' s alleged residence.
340. The Defence submits that because the data provided by Alfa on BRAJNE2 's coverage
before 2006 is incorrect, 650 all the inferences which the Prosecution is asking the Chamber to
draw about the location of the phones which it claims activated the BRAJNE2 cell before
2006 can be challenged.
341. Indeed, the imprecision in the BRAJNE2 coverage map makes it impossible to know
the location, even approximately, of a telephone activating BRAJNE2. The source and impact
of the imprecision are unknown.

651

Nonetheless, that cell and its theoretical coverage

represent the basis of the geographic profile on which the Prosecution is relying to allege
attribution of the phones to Merhi.
ii) The clutter model significantly changed between
2005 and 2010
342. The clutter model is one of the data that form part of the Asset Aircom prediction tool
parameters. 652 This parameter takes into account the model of the terrain, the buildings, the
elevations, the area, etc., and thus takes into account the environment in which the cell tower
is used. 653 In other words, the clutter model is a factor which affects cell coverage. This factor
will give results that vary according to the height of the buildings, their location and density.
If these change from one year to another, it will affect the cell coverage. Philips confirmed
that, as with the Asset Aircom tool, if one of the clutter model parameters is not accurate, the
overall precision of the cell coverage decreases. 654
343. The clutter model around Merhi's alleged residence changed between 2005 and 2010
because the entire area of Merhi's alleged residence and the Gardenia building were shelled
during the war in 2006 and because several buildings were (re-)constructed between 2006
20160503_STL-11-01_T_T260_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 82.
P775, p.11; P780; 20160503_STL-11-01_T_T260_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 77, 79-82.
652 See above, para. 130.
653 20170426_STL-ll-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 104-105.
654 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 102-103.
650
651
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and 2010. 655 Despite this, the Prosecution used a 2010 model to reconstitute the 2005
predictions, mentioning the BRAJNE2 cell tower and Merhi's alleged residence in South
Beirut.
344. The Defence submits that the clutter model used to recreate the coverage of the area in
which Merhi's alleged residence is located is deficient in several respects. Philips submitted
Exhibit 4D 191, a satellite map whose red dots show the buildings shelled during the 2006
war. 656 Among the buildings shelled was the Gardenia apartment block, Merhi's alleged
residence, 657 and the nearby buildings. Philips acknowledged that since there was widespread
destruction during the 2006 war, the clutter model may have been affected.

658

Such

destruction on the surface may have an effect on the optimal coverage. 659 Philips added that
"[ c ]lutter is one factor that has to be taken into account when determining the best server
coverage." 660 He also states: "I would expect it to have an effect depending the height, the
density, the location of the buildings relative to the positions of the competing cell sites - or
cells." 661 However, Philips stated that he did not know Merhi's address and that he had not
worked on that subject (that is, Merhi's place ofresidence). 662 The Defence notes in passing
that Philips did not visit Lebanon before he produced his expert report. 663
345. Using aerial images of the location ofMerhi's alleged residence, 664 the Defence showed
the changes which occurred in that area between 2005, 2006 and 2010. 665 The 2005 aerial
view depicts an area with buildings and vacant lots with trees. 666 After the shelling in 2006,
the aerial view shows that the Gardenia building was completely destroyed, as were five
other buildings located in front of the Gardenia's main entrance. 667 The aerial view from
2010 however shows that the buildings destroyed in 2006 had been rebuilt, but not exactly
like those that were there before the war. 668 In addition, fourteen or fifteen buildings which

655

20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 121-122; 4Dl91.
20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 107.
657 P1803; P662, pp. 12-15; 4D191.
658 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 108.
659 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 116.
660 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 116.
661 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 116.
662 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 120.
663 20150824_STL-11-01_T_T183_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 20.
664 3D365(1DT3-0370), (1DT3-0373), (1DT3-0369).
665 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 110-115.
666 3D365(1DT3-0370).
667 3D365(1DT3-0373).
66 R 3D365(1DT3-0369).
656
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were not there in 2005 can now be seen and are adjacent to the Gardenia building. 669 The
optimal coverage of the BRAJNE2 cell therefore certainly underwent changes between 2005
and 2010 as a result of changes to the clutter model.
346. Philips acknowledged that given the significant topographical changes, the 2010 clutter
model could not provide predicted coverage fully consistent with that in 2005: 670 "You're
saying the buildings in 2010 don't mirror the building complement in 2005. The clutter
model used was--- relates to 2010, and so it wouldn't be wholly appropriate to the year 2005.
Yes I would accept that. " 671
34 7. These changes have a significant impact on the cell sector surrounding the alleged
residence. Philips confirmed that the changes to the terrain resulting from the construction of
the new buildings could affect the BRAJNE2 cell coverage 672 as well as the optimal
coverage. 673 He added that:
... these buildings are part of the urban clutter in the vicinity, and therefore the
changes in the building complement would change the urban clutter. And from
that, would change the --- I was going to say propagation characteristics. The
actual propagation that occurs, and therefore could modify the best server
coverage. 674
348. Philips also accepted the suggestion that even if a cell tower remains on the same
building, a change in the clutter model data could affect the coverage. 675 And in that regard
he added that: "it doesn't necessarily mean the entirety of the best server coverage from that
particular cell changes. It may be it's modified in a certain area, and there are other factors
that may or not limit the extent. Again, I would like to see the neighbour cells look like and
whether they have such an incidence ofless of buildings in their vicinity." 676
349. As discussed above, 677 the Prosecution bases its findings on the 2010 and 2013
coverage maps provided by Alfa. For this reason, the link that it makes between the
activation of the BRAJNE2 cell, Merhi's alleged residence and the geographic profile of

3D365(1DT3-0369).
20170426_STL-ll-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN,
671 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN,
672 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN,
673 20170426_STL-ll-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN,
674 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN,
675 20170426_STL-ll-01_T_T362_0FF_PUB_EN,
676 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_OFF _PUB _EN,
677 See above, Section IV.A.
669

670
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Purple 231 is based on data from 2010-2013, which has been shown to be different from that
from 2005 because of changes to the terrain. Accordingly, BRAJNE2 cell coverage in 2010
may not correspond on every point with the BRAJNE2 coverage in 2005 and thus not make it
possible to prove that Merhi was living in the BRAJNE2 coverage area in 2004-2005.
iii) Best serving coverage

is affected by system

congestion
350. As discussed above, 678 there is an important distinction between optimal and usable
coverage. For example, after having reviewed exhibits 3D365 and 3D366, Philips confirmed
that it is possible that a telephone on the ground floor of the Gardenia building, or to the
south-east, or to the west of the ground floor, captures more than one cell. 679 This is also the
case for a phone located in front of the building. 680
351. The Defence suggested to Philips that a building near Merhi's alleged residence had a
conference room. Philips acknowledged the possibility that if there are several hundred
people in that room using their cell phones at the same time, this could cause congestion and
affect the reception of the antenna ordinarily providing the best signal reception for someone
living on the

ih

floor of the neighbouring building. 681

352. The optimal antenna signal could also be affected by congestion caused by the use of
cell phones by people caught in a traffic jam on a highway in a densely populated area, like
the one around the Gardenia building. 682 A congested cell could activate the directed retry
function to the second best choice of coverage. 683 In that case, it would redirect to the most
appropriate cell or the one offering the best coverage, that is, "to the next appropriate cell or
most appropriate cell." 684
353. The environment of Merhi's alleged residence is thus subject to the activation of the
directed retry function. 685 In this regard, Philips acknowledges that he does not know the

678
679
680
681
682
683
684
GRs

See above, Section IV .H.l.
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20160212_STL-ll-Ol_T_T245_0FF _PUB_EN,
STL-11-01/T/TC
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activation frequency of the directed retry function: ("I have no figures in terms of this on
Lebanese networks, although I have requested them.") 686
354. In the two types of congestion described above, it is possible that the usual reception of
the signal from the best service cell by a person on the

ih

floor might be affected. 687

iv) Best serving coverage is affected by the floor the
user is on
355. In addition, Philips spoke of the possible influence of the height of a building on the
suggested coverage. 688 The Asset Aircom prediction tool provides a result about optimal
coverage of the Gardenia building only for the ground floor. 689 This means that we have
absolutely no knowledge about which cell offers optimal coverage for the

ih

floor of the

building, where Merhi's residence is alleged to be. 690 A cell phone on the

ih

floor might

therefore activate another cell than the one ordinarily providing the optimal signal to the
ground floor. 691 Because the optimal coverage maps are only indicative of the coverage at
ground level, they cannot be transposed for a person on the 7th floor.
356. The result of this is that the geographic profile established to prove that the user of
Purple 231 lived in the Gardenia building in 2004-2005 is unreliable, since it tells us nothing
about the optimal coverage for the residence on the 7th floor. 692 This defect, together with the
total lack of information about the importance of the second-most activated cell by Purple
231, SFEIR3, invalidates the Prosecution's allegations about the most fundamental aspects of
Purple 231 's geographic profile, that is, Merhi's residence and place of work.
v) BRAJNE2 is not the only cell providing best serving
coverage

357. In addition to the senous defects described above, Philips confirmed that the
RADOUF1, HADATH3 and SFEIR2 cells, which do not however cover Merhi's alleged

20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
3D366 (1DT3-0371), point 2.
688 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
689 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN,
690 P647, p. 3.
691 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
692 P647, p. 3.
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residence, 693 provide an optimal signal to that residence. 694 This is a blatant example of the
systemic anomalies preventing the Prosecution from proving where a telephone user is
located by using a cell which appears in a CST.
358. Philips acknowledges that he had not gone on-site to test the number of usable cells at a
given location at a given moment.

695

This acknowledgement demonstrates that the

Prosecution failed to conduct complete investigations and analyses taking into account all the
usable cells in the area of Merhi's alleged residence. In fact, there is nothing to indicate that
the analysts from the Office of the Prosecutor conducted these tests on site in the area around
the Gardenia building. For this reason, the results presented by the Prosecution are
incomplete and do not take into account all the possible factors in terms of usable cells in the
BRAJNE2 area. This means that the geographic profile of Purple 231 was produced in the
abstract, disregarding the real situation on the ground and other possible factors which might
influence the activation of nearby cells other than BRAJNE2.
359. The Prosecution takes it for granted that only the BRAJNE2 cell can be activated by a
cell phone positioned in the building where Merhi allegedly lived. Philips' testimony
however shows that the Prosecution's data is wrong or incomplete and that multiple factors 696
influence the cells activated in the BRAJNE2 area. Accordingly, the geographic profile of
Purple 231 as alleged by the Prosecution is simply not reliable and cannot lead to an
attribution of Purple 231 to Merhi beyond reasonable doubt.

C. Conclusion on the attribution of the phones to Merhi
360. According to Donaldson, the probative force of an attribution is entirely dependent on
the quantity and quality of the sources. 697 With regard to the phones that the Prosecution
attributes to Merhi, both these aspects are missing. The evidence adduced is strictly
circumstantial, incomplete, wrong, and of limited probative value. To remedy the weaknesses
in its evidence, the Prosecution has no choice other than resorting to speculation and
successive inferences. The Defence however submits that for it to be reasonable, a conclusion
693
694
695
696
697

3D366 (1DT3-0372).
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN,
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cannot be based on pure speculation. 698 Furthermore, the longer the series of inferences, the
less reliable the conclusion reached becomes. 699
361. The great number of other reasonable possibilities deriving from the evidence means
that the attribution of the phones to Merhi cannot be established beyond reasonable doubt, if
the applicable standard of proof is respected. Even taken all together, the available evidence
does not show a perfectly constructed puzzle as Donaldson was attempting to demonstrate.
On the contrary, too many pieces of the puzzle are missing, thus preventing us from seeing
the image he depicts.
362. Accordingly, "[w ]ithout attribution there is no case against any of the accused, as the

°

case is based upon call data records." 70 For all these reasons, the Defence requests that the
Chamber dismiss the hypothesis of the attribution of Green 071 and Purple 231 to Hassan
Merhi.

Mugenzi Appeal Judgement, para. 92; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 659.
Windridge, pp. 416,418 ("The longer the chain of inferences (the higher the stack), the more unreliable the
ultimate inference will be").
700 20170919_STL-ll-Ol_T_T395_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 75.
698
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VII.

THE PROSECUTION FAILED TO PROVE THAT THE GREEN
NETWORK

IS

A

CRIMINAL

NETWORK

BELONGING

TO

HEZBOLLAH AND WHOSE MISSION WAS TO ASSASSINATE RAFIK
HARIRI
363. The Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to prove that the "Green Network",
and in particular Green 071, were involved in the alleged conspiracy that resulted in the
explosion of 14 February 2005. The Prosecution alleges that the Green Phones are at the heart
of the conspiracy against Rafik Hariri, 701 relying on a number of theories and suppositions
about the activity of this purportedly covert, anonymous and disciplined network. The
Defence submits that the Prosecution's argument about the involvement of the Green
Network in the conspiracy is porous and that, in any event, the use of the Green Phones, and
Green 071 in particular, is not consistent with the theory put forward by the Prosecution.

A. The fact that the Green Network belonged to Hezbollah has not been
demonstrated
364. The Prosecution alleges, solely on the basis of an interview with Wissam Al-Hassan
(PRH680)/ 02 that the Green Network belongs to Hezbollah. 703 The Chamber however should
not place any weight on that interview. On the one hand, Al-Hassan is an ambiguous
character, whose alibi has never been verified, and who had an interest in providing certain
lines of inquiry in order to avoid becoming a suspect himself. 704
365. Furthermore, his interview was admitted pursuant to Rule 158 of the RPE, and the
Defence therefore has never had the opportunity to test its content. The Defence further notes
that there is no other evidence to corroborate the assertion that the Green Network was a
Hezbollah network. Exhibit P2098 does not offer such corroboration as, in this transcript of
Hassan N asrallah' s press conference, he does not at any point admit to having provided
information about a group of phones belonging to Hezbollah. At the very most, Nasrallah

F3713/COR, paras 491, 498(a), 599.
P2122, pp. 86-87.
703 F3713/COR, paras 22,325-326,339,341.
704 5D426.
701
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claims to have discussed surveillance of an Israeli agent. 705 Without any corroboration, the
interview with Al-Hassan cannot go towards supporting a conviction. 706
366. Moreover, Wissam Al-Hassan's assertions about what Hassan Nasrallah told him are
hearsay and cannot be independently verified, since the Prosecution did not request the
appearance of Nasrallah himself. This therefore further undermines the reliability of these
assertions.
367. The Defence further submits that it would not have made any sense for Nasrallah to
have voluntarily attributed himself to the Green Network, knowing that it was being
investigated in connection with the events of 14 February 2005. The Green Network would
have taken significant measures to protect its anonymity. It would have made no sense for
Nasrallah to confess to having control over the network to a member of the ISF conducting a
criminal investigation implicating him.
368. The Prosecution also fails to place Wissam Al-Hassan's assertion m context. He
claimed that Hassan Nasrallah had told him that "Network 2" had been dedicated to the
surveillance oflsraeli Mossad agents. 707 Al-Hassan added that, in fact, the network was in colocation with the phones of Mossad agents in 2004-2005. 708 Therefore, the reasonable
possibility that the Green Network did not have the alleged attack as its objective is all the
more probable in view of the verification carried out by the ISF of the fact that the purpose of
that network was in fact the surveillance of Mossad agents. This could also explain why the
Green Network continued to pay phone bills well beyond 14 February 2005 709 and why some
of those phones continued to be used after that date. 710
369. The Defence submits therefore that the Chamber should not accept, on the basis of the
evidence presented by the Prosecution, that the Green Network was a network belonging to
Hezbollah. That evidence is in fact uncorroborated hearsay, which was not tested by the
Defence and is devoid of any probative value.

P2098, p. 3 (English version).
See above, Section lll.D.
707 P2122, pp. 86-87.
708 P2122, p. 106.
709 See below, paras 391-394.
710 P796.1, paras 675-679.
705

706
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B. The Prosecution's theory regarding the mission of the Green Network is flawed

370. The Defence submits that the Green Network differs in a number of respects from the
other networks that the Prosecution is seeking to implicate in the alleged attack. The
differences are at times so striking that they should suffice to create reasonable doubt about
the involvement of the users ofthe Green Network in the alleged attack.
371. Unlike the other phones referred to in the Indictment, the 18 phones belonging to the
Green Network were post-paid. 711 They started being active on different dates and stopped
being used on different dates and, for some of them, this was well after 14 February 2005. 712
The Prosecution does not explain the alleged purpose of the 18 Green Network phones, but
selects three and alleges that, as a closed user group, their mission was to coordinate the
assassination of Rafik Hariri.
1. The Prosecution has not proved that the mission of Green 071 was to

assassinate Rafik Hariri
372. Firstly, the criteria applied by Philips to identify Green 071 as a mission phone 713 are
clearly not sufficient to link it directly to the explosion of 14 February 2005. Philips states
that Green 071 's "mission" cannot be established from its CST. 714 In order to try to establish
that Green 071 was indeed a mission phone, Philips maintains that its mission was not the
same as that of Green 023 and Green 300. 715 Therefore, as their missions were different,
according to Philips, there is inevitably a reasonable possibility that the user of Green 071
had not agreed the alleged conspiracy with the two others.
373. Philips pointed out that Green 071 had practically ceased being used before what he
calls the "main event" and that there was therefore nothing of any great interest that could
link Green 071 with the explosion of 14 February 2005, 716 apart from the contact with Green
023, which itself was in contact with Green 300. 717 Philips infers from the fact that Green 071

P796.1, para. 686.
P796.1, paras 675-679.
713 P 1116, para. 3 .1.2.4.
714 The analysis of the mission of Green 071 mission conducted by Philips only covered the period from 13
October 2004 to 7 February 2005. See 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 51-52, 54.
715 20160902_STL-ll-Ol_T_T287 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 78; P 1116, p. 64 (" ... would serve to indicate whatever
part it played in any Mission would appear to be different to that played by both Green 023 and Green 300".)
716 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 52.
717 20170502_STL-ll-Ol_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 52.
711

712
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was in contact with Green 023, a purely speculative link with the "main event", 718 which he
fails to substantiate with additional evidence.

2. Green 071 is isolated
374. Philips is also clear as to the fact that Green 071 was excluded and isolated from the
alleged surveillance activities involving Rafik Hariri's movements in the so-called
preparation phase ("mission set up" from 18 to 26 January 2005) 719 and the execution phase
("execution phase" from 27 January 2005 to 14 February 2005). 720 This inevitably means its
exclusion from the purpose of the alleged mission. Philips indicates that "as an umbrella over
this and through that entire period is the operation of the two Green Phones still maintaining
a command function over this entire period." 721 He is clearly therefore not including Green
071, as he only refers to two of the three phones from the Green Network: Green 023 and
Green 300.
375. Philips also highlights the fact that Green 071 was isolated from "call flows" shared by
the Red, Blue and Green Networks. Philips superimposes these periods for the three
networks, which he calls the "hierarchical call flow", and notes the intense increase in
telephone activity. 722 Green 071 was not however included in these periods of activity, since
they occurred at times when Green 071 was completely silent, 723 namely on 18, 19, 25, 28
and 31 January 2005, as well as on 3, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 14 February 2005.
376. For example, when Philips analysed the large number of Green Network calls and the
significant activity in the Red Network on 31 January 2005, 724 he had no choice but to
exclude Green 071 as it had been silent since 20 January 2005 and would remain so until 7
February 2005, the date of its last call. 725
377. Philips clearly shows through his demonstrative analyses that Green 071 was isolated
and therefore could not have had the assassination of Rafik Hariri as its mission.

718 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 52(" ... the contact with Green 023, which also had
contact with Green 300, which would appear to be significant in the expedition of the main event.")
719 20160901_STL-11-01_T_T286_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 6, 82; 20160902_STL-11-01_T_T287 _OFF _PUB_EN,
p. 69.
720 20160902_STL-11-01_T_T287 _OFF _PUB_EN, pp. 70, 76-77.
721 20160902_STL-11-01_T_T287_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 71.
722 P1118,p.103.
723 p 1118, p. 103.
724 P 1118, p. 50; 20160901_STL-11-01_T_T286_ OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 37-38.
725 P1205, lines 242-243.
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3. Green 071 neither has exceptional activity nor exceptional movements
378. Secondly, Philips explains that in order to determine whether a phone belonged to a
covert network with criminal activity, two important criteria must be analysed: the
exceptional level of activity and the exceptional nature of its geographic location. 726 The
Defence submits that there is insufficient evidence in these two areas to show that Green 071
belonged to a criminal network whose purpose was the alleged attack against Rafik Hariri.
379. With respect to the level of activity during the period covering the alleged conspiracy,
Green 071 has one day with five activations, its maximum, on 16 January 2005. 727 Other than
on this one day, evidence shows that Green 071 's activity during the alleged conspiracy does
not reach an exceptional level. On the contrary, its activity was sporadic. 728
380. As for the exceptional nature of the geographic location, the Prosecution emphasised
the importance ofthis aspect in its Opening Statement in January 2014:
To demonstrate how the time of certain calls and to demonstrate their movements
conduct of the mission and Purple Phone users is linked to the commission of
these offences, their locations at the time of the phone use are important. To
establish their locations at during relevant events, the evidence of the best server
coverages of each cells tower become very useful. 729
381. Philips explained that a phone typically has 90% or 95% of its activity in the general
area where the user lives and works. Then there are the other movements, the exceptional
movements. 730 The Prosecution concedes however that Green 071, just like Purple 231, was
stationary. 731 It made no exceptional movement.
382. The Defence submits that the Prosecution failed to demonstrate a link between Green
071 and the significant locations where the alleged conspiracy was put in place (for example,
the location of the explosion, the cell covering the residence of Abu Adass, the locations
where the surveillance of Rafik Hariri took place, or the place where the "vehicle-borne
726 20160831_STL-11-01_T_T285 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 37 ("the exceptional location where they are and the
exceptional level of where they are").
727 P 1205, lines 235-239; 20160906_STL-11-01_T_T289 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 80; 20170420_STL-1101_T_T358_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 68.
728 P1116, para. 7.5.2.3; P1118, p. 155; P1205; 20160906_STL-11-01_T_T289_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 69-70;
20170503_STL-11-01_T_T364_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 83; 20160906_STL-11-01_T_T289_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 70
("Generally the calls of 073 [sic] are spread out. And we know the last call is on the 7th ofF ebruary. ")
729 20140116_STL-11-01_T_T29_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 78.
730 20160831_STL-11-01_T_T285 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 36.
731 F3713/COR, para. 604.
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improvised explosive device" ("VBIED") was purchased or kept, etc.). 732 Analysis of Green
071 's CST confirms that it was never in the locations where the alleged attack was being
prepared, or at the site of the explosion itself. 733
383. The Defence also notes that, having ceased all activity on 7 February 2005, i.e. one
week before the explosion, Green 071 also did not activate the cells covering the phone
booths from where, according to the Prosecution, the calls were made to Reuters and AlJ azeera, or the cell by the tree where the video cassette with the claim of responsibility for the
alleged attack was left. In fact, not a single call was made throughout the crucial days related
to the claim for the alleged attack. There is nothing therefore to link it to the explosion of 14
February 2005, or to infer criminal activity.

4. The Prosecution fails to explain the serious breaches in anonymity of the
Green Network
384. Thirdly, the Defence submits that there were breaches in the anonymity of the Green
Network phones. According to Philips, anonymity however has to be an essential element of
a mission phone. 734 Philips stated the following on this matter:
[w ]e use the word "anonymity" time and time again. It's all about retaining the
anonymity. [ ... ] when you see the measures that are taken to maintain anonymity
of the users of the phone, you have to assume that it is a serious activity that's
being undertaken· 735
[i]t's all about retaining the anonymity, mainly of the users but often not
associating the phone with the crime. 736
385. However, the Green Network's anonymity was partly flawed. Firstly, the contact phone
number that was given for two subscription contracts in the name of Kamel Talab (for Green
048 and Green 030) 737 belonged to an identifiable person, Amal Kamal Haidar, 738 the wife of
. Al.1 H o d roJ.. 739
Sam1r

732

20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 52.

733

p 1205.

20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 59.
20160831_STL-11-01_T_T285_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 13, 28.
736 20160831_STL-11-01_T_T285 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 13.
737 P405 (601 05074-601 05080; 60105081-601 05087).
738 P1106.
739 P1043, pp. 9, 19-20.
734
735
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386. Moreover, a call was made from one of the Green Network phones to a landline when it
started its period of activity,

740

while others contacted numbers outside the group. 741 This

conduct goes against Philips's theory on the anonymity of a mission phone network. 742
387. Similarly, six of the Green Phones (Green 046, 743 Green 260, 744 Green 048, 745 Green
049, 746 Green 034 747 and Green 050 748 ) allegedly had contacts with a phone number allegedly
subscribed to Ahmad Hussein Mokh,

749

a Lebanese citizen whose identity is not in

question. 750 This also goes against the anonymity theory described by Philips, because an
identifiable person, in this instance Mokh, could have identified the users of those six Green
Phones.
388. Furthermore, as Mokh was easily identifiable, his phone contacts could not hope for
anonymity. Therefore, the conditions set out by Philips that: (1) "you don't have any mobile
contact to anyone outside of the group that's associated with a particular crime or activity"; 751
(2) "you don't call other people or numbers that can incriminate you, can get back and enable
your identity to be shown"; 752 and (3) "the measures that's applied start right at the beginning
and they continue right the way through"/ 53 were not met as far as the Green Network is
concerned.
389. Moreover, anonymity loses its sense and purpose with Nasrallah's alleged selfattribution of the Green Network to Hezbollah. 754
390. The most important breach of the Green Network however was that it had been created
through "post-paid" accounts. Nine purchasers of the 18 Green Phones signed one-year
subscription contracts, while they could have simply bought pre-paid cards in order to

Pl217, line 3.
Pl214, lines 4-6, 8-9, 12, 16; Pl206, lines 6-10; Pl218, lines 3-4.
742 Plll6, para. 3.1.2.4. See also Section VII.B.4
743 Pl214, lines 4-6, 8-9, 12, 16, 21, 24, 27.
744 Pl206, lines 6-14, 16, 18, 20,22-25.
745 Pl218, lines 3-4.
746 P 1217, lines 8, 17.
747 Pl216, line 1.
74 R P 1220, lines 9-23, 25-26, 28-43, 45-57, 59-63, 66-70.
749 P466 (60104971-60104991); P941. See also Fl775, paras 51-53.
750 P397, pp. 5, 70, 78.
751 2016083l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T285_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 16.
752 2016083l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T285_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 16.
753 2016083l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T285_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 14.
754 See above, Section VILA.
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preserve their anonymity. 755 This was a flaw that Platt was not able to explain: "Primarily
criminal organizations will use pre-paid phones as opposed to doing what was done here,
where they was paying using post-paid phones. Probably less than - less than 1 per cent, to
put a ballpark figure on it." 756
391. This breach is all the more senous as, according to Wissam Al-Hassan, the person
paying the monthly bills for the Green Network phones was none other than Ahmad Hussein
Mokh, the same person who was in touch with some of the network phones. 757 In fact, the
monthly payments for the Green Network phones were being made each month and in person
at the Alfa branch. 758 Once again, this is not logical for a group intending to take "exceptional
continuous measures" 759 to preserve its anonymity. Philips did however assert that mission
phones generally function with cards that could be topped up remotely. 760 However, rather
than buying credit and anonymously topping up the phones remotely, as was the case with the
Blue 761 and Red 762 Networks, the Green Network used a method of payment that did not
match either the aim of remaining anonymous or the expected conduct of a criminal group
that was purported to be involved in such a large-scale attack.
392. Platt, and by extension the Prosecution, allege that the users ceased to use their Green
Phones on 14 February 2005 and that they got rid ofthem 763 after the explosion. He therefore
infers that they had been linked to the "mission". 764 However, the bills for February, March,
April and May 2005 that were issued after the explosion continued to be paid in person at the
Alfa branch. Once again, Philips does not succeed in reconciling this aspect of the evidence
with the Green Network's alleged criminal purpose: "you've got a person presenting himself
at Fum-el-Chebbak to make these payments and we---we say something in England, putting
yourself on offer. You know, this is putting yourself in the spotlight." 765

P486; P405.
20160406_STL-11-01_T_T252_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 74.
757 P2122, pp. 36-37, 116.
758 20160406_STL-11-01_T_T252_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 83, 88, 90; 20160414_STL-1101_T_T253_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 73-74. See also 20160217_STL-11-01_T_T248_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 54, 56;
P2122, p. 51.
759 20160831_STL-11-01_T_T285_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 14.
760 20170502_STL-11-01_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 55-56.
761 20160414_STL-11-01_T_T253_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 82.
762 20160415_STL-11-01_T_T254_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 55-56; 20160726_STL-11-01_T_T282_0FF _PUB_EN,
pp. 30-31, 53.
763 20160414_STL-11-01_T_T253_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 20, 31.
764 20170207 _STL-11-01_T_T331_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 62.
765 20160406_STL-11-01_T_T252_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 93.
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393. The Defence submits that the method of payment- in person at the branch- before and
after 14 February 2005, does not match either the conduct of a disciplined network that does
not take unnecessary risks, or that of criminals who want to lay low after committing a crime.
In other words, if the Green Network had been involved in the alleged attack, it would not
have taken such a risk, an idea that is implicitly acknowledged by Philips:
[n]ow, we would find the phone number and, of course, the first thing we would
do in a logical investigation process is ask for the subscriber and how that phone
was paid for. So if the logical process was we found the subscriber and then the
phone company said, yes, this is paid-post paid every month at a certain place,
of course we would then facilitate the detention of the person making that
payment. 766
394. Philips admits that this method of payment is the Green Network's weak spot: " ... the
weak spot for this network was that payment in person". 767 By sending a person who has
alleged contacts with six of the network phones to pay the monthly bills, the Green Network
did not keep to the exceptional continuous measures necessary to preserve its anonymity and,
therefore, risked the members of the network being discovered.
C. Green 071 did not cease all phone activity in a coordinated manner with the
other phones and at the time of the alleged attack, but several days before,
namely 7 February 2005
395. The Prosecution alleges that the Green Network shut down in a coordinated manner,
corresponding to the attack. 768 This assertion is completely erroneous and aims to create a
false impression that Green 071 coordinated with the other Green Phones.
396. The Defence notes, on the contrary, that after ceasing all activity on 7 February 2005, a
week before the explosion, Green 071 did not activate the cells covering the phone booths
from where the calls were purportedly made to Reuters and Al-Jazeera, or the tree where the
video cassette with the claim of responsibility for the attack had allegedly been left. Green
071 did not make any calls throughout the entire period of the claim, and yet the Prosecution
considers this to be an important phase in the conspiracy. 769

766
767
768
769

20160406_STL-ll-01_T_T252_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 100.
20160406_STL-ll-01_T_T252_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 97.
F3713/COR, paras 13-14, 75(v), 77,356, 1157, 1159-1160,1170-1171.
F3713/COR, paras 622, 1033.
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397. The Prosecution appears incapable of providing a logical explanation as to why Green
071 ceased activities on 7 February 2005, a week before the explosion. Indeed, the Final
Brief is silent on the matter. However, the cessation of activities on 7 February is all the more
inexplicable as the Prosecution reiterates ad nauseam the importance of the "public face" of
the claim made on 14 February 2005. 770 If this part of the claim had been so important, one
would have expected some activity from Green 071 in order to report to Green 023 that:
(i) the tree had been located, (ii) the cassette had been placed in the tree, (iii) the press
agencies Al Jazeera and Reuters had been called, (iv) the cassette had been collected.
398. Moreover, the Prosecution does not explain the significance of the date ofthe last Green
071 call. 7 February however does not seem to correspond to any particular event. The last
two Green 071 calls were made on 20 January 2005 and 7 February 2005 respectively.
However, it has been claimed that the identification of the tree in which the video cassette
was to be placed was made well after the call of20 January, and more than two weeks before
the 7 February call. 771 The phone card that was allegedly used to make the calls related to the
claim had not yet been purchased on 7 February 2005. 772
399. Green 071 's alleged role was to report on the progress of the "false claim". However,
on 7 February 2005, it seems that it had nothing to report or coordinate. Moreover, the last
contacts between Purple 231 and the phones attributed to Sabra and Oneissi date back from
25 and 26 January respectively. The call made on 7 February 2005 and the subsequent
cessation of activities thus remain unexplained.
400. The Prosecution submits that the preparation of the "false claim" had already been
completed on 27 January 2005. 773 It adds that Green 071 ceased activities on 7 February
2005, i.e. after the execution of its objective. 774 This therefore shows that Green 071 's
mission could not have been to be the "public face" of the claim, as the Prosecution argues.

77

°F3713/COR, paras 622, 1019, 1033, 1036, 1044.

The reconnaissance of the tree allegedly took place on 25 January 2005: F3713/COR, para. 932.
The phone card was allegedly bought on 9 or 10 February 2005. See below, para. 522.
773 F3 713/COR, para. 434.
774 F3713/COR, para. 355 ("disposal of phones [ ... ] occurred after execution of their purpose (7 -14 February
2005)").
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VIII. THE PROSECUTION DID NOT PROVE THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
OF THE ALLEGED CRIMES
401. Even if Green 071, Purple 231 or both could be attributed to Merhi, their use does not in
any way demonstrate that he was part of an agreement or had committed any criminal
activity. In the absence of any phone content, the Prosecution only has call sequence tables
with questionable data from which it attempts to infer both the actus reus and the mens rea of
the crimes contained in the Indictment.
402. The Defence submits that the Prosecution does not meet its burden on any count against
Merhi. Neither the location nor the time of the activation of the phones attributed to Merhi
suggests that he had been part of, had knowledge of and had agreed to any of the modes of
the alleged conspiracy to assassinate Rafik Hariri. Available evidence also does not suggest
that Merhi had participated in any way in the implementation of the alleged conspiracy by
coordinating the activities of the users of Purple 095 and 018 phones. Finally, neither the
calls nor the silences, nor any inference made from them, can serve to infer beyond
reasonable doubt the existence of such a criminal intent connected to the crimes with which
Merhi has been charged.

A. The Prosecution did not prove that Merhi was party to a conspiracy to commit a
terrorist act
1. Summary of the constituent elements of the crime of conspiracy to commit a

terrorist act
403. In its Decision on the Applicable Law, the STL Appeals Chamber specified that
pursuant to Articles 188 and 270 of the LCC, the crime of conspiracy is committed when
evidence shows the existence of the following five constituent elements: (1) two or more
individuals; (2) concluding or joining an agreement; (3) aiming at committing crimes against
the security of a State; (4) with a predetermination of the means to be used to commit the
crime; and (5) a criminal intent. 775 Article 2 of the STL Statute in fact only gives it
jurisdiction to try a crime of conspiracy if it is an act of terrorism. 776 The Appeals Chamber

775
776

F0936, paras 194-200.
F0936, para. 198.
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has already determined that the Tribunal must apply Lebanese law to the cnme of
conspiracy. 777

2. The evidentiary facts do not support the Prosecution's allegations
(a) Noting the lack of evidence, the Prosecution abandons
the allegations in its Indictment concerning the
establishment of the conspiracy
404. The Prosecution seems to disregard one of the fundamental principles of the right to a
fair trial and to a full defence: an accused can only investigate and defend himself against
material facts alleged against him. 778 And yet, at the end of a four-year-long trial, the Defence
does not know what the Prosecution's allegations are relating to the start of the alleged
conspiracy. In fact, the Prosecution's position now seems to have departed from the one
presented at the start of the trial.
405. The Indictment alleges that Merhi, Ayyash and Badreddine joined the conspiracy
between 11 November 2004 and 14 February 2005. The Prosecution however failed to
present a single item of evidence about the date on which the conspiracy was concluded.
Instead of trying to prove the creation of the agreement linking it to the dates covered by the
Indictment, the Prosecution arbitrarily chose a number of dates, which it has now divided into
eight distinct phases in its Final Brief, 779 without clearly stating its theory on the moment
when the conspirators' wills had merged.
406. The first phase starts on 25 August 2004. 780 Although the Prosecution does not provide
a clear argument, this approach suggests that it is alleging that the conspiracy started on that
date. Should this be the case, the Defence submits that this constitutes an unacceptable
expansion of the charges in the Indictment. 781

F0936, paras 193, 202.
Muvunyi Appeals Judgement, paras 30, 164.
779 F3 713/COR, Section VII: The Evolution of the Conspiracy in Context.
78 F3713/COR, para. 638 et seq.
m Muvunyi Decision, para. 39.
777
778
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407. Furthermore, the Prosecution attributes the Green Phones to Badreddine, Merhi and
Ayyash from 6, 24 and 30 September 2004 respectively. 782 The Prosecution also maintains
that the Green Network did not start its operations until 30 September 2004. 783 Even though
according to the Indictment the conspiracy had not been formed on 30 September 2004, the
Prosecution includes this period in what it calls "phase two" of the conspiracy. 784 To the
extent that it now tries to allege that the conspiracy had already been formed on 30
September, the Defence reiterates that this date also constitutes an unacceptable expansion of
the charges in the Indictment. If, conversely, it is not alleging that the conspiracy had already
been formed, it nevertheless does not explain the significance of the large number of calls
from Green 071 between 24 and 30 September 2004 (20 calls), the vast majority of which are
with Green 023, 785 at a time when not only was there no conspiracy, but when the Green
Network had not even started operating.
408. The Prosecution also mentions 13 October 2004 and the creation of a closed group
within the Green Network as being a key date, when "phase three" of the conspiracy
started. 786 Once again, this date falls outside the conspiracy according to the Indictment. The
Prosecution fails to explain the significance of the creation of the closed group at this stage,
especially since Green 071 had no calls from 7 October to 6 November 2004.
409. As for 11 November 2004, the Prosecution Final Brief does not mention it in relation to
the creation of the conspiracy, even though this is the date that appears in the Indictment.
Platt even alleges that on that date, the Green Phones were switched ofe 87 Green 071 's
period of inactivity in fact commenced almost a week before 11 November, and continued
until 23 December 2004. 788
410. It thus seems that the Prosecution abandoned the date of 11 November 2004 because
there was no evidence to support it. Platt, for example, becomes mired in speculation about
the absence of phone activity between the Green Phones in the preceding weeks and the
significance of the very short length of the calls on 6 November 2004, which in itself does not
782 On the subject of contacts between Green 023 and Green 071 before 24 September 2004, Platt explains that
the Green Phones were clearly used by other individuals and for other purposes before being used by Ayyash,
Badreddine and Merhi in the conspiracy. See 2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349 _OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 10-11.
m F3713/COR, para. 351.
784 F3713/COR, Vll.D.
785 Pl205, lines 198-218.
786 F3713/COR, paras 667, 672.
787 20170124_STL-ll-Ol_T_T326_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 41. See also 20170127 _STL-llOl_T_T329_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 56-57.
7RR Pl205.
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allow one to conclude that there had been an agreement. 789 He ended up admitting that he
was not able to infer that a meeting between the users of the Green Phones had led to an
agreement being reached:
So clearly this was part of the organization discipline of the Green Phones. And
like I said previously, both these calls were of a short duration. So it's all
consistent with arranging things, arranging a meeting, something like that.
They're clearly not after several weeks of non-discussion or non talking to each
other on the phone, the phones attributed to Mr. Merhi and Mr. Badreddine all of
a sudden are in contact. You would expect a bit more of a conversation there.
[ ... ] But clearly there is something to arrange. 790 But clearly, the - the Green
Phones on this day were active for a certain purpose. 791
Apart from the phone records, of course we have no other evidence that an
actual meeting took place ... 792
411. The Prosecution alleges that the command of the conspiracy was the Green Network
and that it was this network that formed the initial group of co-conspirators. 793 However, they
did not meet and only engaged in sporadic and short calls. Therefore, it is hard to imagine
that the wills of users of Green 071, Green 300 and Green 023 could have united on 11
November 2004.
412. The applicable law provides that an agreement is reached when the conspirators agree
completely and their agreement is final. 794 However, the Prosecution does not offer any
theory about when these wills were consolidated and united. Neither the Indictment nor the
Final Brief explain at which point Merhi joined the conspiracy,

795

even though the

Prosecution alleges that Merhi joined the conspiracy "from early stages". 796 The Prosecution
does not explain how Merhi, if he is indeed the user of Green 071, could have joined the
conspiracy without using that phone.
413. To the extent that the Prosecution alleges that Merhi joined the conspiracy by a means
other than using Green 071, it fails to identify other relevant evidence to demonstrate this.

2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 50.
20170119 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T325 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 110.
791 20170119_STL-ll-Ol_T_T325_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 111.
792 2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 48.
793 F3713/COR, paras 491,649.
794 F0936, para. 196.
795 STL-13-04/F0052, para. 51 ("the exact date on which Merhi agreed to the conspiracy is not certain").
796 F3 713/COR, para. 1181.
789

790
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Furthermore, the Prosecution has not made any specific allegation that would show that the
user ofPurple 231 had joined in a conspiracy with Badreddine and Ayyash.
414. For these reasons, the Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to demonstrate
beyond reasonable doubt that there had been a merger of wills between the users of the Green
Phones, either before or after 11 November 2004.

(b) The Prosecution fails to prove that the will of Merhi was
consolidated and united with that of all the alleged coconspirators
415. The Prosecution alleges that the members of the conspiracy are Merhi, Badreddine,
Ayyash and the members of the execution group. 797 It also alleges that Oneissi and Sabra had
joined the conspiracy later. 798 The Prosecution therefore chose to bring charges of conspiracy
against several individuals. By opting for several co-conspirators, including the members of
the execution group, the Prosecution imposed upon itself the burden of proving the merger of
wills with and between all the co-conspirators listed in the Indictment.
416. The Prosecution could have considered that the alleged members of the execution group
were only accomplices pursuant to Article 219(4) of the LCC. However, it chose to multiply
the number of alleged co-conspirators, clearly hoping to extend the scope of the conspiracy.
Fairness requires that such an important allegation be supported by evidence and, should this
fail, the Prosecution should suffer the consequences. Thus, the Defence submits that in order
to obtain a guilty verdict on the conspiracy charge against Merhi, the Prosecution must
establish the consolidation and union of wills between him and all the co-conspirators
included in the Indictment.
417. The Defence submits however that the Prosecution has failed to prove that Merhi's will
was consolidated and united with the wills of all the alleged co-conspirators and that the
evidence in this regard is contradictory, if not entirely exculpatory.
418. Platt actually raises the possibility that the users of Green 300 and Green 071 did not
know each other. 799 Should it be the case that they did not know each other and did not know
F2720/A01, paras 48, 54(a).
F2720/A01, para. 54; STL-13-04/F0052, para. 51.
799 20160414_STL-ll-Ol_T_T253 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 76 ("I was Green 023, and these other guys, the two
informants, were calling me all the time, but of course they never called each other because they didn't know
797
798
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that the other was part of the Green Network, it would be difficult to accept the suggestion
that there could have been a merger of wills between Merhi and Ayyash, and that there had
been a consolidation and union of their wills. Even if we were to accept the Prosecution's
argument, namely that the purpose of the calls from the PMP attributed to Ayyash to Purple
231 was to provide Merhi with progress reports on the preparation of the conspiracy, 800 this is
not supported either by expert opinion 801 or the facts, as there were very few of these calls
and they were too short in duration to infer that Merhi could have had knowledge of and had
agreed all the facets of the alleged conspiracy.
419. The evidence presented by the Prosecution is also exculpatory in respect of any merger
of wills between Merhi and the "execution group" for the explosion. While the Prosecution
alleges that the execution group was party to the conspiracy together with Merhi, the
testimony of Philips in fact demonstrates the exact opposite:
[ ... ] the Green Group were insulated from direct association with the Blue and
the Red groups, the mission set-up, the mission execution groups. [ ... ]Green 071
was further insulated from this red and blue activity by the complete absence of
calls with Green 300, the common thread attributed by the Prosecution to Salim
Ayyash. 802
[ ... ] whatever the functional role of Green 071, it was separate and indeed
insulated from the activities of the mission field commander. 803
420. The Prosecution also maintains, without supporting evidence, that the absence of calls
between Green 071 and Green 300 was deliberate and required a high degree of discipline. 804
If this absence of calls was deliberate, one could therefore think that there was no merger of
wills between Green 071, Green 023 and Green 300. In any event, this assertion is directly
contradicted by Platt. First, according to Platt, the creation of the closed user group within the
Green Network on 13 October 2004 does not seem to have been the result of a concerted
decision. He also suggests that since Green 071 and Green 300 never had any contact, it is

each other."). The Defence notes in this respect that the Prosecution has adopted the opposite position,
contradicting its most important witness: F3713/COR, paras 613-615.
80 F3713/COR, paras 613-615.
801 Platt's expert testimony is limited to the covert criminal networks and does not cover the personal phones:
F2549.
802 20160902_STL-ll-01_T_T287_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 76.
803 20160902_STL-ll-01_T_T287_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 78.
Ro 4 F3713/COR, para. 492.
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possible that their respective users did not know that the other had a phone in the same
network. 805 Once more, it is difficult to believe in a union of wills in such a situation.
421. Moreover, the Prosecution's allegation that on the day of the explosion, Merhi was
"also in the same area as the Assassination Team and Badreddine, and had been throughout
the day" 806 is not supported by the evidence. In fact, Purple 231 's CST on the contrary shows
that its user had spent the day in a cell sector that was completely normal for that phone. 807
422. Regardless of whether it knows the identity of all the alleged co-conspirators, the
Prosecution must however prove the merger of wills between all the members of the
conspiracy. 808 Indeed, this was emphasised by the ICTR Appeals Chamber in the Sera mba
Appeals Judgement, where the lack of proof of an agreement between the accused and some
of the unidentified co-conspirators led to his acquittal on the charge of conspiracy. 809
423. For these reasons, the Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to prove beyond
reasonable doubt the first constituent element of the conspiracy, namely, the merger and
union ofwills between Merhi and the other alleged members of the conspiracy.
(c) The Prosecution fails to prove the prior agreement of

Merhi regarding the means and tools
424. The agreement must also envisage the means and tools the conspirators wanted to

use to carry out the offence. The agreement would not be complete and the conspiracy would

20170209 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T333_0FF _PRY_EN, p. 73.
STL-13-04/F0052, para. 155.
RO? P527, lines 3203-3210.
808 F0936, paras 195-196.
809 Seromba Appeals Judgement, paras 218-221, wherein the judges required that the Prosecution present
evidence of an agreement, not only between Seromba and Kayishema but also with "other persons" who
attended the meeting of 16 April 1994. Despite Kayishema's inflammatory statements, in the presence of
Seromba and the "other authorities", the Appeals Chamber found that the existence of an agreement had not
been established. See, in particular, para. 218 ("Contrary to the Prosecution's contention, the Trial Chamber's
acceptance of Witness CBK's testimony regarding Fulgence Kayishema's statement does not necessarily
support a finding of a conspiratorial agreement between Fulgence Kayishema, the other authorities, and
Athanase Seromba to kill Tutsi refugees at Nyange church. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the Prosecution
has failed to show that the only conclusion that could be drawn by a reasonable trier of fact on the basis of this
evidence, was the existence of an agreement which constituted the required actus reus for conspiracy to commit
genocide.").
805
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not have come to fruition had the conspirators not agreed on the means to be used in order

to achieve their goal. 810
425. Consequently, one of the essential conditions required for Merhi to be held responsible
with regard to conspiracy is an understanding and agreement, prior to the commission of the
terrorist act, on the means and tools that the alleged conspirators wanted to use in order to
commit the offence. These elements must be established beyond reasonable doubt. 811
426. During the Opening Statement in June 2014, the Prosecution announced, from the very
start, that it intended to establish which means had been used to achieve the co-conspirators'
objective:
[The] four tasks which the Prosecution submits were vital to the completion of
the goals of the conspiracy. The first is to identify where the explosion should be
detonated. The second would be to gather sufficient information about the
former Prime Minister's movements to predict when he would be present at the
chosen site. Third, it would be necessary to prepare the bomb inside the
Mitsubishi Canter van and to deliver it to the site to be detonated precisely when
Rafik Hariri appeared. And finally, the goal of the conspiracy involved creating
or constructing the false claim of responsibility as a lie to be broadcast to the
Lebanese people as to who was responsible for the murder of their former
Prime Minister. These tasks or goals were divided amongst the three principal coconspirators [i.e. Badreddine, Ayyash and Merhi] initially. 812
427. However, there is no evidence to support the allegation that Merhi had giVen his
approval or had agreed in advance with the alleged co-conspirators on any one of the four
means listed above, or that he possessed knowledge of those means.
i. IdentifYing a location for the explosion

428. The Defence submits that the crime of conspiracy aimed at committing a terrorist act
requires evidence that the conspirators had given their prior agreement that the act would take
place in a public place.

F0936, para. 199; STL-17-07/F0021, para. 86 ("Second, whereas an agreement on the means to commit the
crime is specifically required for the crime of conspiracy, such agreement is not an element of the crime of
criminal association".).
811 F0936, para. 199.
R12 20140618_STL-11-01_T_T51_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 25 (FR: p. 25).
810
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429. Indeed, the choice of location for the alleged attack is one of the means used by the
conspirators to cause "a state of terror".

813

The Prosecution further indicates in the

Indictment that the alleged agreement specifically planned that the assassination would take
place in a public place, 814 which it repeated in the Opening Statement cited above. 815 The
Final Brief also emphasises the importance of this means by indicating that: "[t]he location
was carefully selected to maximise the precision and impact of the attack." 816
430. The choice of location is also acknowledged by the Prosecution as being an essential
element of its case when it alleges that an alternative location had been considered by three of
the alleged co-conspirators. 817
431. However, the Prosecution has failed to present a single piece of evidence as to Merhi's
knowledge of and agreement to the choice of location for the explosion of 14 February 2005
and the public nature of that location. The Prosecution neither has the content of the Green
071 and Purple 231 phone calls nor the content of the SMSs to support the contention of
Merhi's knowledge and agreement. There was no witness that could establish this knowledge
and agreement. None of the phone data from the phones attributed by the Prosecution to
Merhi relates to activating the cell sector of the location of the explosion. Specifically, Green
071 never activated the MRAICII cell. 818
432. Furthermore, the Prosecution does not indicate when the location of the explosion had
been selected by the alleged co-conspirators. Given Rafik Hariri's frequent movements, the
fact that his schedule had been known by a limited number of people and that his itinerary
was often decided at the last minute, 819 the Defence submits that the user of Green 071, which
ceased all activity seven days before the explosion, could not have known and given his
agreement to the location chosen for the explosion. Consequently, the Prosecution fails to
establish that the conspirators had a prior agreement on this means, that is, the selection of the
public place where the explosion would take place.

813

Article 314 ofthe LCC.
F2720/A01, para. 54 ("c. concluded or joined an agreement, aimed at committing a terrorist act intended to
cause a state of terror by a predetermined means liable to create a public danger, d. namely by the assassination
[ ... ] in a public place ... ").
815 See above, para. 426; 20140618_STL-ll-Ol_T_T51_ OFF_PUB _EN, p. 25.
816 F3713/COR, paras 1090-1091.
817 F3713/COR, paras 913-916.
818 P 1118, p. 94; 20160902_STL-ll-Ol_T_T287 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 59.
819 201610ll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T30l_OFF_PRV_EN, pp. 65,77-79.
814
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ii. Collecting sufficient information regarding the
movements of the Prime Minister
433. The alleged surveillance of Rafik Hariri's movements is an essential element of the
conspiracy as, without that surveillance, the plan could not have been executed. Therefore,
the Prosecution must prove that all the alleged co-conspirators had agreed on this before the
events of 14 February 2005. However, the Defence submits that there is no evidence to
establish that Merhi had knowledge of or had agreed to these alleged surveillance activities.
434. The Prosecution alleges that the Red, 820 Blue 821 and Yellow 822 network phones were
used to obtain sufficient information on Hariri' s movements.

823

While the Prosecution does

not allege that the Green Network was a surveillance network, Philips links it to surveillance
activities by superimposing them, as already described above. 824 However, the testimony of
Philips only shows that Green 071 was excluded from the alleged surveillance of Rafik
Hariri.
435. Platt, for his part, relies on an alleged call between Green 300 and Green 023 on 4
Janury 2005 to present a hypothesis that the decision to activate the Red Phones on the same
day had been taken by Badreddine and Ayyash. 825 Platt does not make any allegation about
Mehri's agreement, participation or knowledge in this regard. The Defence however
emphasises that Green 071 was perforce excluded from the decision to activate the Red
Network, as it had no phone activity on 4 January 2005. Green 071 was only activated on 2
January 2005, for a 38-second ca11, 826 and the following call was only made ten days later. In
any event, the Prosecution has not presented a single piece of evidence that could link Merhi
in any way to the Red, Yellow and Blue Networks.
436. The Prosecution has therefore failed to prove that Merhi had any prior knowledge and
had entered into an agreement to make Rafik Hariri's movements subject to surveillance.
That assertion is corroborated by the Prosecution itself: "[the Prosecution] has not pleaded a

°F3713/COR, para. 346

R2

et seq.
F3713/COR, para. 357 et seq.
822 F3713/COR, para. 362 et seq.
823 F2720/A01, para. 15(a), (c)-( d).
824 See above, Section Vll.B.2
825 20170208_STL-ll-Ol_T_T332_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 36. See also F3713/COR, para. 372.
R26 P 1205, line 228.
821
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specific role for Merhi with respect to other preparatory acts, such as the surveillance of
.. [ ....
] ,827
M r. H ann
iii. Preparing the bomb transported by the Mitsubishi
van (VBIED)

437. In its Opening Statement, the Prosecution argued that the third task necessary to achieve
the objectives of the conspiracy was the use of a significant amount of explosives to make a
bomb, and then to transport it by van in order to commit the crime. 828 In its Final Brief, the
Prosecution reiterates that in order to achieve the common objective of conspiracy, the coconspirators had to ensure that the VBIED was in place before Hariri's convoy passed St
Georges Marina while travelling between Parliament and Quraitem Palace, 829 and concedes
in passing that the purchase of the bomb and VBIED is one of the key components of the
execution of the attack. 830 Despite this, the Prosecution alleges, wrongly, that any association
with the purchase of the van is not essential for a guilty verdict. 831
438. However, Lebanese case law, which was adopted by the Appeals Chamber, clearly
indicates that the Prosecution must establish beyond reasonable doubt that there had been full
agreement on the means and tools for the commission of the crime. 832
439. With the VBIED being the planned means and a fundamental component of the
conspiracy, it is therefore incumbent upon the Prosecution to prove that the alleged coconspirators had agreed on the means to be used in order to achieve their objective, namely to
obtain and use a VBIED in the commission of the alleged crime. 833 Not only has the
Prosecution failed to prove Merhi's knowledge of and agreement to this aspect of the
conspiracy, but it even admits that Merhi was not involved in the purchase of the
Mitsubishi, 834 and does not allege anywhere that Merhi was involved in any way in the
making of the improvised explosive device.

F1443, para. 19.
20140618_STL-11-01_T_T51_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 25.
829 F3713/COR, paras 347,500.
83 F3713/COR, paras 874, 888.
831 F3713/COR, para. 859.
832 See above, SectionVlll.A.2.( c).
833 See above, para. 424.
834 F1443, para. 19. This position contradicts a previous allegation contained in STL-13-04/F0052, para. 98,
according to which the two calls made by Green 071 on 15 January 2005 were linked to the purchase of the
Mitsubishi: 20170221_STL-11-01_T_T338_OFF _PUB _EN, p.69: "Mr. Povoas: ... It's not being suggested that
Purple 231 is being involved in the purchase of the Canter Van."
827
828
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440. The Prosecution maintains that the Mitsubishi Canter was purchased on 25 January
2005 in Tripoli. 835 This allegation relies on a series of inferences drawn by Philips, based on
the activation by the Blue 864 phone, of cells in the vicinity of the airport between 19 and 26
January 2005. 836 Philips notes the alleged inter-relation of the phones from the "commandset-up" group during that period. 837 It cannot however be inferred from any of these calls
from Blue 864, or any other evidence available, that Merhi was involved in, had given his
agreement to, or had knowledge of the purchase of the Mitsubishi.
441. The Prosecution has made detailed allegations, beyond the scope of the Indictment, 838
on the purchase of the Mitsubishi 839 in Tripoli, 840 the purchase of the explosives in Baalbek841
and Anjar 842 and the construction of the VBIED east of the airport. 843 Yet neither Green 071
nor Purple 231 activate cells in Tripoli or Baalbek after the attribution date of 24 September
2004. Green 071 did not activate cells AIB3, AIB2 and KARAME3 either which, according
to the Prosecution, are important because of their activation early in the morning of 14
February 2005. 844 Furthermore, Green 071 was not in contact with either Green 300 or Green
023 between 20 January and 7 February 2005. As for Purple 231, it never activated cells east
of the airport, namely AIB3 or AlB, during the alleged period when the Mitsubishi was
purchased. It never activated cells located in Tripoli and, as for Baalbek, its only activation
was on 16 July 2004. 845
442. This shows that the Prosecution is simply unable to prove that Merhi, if indeed he was
the user of Green 071 and Purple 231, knew of and agreed to the purchase of the Mitsubishi.
This is in fact consistent with the statement made by Philips that Green 071 was completely
isolated. 846
443. For these reasons, the Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to prove an
agreement between Merhi and the alleged co-conspirators on the use of the VBIED to
commit the crime. On the contrary, the Prosecution clearly admits that Merhi did not have a
20160905 _STL-11-01_T_T288_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 31-32; F3713/COR, paras 423, 755, 840, 868.
20160905 _STL-11-01_T_T288_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 30-32; F3713/COR, para. 830 et seq.
837 20160905_STL-ll-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 75.
838 Annex D.
839 20160905_STL-ll-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 32; F3713/COR, Vll.l.7.
840 20160905_STL-ll-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 52; F3713/COR, Vll.l.7.
841 20160905_STL-ll-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 74-75; F3713/COR, Vll.l.5.
842 20160905_STL-ll-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 53; F3713/COR, Vll.l.6.
843 20160905_STL-ll-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 33, 53; F3713/COR, Vll.l.6.
844 F3713/COR, paras 974-978. See also 20160905 _STL-11-01_T_T288_ OFF_PUB _EN, p. 33.
845 P527, line 1897.
846 20160902_STL-ll-01_T_T287 _OFF _PUB_EN, pp.76, 78. See also, above, para. 419.
835

836
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role in relation to the explosives and the Mitsubishi. As the elements of the cnme are
cumulative, failure to prove this element must suffice to lead to Merhi's acquittal on the
count of conspiracy aimed at committing a terrorist act.
iv. The Prosecution has failed to prove that Merhi
agreed to the organisation of the 'false claim "for the
alleged attack

444. The Prosecution alleges that the fourth and final task necessary for the realisation of the
objectives of the conspiracy was the organisation of a "false claim" for the alleged attack. 847
It alleges that this was of fundamental importance to the success of the alleged conspiracy:

"The task with which they were charged was of fundamental importance to the

conspiracy, designed, as it was, to protect and shield both the perpetrators and political
sponsors of the Attack. " 848
445. While this is a material fact that does not come within the Indictment, 849 the Prosecution
itself emphasises that the will and motivation of the Syrian regime, 850 together with the
regime's primary concern to contain Hariri, 851 justified the regime's anxiety to avoid
responsibility: "But the fact remains that this is a hugely serious incident, it would clearly be
directed, on any interpretation, towards Mr. Hariri, and the Syrian regime, which on the
Prosecution case was behind this, would still be desperately anxious to avoid

responsibility." 852 Therefore, the alleged false claim appears clearly linked to the means put
in place by Syria which, according to the Prosecution's recent theory, was the perpetrator of
the crime. 853
446. Once more, the Prosecution fails to establish Merhi's full agreement on this aspect of
the conspiracy. Indeed, the specific demonstration of insufficient evidence to prove Merhi's
full agreement on the organisation of the "false claim" lies in a number of Platt's admissions.
Firstly, Platt suggested that there had allegedly been a meeting between Badreddine and
Merhi on 13 January 2005, because of a short call on the same day between Green 071 and

20140618_STL-11-01_T_T51_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 25-26.
F3713/COR, para. 622.
849 Annex D.
850 20170307 _STL-ll-01_T_T343_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 32, 36.
851 20170307_STL-ll-01_T_T343_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 39.
852 20170314_STL-11-01_T_T347 _OFF _PUB _EN, p. 81.
Rs 3 Annex G; F3713/COR, paras 1035, 1047.
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Green 023. However, he later had to concede that several factors weighed against the
probability of such a meeting having taken place. 854
447. Secondly, Platt suggested that another meeting had taken place between Merhi and
Badreddine on 15 January 2005, based on the phone activity of Green 023 and Green 071
near the shop allegedly belonging to Badreddine/Sami Is sa, followed by a cessation of phone
activities near the said shop. 855 Under cross-examination, Platt conceded that it was possible
that the calls made by Badreddine/Sami Issa's alleged phones before the phone silence could
all have been made from the shop, without any movement indicating a meeting with the user
of Green 071. 856
448. Thirdly, Platt alleges that immediately prior to the alleged abduction of Abu Adass,
Merhi had asked Badreddine to move as a matter of urgency. Platt suggests that Badreddine
left Faqra urgently to return to Beirut 857 on the morning of 16 January 2005. 858 However,
Platt was forced to admit that an alternative and reasonable explanation would be that
Badreddine had in fact left Faqra to pick up his girlfriend, Lara: 859 "Yes, I -- I did agree at
some stage during my answer that that was an alternative explanation." 860
449. In sum, Platt concedes that Merhi and Badreddine did not meet on 16 January 2005: "it
appears very unlikely that during this period that Mr. Merhi and Mr. Badreddine actually met
[ ... ] it is very unlikely that the pair met." 861 Platt also concedes that Merhi had never been to
the area where Abu Adass' s residence was located. 862
450. He further concedes that Merhi seemed to be alone on 16 January 2005, which therefore
excludes his being in the company of Oneissi, Sabra, or even Abu Adass. 863 There were no
calls on the Purple phones on that day. 864 Finally, Platt excludes the possibility that the
alleged abduction had been discussed over the phone: "And it's highly unlikely, as I said
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before, that they would discuss the mechanics of the plot on -- on the actual phone in voice
calls ... ". 865
451. Consequently, if the Prosecution is not alleging a meeting between Merhi and
Badreddine, and Oneissi or Sabra, and if it is not alleging either that Merhi was present at the
location of the alleged abduction, or that there were discussions about the abduction over the
phone, it cannot reasonably claim that Merhi had agreed to the abduction of Abu Adass. At
best, Platt can only allege that nothing precludes " ... the fact that there would have been
occasions where in order to plan the plot they would have needed to have met physically." 866
The Defence submits that this is speculation and is not supported by the evidence. Therefore,
this assertion is clearly not sufficient to prove Merhi's prior agreement in relation to the
"false claim".
3. Conclusion
452. In conclusion, the Defence submits that in the case against Merhi, the Prosecution has
completely failed to prove the essential elements of the crime of conspiracy.
453. The Prosecution has failed to prove that Merhi consented to the means that it had itself
presented as having been used in order to achieve the objective of the conspiracy, either with
regard to the selection of a public place in order to create a state of terror and risk killing
multiple victims, the surveillance of Rafik Hariri's movements, the purchase of explosives
and of the Mitsubishi in order to prepare the VBIED, or the organisation of the "false claim"
of responsibility. On the contrary, the evidence indicates that Green 071 was isolated from
the other phones, which supports the existence of a reasonable possibility that its user was not
aware of either the essential aspects of the plan, or of the preparatory acts for the alleged
attack.
454. The Prosecution has also failed to prove that the activity of Green 071 and Purple 231
was linked in any way to the preparation of the explosion of 14 February 2005. In fact, in the
absence of any phone content, the Prosecution can only speculate as to the meaning of those
calls. However, it cannot be inferred from the very low density of calls from Green 071 that
they constitute, beyond reasonable doubt, the actus reus needed to establish Merhi's
participation in the alleged conspiracy. Furthermore, the cessation of Green 071 's activities
865
R66
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on 7 February supports the reasonable possibility that this phone had nothing to do with the
events of 14 February 2005.
455. Moreover, the Prosecution's argument relating to the surprise and fear of the Purple
users in the hours after the alleged attack 867 is incompatible with them having been part of the
conspiracy. Indeed, if the users of the Purple phones had given their prior agreement to all the
means and tools of the alleged conspiracy, they would not have been surprised by the size of
the explosion and the scale of the subsequent investigation.
456. Therefore, the Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to prove Merhi's guilt
beyond reasonable doubt in the first count of the Indictment.

B. The Prosecution did not prove that Merhi was an accomplice to the felony of
committing a terrorist act, intentional homicide and attempted intentional
homicide
1. Preliminary observations demonstrating that the contamination of the crime

scene invalidates the Prosecution's theory regarding the "false claim" for the
alleged attack
457. The Prosecution's theory relies largely on the premise that those responsible for the
explosion of 14 February 2005 had allegedly orchestrated the preparation of a "false claim"
of responsibility with the aim of shielding the perpetrators from justice. 868 According to the
Prosecution, this claim was false, because the armed group mentioned in the video cassette
found after the explosion does not exist, 869 the remains of Ahmed Abu Adass were never
found at the crime scene 870 and, therefore, he could not have been the suicide bomber. 871
458. The Defence submits that the Prosecution has failed to establish that the claim of
responsibility was not genuine. In fact, contamination of the crime scene does not permit a
finding that all the persons present at the crime scene had been identified and, therefore, to
draw inferences about whether Abu Adass was or was not at the scene of the explosion.
However, as the Prosecution is not in a position to prove that Abu Adass was not the suicide
F3713/COR, para. 588.
F2720/A01, para. 5.
869 F2720/A01, para. 44. This assertion has never been proved by the Prosecution, which chose not to call the
expert witness who was supposed to show that the jihadi group did not exist. See below, para. 537.
87 F2720/A01, para. 43; F3713/COR, IX.A.l.(a).
871 F3713/COR, IX.A.l.(c).
867
868
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bomber on 14 February 2005, it cannot, by extension, prove that the claim of responsibility
was false.

(a) The

crime

scene

was

contaminated

due

to

mismanagement and other external factors
459. A number of factors contributed to the contamination of the crime scene. This
contamination was in fact so severe that it casts doubt on the reliability of the evidence
collected there and the results obtained from its analysis.
460. The crater left by the explosion, as well as its content, were mismanaged by the
Lebanese authorities. Inter alia, a significant number of people disturbed the crater in order to
collect human remains and moved parts of the vehicle that had exploded. 872 The area around
the crater was disturbed by bulldozers and numerous people not involved in the criminal
investigation. 873 Furthermore, the crater was flooded with water, which further damaged the
evidence contained in the crater. 874
461. General Ashraf Rifi' s report of 15 March 2005 described the flawed preservation of the
crime scene and its contamination. 875 The report highlighted the fact that serious mistakes had
been made and that the investigation had been managed negligently, 876 which invalidated
several ofthe report's findings.
462. When Expert PRH120 arrived at the crime scene almost five days after the explosion,
the Lebanese authorities informed him that the crime scene had not yet been fully
examined. 877 PRH120 was nonetheless able to see that the crime scene had been poorly
preserved.
463. PRH120 attended the crime scene for the first time on 18 February 2005 to try to find
Abu Adass's remains and the body of one of the victims, 878 since torrential rains were
expected in the evening. 879 He acknowledged that he was not able to recover all the human

872
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877
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remains during his first search of the crime scene 880 before the rain fell the following day. 881
PRH120 was concerned that the water, regardless of where it came from, increased the
chances of losing human remains. 882 In fact, PRH120 explained that after heavy rainfall, or
when firemen use jets of water to put out a fire, the water displaces evidence. 883 It is therefore
possible that fragments may have mixed with mud, soil or debris from the explosion. 884
464. PRH120 said that he had not examined the crater, adding that, in his opinion, nobody
had collected anything there for the purpose of DNA testing, 885 but that in any case, since the
crater was full of water, it was unlikely that an expert could have carried out conclusive
analyses, as water eliminates DNA traces. 886
465. PRH120 also acknowledged that dozens of people had walked on the crime scene on 14
February 2005, and that lorries, and at least one bulldozer, were brought onto the site in the
evening. PRH120 admitted that the movement of vehicles could have displaced fragments of
human remains, and contaminated and altered the features of the crime scene. 887
466. PRH499, for his part, acknowledged having gone to the crime scene with the family of
a victim whose body had not yet been found, 888 together with dogs to help them in their
search. 889 PRH499 was not able to explain why these persons had been authorised to enter the
crime scene with the dogs,

890

knowing that sniffer dogs should normally have been

accompanied by representatives of a sub-division of the police force, which was not the case
during this visit. 891
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467. Expert Witness PRH125 felt that both he and the members of his team had acted in a
state of shock in a situation of "such a scope", 892 also acknowledging that they had used
"primitive tools" in their work. 893
(b) Fragments of vehicles were mishandled
468. General Ashraf Rifi's report emphasised that Rafik Hariri's convoy vehicles had
already been moved from the crime scene on the evening of the explosion and that a
bulldozer had been brought to the crime scene on the day of the explosion for, it seems, no
apparent reason. 894
469. A number of vehicle fragments had been collected by the explosives experts, 895 they
had been sorted and classified awaiting identification, and were then taken on the day of the
explosion to the military tribunal to be inspected by the government commissioner. 896 All the
parts collected were to be returned to the crime scene to the place where they had been
found. 897 However, PRH125 admitted that the parts had been returned roughly to the location
at the crime scene and not strictly in the same place. 898 In fact, he maintains that the experts
did not rely on photographs or on notes and sketches made at the beginning, but rather trusted
their memory to determine the initial location of the parts collected. 899 It was only after the
parts had been re-positioned that photographs were taken, that a map was drawn up and
identification numbers given to the parts. 900 As nobody was responsible for this operation, a
record was not made during the evidence collection phase. 901 PRH125 also admitted that the
order of the Investigating Judge Abu Arraja 902 to replace the parts collected at the crime
scene was unusual and "strange". 903
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(c) The large number of fragments with no DNA profile
should not be taken to rule out the possibility that Abu
Adass was at the site of the explosion
470. The analyses carried out in order to find Abu Adass's remains or DNA were not
sufficient to establish with certainty whether or not he had been at the crime scene. In fact,
given the contamination of the crime scene, it is impossible to be certain that all the persons
were identified after the explosion, as the biological material recovered at the crime scene
had deteriorated, and was at times unusable.
471. PRH120 explained that the larger the bomb, the smaller, the more scattered and further
projected the fragments of the human remains to be found would be. 904 PRH120 also reported
that 33 fragments of an unidentified man ("the unknown man") had been found at the crime
scene, 905 and that these fragments weighed less than a kilo, 906 representing no more than 2%
of the man's entire body mass. 907 He indicated that in view of the very small size of the
fragments found, this person had been the closest to the explosion. 908 However, he also
admitted that there was a theoretical possibility that there could have been even smaller
fragments of a person who had been even closer to the centre of the explosion, but that they
had not been found. 909 Indeed, PRH120 conceded that it could not be excluded that other
human remains, which remained missing, could have been projected into the sea or
elsewhere. 910 Moreover, the remains of the unknown man had themselves also been propelled
in the direction of the sea. 911
472. Not only have a number of fragments never been found, but among the fragments
analysed, some remain without a DNA profile. 912 PRH120 in fact indicated that a DNA
profile could not be extracted from a number of samples of human fragments that had been
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found, these were S2, S9, S14 and S14 again. 913 Some bone fragments were also labelled
"non-human" even though, after examination, PRH120 appeared to concede that they
belonged to the bone of a man who had definitely not survived. 914 PRH120 thus admitted that
this bone, due to its incorrect labelling, was never sent for DNA testing. 915
473. Other bone fragments were also found to be unidentifiable and PRH120 confirmed that
no DNA profile could be obtained. 916 PRH120 conceded that he could not exclude the
possibility that all these fragments belonged to a deceased person who had been even closer
to the epicentre of the explosion than the unknown man. 917 Moreover, because of restrictions
imposed upon him preventing him from entering the crater and due to the time that had
elapsed before international experts were able to carry out in-depth searches, none of the
samples found in the crater will ever have been subject to DNA analysis. 918
474. Finally, while the Prosecution insists that the tooth found at the crime scene did not
belong to Abu Adass but to the unknown man, 919 it fails to point out that another tooth was
found at the crime scene almost a year after the explosion. It was not possible to extract any
DNA from this tooth, despite the fact that teeth are among the best sources of DNA. 920
However, X-ray analysis showed that this second tooth belonged to a young person. 921
475. The Prosecution therefore has not excluded the reasonable possibility that Abu Adass,
without necessarily having been the driver of the Mitsubishi, was inside or immediately in
front of the vehicle. 922
476. The Prosecution alleges that the task of the suicide bomber was complex, as he had to
manoeuvre the vehicle within a precise time period, and it would therefore defy logic to
conclude that this task would have been entrusted to Abu Adass, as he could not drive. 923
Nevertheless, there remains a reasonable possibility that Abu Adass was with the individual
driving the vehicle in order to assist them and to ensure the manual detonation of the bomb at
20140701_STL-11-01_T_T56_0FF _PRY_EN,
2D12.
914 20140702_STL-11-01_T_T57_0FF _PRY _EN,
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the right time. 924 The Prosecution emphasises the fact that "the high speed with which the
convoy habitually travelled, rendered the timing of the detonation crucial to the success of
murdering the target, notwithstanding the magnitude of the explosives".

925

Thus, this

precision and meticulousness make the possibility that two individuals were inside the
VBIED all the more reasonable.
477. The Prosecution wrongly alleges that the statements of Abu Adass's parents and friend,
Ziad Ramadan, demonstrate that he could not have been the suicide bomber because he was
"non-violent and apolitical". 926 The Defence submits that these statements lack any probative
value in view of the family and friendship ties between them and Abu Adass and their interest
in seeing him exonerated. 927 Moreover, in view of the family relations and friendship
between them and Abu Adass, the Chamber must examine their statements pursuant to Rule
158 of the RPE with caution, 928 bearing in mind these personallinks. 929

(d) Conclusion
478. The Defence submits that the evidence in the case file fails to demonstrate beyond
reasonable doubt that the human remains of Abu Adass were not at the crime scene. The
numerous failings in the investigation, the contamination of the crime scene by vehicles,
pedestrians, dogs, rain and suchlike, and the flawed collection of traces of DNA from the
crime scene, have led to the results of the analyses that were carried out being seriously
compromised. 930 The Rifi report is quite clear regarding the negligent manner in which the
search for bodies was conducted: "[l]ooking for the missing persons was done in an
irresponsible, unprofessional and careless way. Some were later found by accident or by their
families. " 931
479. For these reasons, the Defence submits that the Prosecution fails to demonstrate its key
allegation that Abu Adass was abducted and used in order to prepare a "false claim" of
responsibility. The Prosecution fails moreover to prove that the claim was not true and that

F3713/COR, paras 1066-1067.
F3713/COR, para. 1067.
926 F3713/COR, para. 1104.
927 Ngirabatware Appeals Judgement, paras 218,228, 232; Nyiramasuhuko Judgement, paras 1389, 2590, 2592.
928 Nyiramasuhuko Judgement, paras 2579, 2590.
929 Nyiramasuhuko Judgement, para. 1389.
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Abu Adass was not willingly part of it. That failure invalidates a significant part of the
Prosecution's case, in particular, Counts 6, 7, 8 and 9.

2. Summary of the constituent elements of complicity in Lebanese law
480. Article 219 LCC sets forth that:
The following shall be deemed to be accomplices to a felony or misdemeanor:
[ ... ]
4. Anyone who aids or abets the perpetrator in acts that are preparatory to
the offence;
5. Anyone who, having so agreed with the perpetrator or an accomplice
before commission of the offence, helped to eliminate the traces, to conceal or
dispose of items resulting therefrom, or to shield one or more of the
participants from justice; [... ]
481. The Appeal Chamber's Decision on applicable law 932 summarises as such the essential
elements the Prosecution is required to prove beyond reasonable doubt:
The objective elements of complicity are (i) an understanding (whether
immediate or long-standing) (ii) assistance in a form specified in Article 219, and
(iii) conduct by the perpetrator amounting to a crime. As to the second element,
Lebanese case law has insisted on the notion that no conduct other than that
enumerated exhaustively in the six subheadings of Article 219 may amount to
complicity. As these six forms of accomplice liability make clear, however, the
assistance can be provided (i) before the crime, such as in the examples
mentioned under subparagraphs 1, 2 and 3, (ii) during the perpetration of the
crime, amounting to the sole example under subparagraph 4, or (iii) thereafter, as
in subparagraphs 5 and 6. 933
The subjective elements are: (i) knowledge of the intent of the perpetrator to
commit a crime; and (ii) intent to assist the perpetrator in his commission of the
crime. Thus, the fact of indicating to the perpetrator the house of the victim and
ascertaining the victim's schedule to assist in the commission of the crime would
amount to complicity. Instead, bare knowledge that a crime will be committed or
its perpetration is being prepared but without any conduct by way of assistance;
or, by contrast, the provision of assistance without awareness that such assistance
is designed to help commit a crime, do not amount to complicity. 934
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3. The Prosecution's allegations are not supported by the evidentiary facts
(a) The Prosecution has not proved that Merhi aided,

abetted or facilitated as required under Article 219(4)

LCC
482. Merhi is accused of having aided, abetted and/or facilitated the commissiOn of the
alleged attack and "coordinated the activities of Oneissi and Sabra". 935 The Defence submits
that neither the evidence presented by the Prosecution during the four-year trial, nor its Final
Trial Brief, demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that Merhi committed a concrete act which
would have aided, abetted and/or facilitated the commission of the alleged terrorist attack.
483. The actus reus of aiding and/or abetting must be made concrete through a material act.
Lebanese case law provides the following examples of acts of aiding or abetting:
..
936
prov1"d"mg arms, money or mumtwns;
driving the vehicle during the robbery, waiting while the robbery takes
place; 937
(iii) purchasing 2000 Kalashnikov bullets for a group of Syrian fighters; 938
(iv) concealing and transporting munitions or explosives intended for groups of
rebel fighters; 939
(v) accompanying the perpetrators of the crime to the store of the two victims
(scene of the crime) to convince them to open the door. 940

(i)
(ii)

484. The acts listed above show that the nature of aiding and abetting is materialised through
a positive action, a concrete action. However, at no point does the Prosecution allege that
Merhi:
went to the Mosque to identify Abu Adass;
used a ploy to approach Abu Adass;
went to the residence of Abu Adass with the aim of abducting him;
telephoned the family of Abu Adass;
prepared the cassette of the alleged false claim;
placed the cassette in the tree; or
F2720/A01, paras 3(b)-(d), 19, 23, 44, 48(b)-(c).
Decision no. 221/2008; Decision no. 84/2000; Decision no. 400/2007.
937 Decision no. 92/2016.
938 Decision no. 54/2014.
939 Decision no. 237/2013.
940 Decision no. 283/2015.
935

936
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phoned the press agencies to falsely claim responsibility or to ensure the
dissemination of the cassette.
485. On the contrary, the Prosecution's allegations regarding Merhi's acts are vague and
ambiguous. The evidence is based solely on a series of CSTs. The Prosecution does not have
either the content of the phone conversations, or any relevant SMS content. Therefore it is
unable to prove that Merhi performed concrete acts in order to coordinate the activities of
Oneissi and Sabra.
486. Not only is the telephone evidence largely insufficient to prove Merhi's complicity in
the alleged crimes, but it altogether fails to support the Prosecution's proposed inferences.
The telephone evidence fails to show that Merhi aided, abetted and/or facilitated:
the profiling, identification and selection of Abu Adass;
the abduction of Abu Adass; or
the dissemination of the false claim to the media and to the public, both in
Lebanon and abroad. 941
487. The Defence submits therefore that the Prosecution's evidence is insufficient to prove
the requisite actus reus for complicity pursuant to Article 219(4) LCC.
488. The Defence emphasises furthermore the Prosecution's crass assertion that it is not
important for the Chamber to establish that Oneissi is in fact the "Mohammed" who
approached Abu Adass, although that allegation is mentioned in the Indictment. 942 And yet,
Merhi stands accused of having coordinated the activities of Sabra and Oneissi and not those
of an unidentified individual who introduced himself as Mohammed in order to profile,
identify and select Abu Adass. The same conclusion applies to the alleged abduction of Abu
Adass who, according to the Prosecution, left with the same Mohammed. Bearing in mind
that the Indictment does not claim that Merhi coordinated individuals other than Sabra and
Oneissi, Merhi cannot be convicted of complicity for activities carried out by another
individual during the abduction of Abu Adass.

941
942

F3713/COR, para. 1169.
F3713/COR, para. 518.
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i)

The Prosecution fails to prove that Merhi aided,
abetted

and/or

facilitated

the

profiling,

identification and selection ofAbu Adass

489. With regard to the profiling, the Prosecution claims that Merhi, Sabra and Oneissi chose
to target a Sunni mosque situated near a university. 943 It likewise claims that in order to
identify and select the ideal scapegoat, it was essential that the person posing as Mohammed
could conduct his search in an area that he had not previously frequented. 944
490. In support of its claim, the Prosecution alleges that the telecommunications evidence
demonstrates a regular presence of Purple 018 and Purple 095 around the Arab University
Mosque during the period corresponding to the identification of Abu Adass by Mohammed,
namely the "COLA Phase", which it places between 29 December 2004 and 7 January
2005. 945 The Prosecution submits that these phones had never activated the cells covering the
Mosque before that period. 946
491. Surprisingly, the Prosecution is however unable to determine with any precision two
important material aspects of the alleged "false claim of responsibility", namely the identity
of Mohammed and the day on which Abu Adass was selected by Mohammed. 947
492. From the outset, the Defence points out that throughout the relevant period mentioned
in the Indictment, neither Purple 231 nor Green 071 activated the cell covering the Arab
University Mosque, namely COLA. 948
493. What is more, the Prosecution does not allege any specific act on the part of Merhi
during this period. It presents no evidence demonstrating that Merhi profiled, identified or
selected Abu Adass. The Prosecution only relies on the CST of Purple 231, which shows that
this phone had never activated cells in the vicinity of the Mosque.
The activity o(Purple 095 and Purple 018 around the Arab University Mosque is not
exceptional

F3713/COR, para. 528.
F3713/COR, para. 531.
945 F3713/COR, para. 533.
946 F3713/COR, para. 531.
947 F3713/COR, para. 519 et seq.; 20170208_STL-ll-Ol_T_T332_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 78.
94 R 2017032l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T349_OFF _PUB_EN, p. 69.
943

944
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494. The Prosecution's central argument relating to the COLA phase is that the phone
activity of Purple 095 and Purple 018 is exceptional and, taken together with the increase in
the number of contacts with Purple 231, that activity makes it possible to infer the alleged
coordination of Purple 231. 949 The Prosecution emphasises that the activations of COLA
were focused on a narrow time period and are not the result of a coincidence, but correspond
to the sudden and limited appearance of Mohammed in the vicinity of the Arab University
Mosque. 950 The Prosecution thus concludes that the Mosque is an exceptional area for Purple
095 and Purple 018 951 and therefore their involvement in the alleged identification and
selection of Abu Adass can be inferred by their presence in that area in December 2004 and
January 2005. 952
495. The Prosecution submits moreover that the Purple 095 and Purple 018 phones reached a
peak in phone communication during the COLA phase and that this was followed by a lull
until the three-hour period in which the "false claim" allegedly took place on 14 February
2005. 953 To prove that assertion, the Prosecution submits that the alleged contacts between
Purple 095 and Purple 018 during the COLA phase accounted for 45% of all the calls that
they allegedly made during the entire period that these phones were attributed to them. 954
496. The Defence however submits that this theory relies essentially on an incomplete
analysis of the available telecommunications data regarding the three Purple phones. In fact,
the activation of COLA by Purple 095 and Purple 018 in December 2004 and January 2005 is
neither exceptional nor unique.
497. Purple 095 activated one of the COLA cells on a few occasions during 2004 955 and
neighbouring cells, 956 including once during a phone call to Purple 231 in April 2004. 957
Purple 018 also activated the cells covering the Arab University Mosque before December
2004. 958

949
95

F3713/COR, paras 76, 533-548, 560, 734.

°F3713/COR, paras 76, 548.

F3713/COR, paras 543-544,735.
F3713/COR, para. 548.
953 F3713/COR, para. 577.
954 F3713/COR, para. 731.
955 P1223, lines 3551,4596,6341, 6557,7164, 7333-7334. See also 4D327.
956 4D325; P1223, lines 4103, 5741-5743,6558,7163, 7312,7336.
957 P 1223, line 4596.
95 R 4D325; P1221, lines 212, 1267-1268,7452,7455.
951

952
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The phone evidence is not complete and invalidates the Prosecution's inferences
498. The Prosecution admits that the identifying cell data pnor to 1 October 2004

IS

incomplete, but fails to take this factor into consideration in its analysis. 959
499. As the Purple phones were personal phones in use since at least 2002, in order to
classify the activation of COLA for the ten days highlighted in the Indictment as unique, the
frequency of activation throughout the entire period that those phones were used should be
known. However, between 2002 and 2004, the Prosecution is unable to indicate the number
of activations of the COLA cell because, for 82% of the attribution period of Purple 095, the
cell data is not complete. 960 Platt's inferences repeated in the Prosecution's Brief regarding
the unique character of the activation by Purple 095 and Purple 018 in December 2004 and
January 2005 are thus based on incomplete data.
500. With regard to the alleged reason for the calls between Purple 231 and the other two
Purple phones when they activated COLA, the Prosecution's inferences are also vitiated by
the incompleteness of the telecommunications data.
501. Between 15 June 2002 and 14 February 2005, Purple 018 and Purple 231 exchanged
209 calls and seven SMSs. For almost 50% of these calls, the cell data is not available. 961 The
same is true for Purple 095, since it had 195 phone exchanges with Purple 231, including six
SMSs. For 71 of those 195 exchanges, there is no cell data. 962 It is impossible therefore to
know the number of calls, apart from the one on 30 April 2004, 963 between Purple 231 and
Purple 018 and 095 when the users were situated in COLA.
502. Again in connection with the reason for the contacts between Purple 231 and the two
other Purple phones, the Defence points to the absence of any contact between them during
the eighth day of the activation of COLA, namely 5 January 2005. 964 Platt places great
importance on that eighth day, since he assumes that Mohammed met Abu Adass during that

F3713/COR, para. 540.
20170207 _STL-11-01_T_T331_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 62-64. See also 20170323 _STL-1101_T_T351_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 52 ("Q. [F]rom January 2003 to February 2005, the telephone data is not
exhaustive for 20.5 out of25 months over this period; in other words, 82 per cent of the attribution period? A.
No, I was just checking it round the other way so we both come to the same figure. I said there was[ ... ] four
and a half month of data, which would make it 25 then, yes"); 4D323.
961 P1221.
962 4D322; 4D323; 4D324.
963 4D327(1DT4-2060).
964 20170208_STL-ll-01_T_T332_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 78; P527.
959

960
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period. 965 However, Purple 231 is not in contact with Purple 018 and Purple 095 that day.
The extremely limited phone activity of Purple 231 is in contrast with Platt's assertion that
the most important part of Merhi's alleged role, which would thus require an increase in his
phone activity, is the selection of Abu Adass. 966
503. The Prosecution appears to favour 7 January 2005 967 as being the day on which
Mohammed allegedly met Abu Adass. Yet evidence relating to 7 January is just as weak in
respect of Merhi, as he had only one call lasting 19 seconds with Purple 095. On the other
hand, there is no call with Purple 018. He could not therefore have coordinated anything in
relation to the identification of Abu Adass.
504. The Defence adds that Green 071 registered only one phone activity between 29
December and January 2005. 968
505. As a consequence, the Prosecution fails to prove that Merhi aided, abetted or facilitated
the profiling, identification and selection of Abu Adass.
ii) The Prosecution fails to prove that Merhi aided,
abetted and/or facilitated the abduction of Abu
Adass
506. The Prosecution places the disappearance of Abu Adass from his home on 16 January
2005. 969 It claims that the combined silence of the Purple and the "Purple Associate" phones
which commenced on 16 January some minutes after midnight until 17 or 18 January 2005
indicates that they were charged with the abduction and unlawful detention of Abu Adass, as
well as the recording of the video cassette. 970
507. The Defence submits on the contrary that there is no evidence to prove that Abu Adass
was abducted by Oneissi or Sabra under Merhi's coordination. Firstly, the flow of calls for
the Green Network and the Purple phones as presented by the Prosecution is misleading and
goes beyond the facts alleged in the Indictment. Secondly, the Prosecution has not ruled out
the reasonable possibility that Abu Adass left of his own accord.

965
966
967
968
969
97

20170208_STL-ll-01_T_T332_0FF _PUB_EN, pp. 78-79.
20170322_STL-11-01_T_T350_0FF _PRY_EN, pp. 39-40.
F3713/COR, para. 519.
P 1205, line 228.
F2720/A01, para. 28; F3713/COR, para. 549.
F3713/COR, paras 550-552.
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Calls between the time ofthe alleged identification o(Abu Adass and the time ofthe
alleged abduction do not prove coordination

508. Between the day when the Prosecution claims that Abu Adass was identified and the
alleged day of the abduction, Purple 231 has only four calls with Purple 018, for a total of
less than four minutes. 971 There is no call with Purple 095.
509. The Defence submits that it would be unreasonable to conclude that an operation as
complex as the abduction, transportation and unlawful detention of an individual and the
recording of a video can be coordinated in phone conversations lasting less than four minutes.
Even if the Prosecution attempts to use the calls between Purple 231 and the phone known as
"Purple Associate" attributed to Abbas Merhi to strengthen its case, the Defence recalls that
Merhi is not accused of having coordinated his brother in any kind of activity.
Alleged flows between the Green and Purple phones are misleading

510. The statistics of the parallel Green-Purple "flows" presented by Platt are just as
misleading as the statistics on the Purple phones described above.

972

Platt seeks to

demonstrate a parallel increase in the phone activity of the Green Network by overlaying that
activity on that of the Purple phones. 973 However, that demonstration is misleading because
Platt adds the "Purple Associates" to the batch of Purple calls to create the illusion that there
is a hierarchical increase in call flow between 12 and 15 January 2005. 974 However, at the
risk of becoming repetitive, Merhi is not accused of having coordinated the alleged activities
of the "Purple Associates". The Defence submits that the weakness of the Prosecution's
evidence regarding Merhi's alleged coordination cannot be remedied by the late addition of
allegations relating to the "Purple Associates".
There is a reasonable possibility that Abu Adass left o(his own accord

511. The Prosecution is also unable to rule out the reasonable possibility that Abu Adass left
of his own accord, which was confirmed by Kei Kamei:

P527, lines 3052, 3070, 3074-3075.
See above, para. 490 et seq.
973 F3713/COR, paras 765-774; 20170209_STL-ll-Ol_T_T333_0FF_PRV_EN, pp. 86-87. See also Pl807, pp.
272-273.
974 F3713/COR, footnote 1054.
971

972
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Q. And now I want to ask you about two specific things that were found as part of
this information or material. The first one is a list of Mr. Hariri' s properties and
foundations in Lebanon that was found at the home of Mr. Abu Adass. Do you
remember that?
A. Yes. 975
[ ... ]
Q. So really, after all your investigations, you couldn't rule out the fact, based on
the information that you had gleaned, that Abu Adass could have wanted to kill
Rafik Hariri; right?
A. Personally, I would say we can't rule out. However, that's just my personal
opinion. [ ... ]
Q. So let's talk about Mohammed. But perhaps before diving into the heart of the
matter, I suppose you would accept that given the contradictory information that
you had with regard to Abu Adass and the very little amount of information you
had, you couldn't rule out that he left just off his own bat, of his own volition?
A. Yes, I agree that it is possible. 976
512. The Prosecution has also not ruled out the reasonable possibility that Abu Adass left
Lebanon with Khaled Taha.
513. In fact, the case file evidence indicates that Khaled Taha apparently entered Lebanon
from Syria on 15 January 2005, the day before the departure of Abu Adass. The Syrian
authorities confirmed that Khaled Taha entered Syria from Lebanon at the El-Jdeideh border
crossing on 16 January 2005. There are no indications that Khaled Taha left Syria through
official channels after 16 January 2005. 977
514. What is more, Kei Kamei stated that one of the close family members of Abu Adass
that she interviewed allegedly stated that Khaled Taha had called Abu Adass on the evening
of 15 January 2005 and that Khaled Taha went into hiding for a time after the alleged attack,
and was never traced. 978
515. Kei Kamei also confirms that a UNIIIC report dated 20 October 2005 979 stated that
there is a possible link between Taha's trip to Lebanon and the disappearance of Abu
Adass. 980 In this regard, the UNIIIC underlines the unusual coincidences in his journeys to
and from Lebanon, which correspond to the disappearance of Abu Adass and which, again
975

20151116_STL-11-01_T_T216_OFF _PUB _EN, pp. 34-35.
20151119 _STL-11-01_T_T219_OFF _PRY_EN, pp. 42-43.
977 5D478, p.310853. See also 20160713 _STL-11-01_T_T274_OFF _PRY _EN, pp. 69-70.
978 20160114_STL-11-01_T_T233 _OFF _PRY _EN, pp. 57-58.
979 5D490, para. 182.
no 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_ T217 _OFF _PRY_EN, pp. 60-63.
976
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according to the UNIIIC, implies that there is a link between Taha's trip to Lebanon and the
disappearance of Abu Adass. 981
516. Despite the fact that Khaled Taha was declared a person of interest in the investigation,
neither the Lebanese authorities nor the UNIIIC were able to interview him, even though he
was a religious associate of Abu Adass and despite him being of significant interest to the
investigation on account ofhis travel history. 982
517. The Prosecution could not therefore rule out the reasonable possibility that Abu Adass
left Lebanon on 16 January 2005 with Khaled Taha because: (i) Khaled Taha was never
found and thus could not be interviewed; 983 (ii) Khaled Taha's phone number was never
identified for that specific period and therefore the whereabouts of Taha at that time could not
be confirmed; 984 (iii) Khaled Taha was a person of interest in the investigation as he was a
friend of Abu Adass and had had many contacts with him for a certain period of time; 985 and
(iv) the Office of the Prosecutor's investigative team received an order from a Public
Prosecutor to close the investigation aimed at finding Khaled Taha, despite several questions
. . unanswere d .986
remammg
The theory that the cassette was recorded on 18 January 2005 is defective
518. The Prosecution alleges for the first time in its Final Trial Brief that the cassette
claiming responsibility for the attack was recorded immediately following the disappearance
of Abu Adass, probably on 18 January 2005. 987 The Defence notes however that this timeline
does not tally with the testimony of a number of Abu Adass 's close associates who, after
watching the cassette, observed that he had lost a lot of weight and that his beard seemed
thicker. 988 It seems obvious that no one, not even after being abducted, could lose a large
amount of weight in two days and also look completely different.
519. In any event, if the recording did indeed take place on 18 January 2005, there is nothing
to prove that Merhi was involved. The Prosecution has not presented any evidence which
981

5D490, para. 182.
5D490, para. 182.
n 3 20160114_STL-11-01_T_T233_0FF _PRY_EN, pp. 57-58; 20160713_STL-11-01_T_T274_0FF _PRY_EN,
pp. 71-72.
984 20151117 _STL-11-01_T_T217 _OFF _PRY _EN, pp. 60-63.
985 20160713_STL-11-01_T_T274_0FF _PRY _EN, p. 68.
986 20180625_STL-11-01_T_T434_PROY_CONF_EN, p. 75.
987 F3713/COR, para. 552.
9RR F3713/COR, para. 1106.
982
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demonstrates that the phone activity of Purple 231 on 17 and 18 January 2005 was such that
it implicated him in the recording of the cassette. That allegation is purely speculative, and is
not supported by the evidence.
520. It is therefore apparent that since any interpretation should be the one most favourable
to the Accused, between the inferences suggesting that: (a) Merhi coordinated the abduction
of Abu Adass through the activities of Oneissi and Sabra; and (b) Khaled Taha was involved
in the disappearance of Abu Adass, the Chamber must choose the second option. 989 Given
that this second possibility is reasonable and has never been ruled out, it alone suffices to
acquit Merhi of the charges laid against him, since his alleged responsibility is based entirely
on that "false claim" by using Abu Adass.
iii) The Prosecution fails to prove that Merhi aided,
abetted and/or facilitated the dissemination of the
video cassette
521. The Prosecution claims that after a period of silence, the Purple phones renewed contact
following the explosion of 14 February 2005 in order to produce the public face of the "false
claim". 990 The Defence submits by contrast that the evidence relating to the calls linked to the
claim of responsibility is not sufficient.
522. Firstly, the evidence relating to the phone card bearing serial number 61625629 is
contradictory. That phone card is alleged by the employee of a shop, Abdo Fayyad
(PRH048), to have been purchased from him on 9 February 2005. He claimed that he
remembered selling the card that dal 91 without however remembering the person to whom
he sold it. 992 Yet an ISF report states that the card was purchased on 10 February 2005. 993 In
any event, Purple phones 231, 018 and 095 did not activate the cell sectors in the area of the
store between 9 and 12 February 2005. 994 The Prosecution therefore has no evidence to

n 9 See above, Section lll.B, G.
F3 713/COR, paras 560-561.
991 P563(60289134); 20151118_STL-11-01_T_T218_ OFF_PUB _EN, p. 23.
992 20151118_STL-11-01_T_T218_OFF _PUB _EN, p. 24.
993 P563( 602943 80). See also P 1780; P 1782.
994 20151118_STL-11-01_T_T218_0FF _PUB_EN, p. 26; 20170322_STL-11-01_T_T350_0FF _PRY _EN, pp.
34-36. See also 3D317.
99
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support the theory that this phone card was delivered to Sabra or Oneissi in order to make the
calls for the alleged "false claim. " 995
523. Furthermore, the Prosecution has no evidence which could support its theory that Merhi
coordinated the alleged activities of Sabra and/or Oneissi on 14 February 2005. The Defence
recalls in this respect that there were no calls between Purple 231 and Purple 018 between 4
and 13 February, and six calls on 14 February, which could be explained by the simple fact
that the users of those phones, who had known each other for a long time, became anxious
about one another following the explosion. There is also no call between Purple 231 and
Purple 095 after 26 January 2005. 996 Given that a "false claim" of the scale alleged requires
prior preparation, as the Prosecution confirms, 997 the CST of Purple 231 demonstrates on the
contrary that no preparatory act was carried out.
524. With regard to the calls claiming responsibility on the afternoon of 14 February, they
could not have reasonably been coordinated by Merhi. Firstly, the Defence notes that the
Prosecution only took a position regarding the identity of the callers in its Final Trial Brief,
having previously remained vague in the Indictment. It now suggests that Sabra made the
first alleged call to Reuters. 998 It makes the same suggestion, albeit implicitly, regarding the
second call, made to Al-Jazeera. 999
525. The Defence points out first of all that the Prosecution implies that the users of the
Purple phones were together in cell sector SFEIR3 before the first calls of interest. If that is
the case, it begs the question why Purple 231 called Purple 018 only 30 minutes after the
latter had left SFEIR3, 1000 since any potential coordination should have been carried out
before Purple 018 departed rather than during a call which lasted barely 26 seconds. 1001
526. With regard to the second call from Purple 231 to Purple 018, it took place respectively
26 and 18 minutes after the calls to Reuters and Al-Jazeera. 1002 The Prosecution claims that
Merhi calls Sabra to ask after his progress. The Defence submits that this theory is not

20151118_STL-11-01_T_T218_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 27.
P527.
997 F3713/COR, para. 1018.
998 F3713/COR, paras 564; F2720/A01, para. 44(a).
999 F3 713/COR, para. 565 (" ... from a different payphone a few hundred meters away from the first");
F2720/A01, para. 44(d).
1000 P1221, line 8720.
1001 P527, line 3203.
1002 F3713/COR, paras 564-565; F2720/A01, para. 44(f).
995
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logical. According to the Prosecution's theory, it is Merhi who is Sabra's superior, 1003 so
logic would dictate that the calls took place the other way around. Similarly in the Green
Network, nearly all the calls were initiated by inferior phones (Green 071 and Green 300), to
the phone at the apex of the triangle (Green 023). The Prosecution itself described that
hierarchy. 1004
527. As such, since the user of Purple 231 cannot by definition know if and when the user of
Purple 018 will make the calls to the press agencies, it makes no sense that he should take the
initiative for those calls, especially considering the risk that his call might take place at the
same time as the call to the press agency. Purple 018 also omits once again to make a report
of the steps taken after the third call of 15:27, which the Prosecution claims was done for
Sabra.
528. The Prosecution seems then to claim that the series of calls made between the Purple
phones starting from 15:53 is closely linked to the employees of Al-Jazeera approaching the
tree. 1005 Yet that theory is completely far- fetched. In fact, it is Purple 231 that initiates the
series of calls. As he was situated in SFEIR3, he could not know that the employees of AlJazeera were near the tree. What is more, his call to Purple 018 lasts only six seconds, which
seems to indicate that the call was cut off, which is highly likely given the difficulties within
the cellular network in the hours following the explosion. 1006
529. Purple 018 then calls Purple 095 for 49 seconds 1007 which, according to the Prosecution,
justifies a return call from Purple 231 to submit a report of close to three minutes. It is
however difficult to imagine why that conversation was so long, if it solely reported
developments observed by the user of Purple 095. It is also absurd to believe that Purple 095
was turned offbetween 15:55 and 15:56 justifying the fact it received five service SMSs. The
Defence submits that those calls, which are for the most part short and close to each other,
and the service SMSs can be ascribed to the state of the cellular network rather than to links
to reports made to the user of Purple 231. At no time does the Prosecution however explain
why Purple 095 never contacts Purple 231 to submit a report himself rather than go through
Purple 018.
F3713/COR, para. 1027.
F3713/COR, para. 600.
1005 F3713/COR, paras 569, 1027.
1006 4D263; 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF_PUB_EN, pp. 47-52; 20160422_STL-llOl_T_T259_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 57
1007 Pl223, line 8121.
1003
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530. As for Green 071, whose mission, if the Prosecution's theory is to be believed, was to
organise the claim of responsibility, 1008 usage is minimal, registering only one call on 20
January 2005, 1009 before it was last used on 7 February 2005. It cannot be reasonably
submitted that the purpose of the call lasting 65 seconds on 7 February was to coordinate the
public face of the claim of responsibility. As the "mission" of Green 071 terminated on 7
February 2005 at the latest, it simply could not have been used to facilitate, aid or abet the
persons who made the "false claim" of 14 February 2005.
531. Consequently, the Defence submits that the lack of any content from the phone
conversations, combined with the absence of any Green 071 activity since 7 February 2005,
makes it impossible to conclude beyond reasonable doubt that Merhi aided or abetted Sabra
and Oneissi in the "false claim" of which he stands accused.
iv) The Prosecution fails to show that the cessation of
activity of the Purple phones after 14 February
2005 proves that they were involved in the alleged
attack
532. As for the cessation of the usage of Purple 231 after 15 February 2005, this does not
have the significance that the Prosecution seeks to ascribe to it. Platt explains the usage of
personal phones in the preparation of the conspiracy by speculating that their users "didn't
think that they would -- their phones would be discovered and identified by the Lebanese
authorities." 1010 The illogicality of this theory becomes apparent when Platt adds that the
Purple phones stopped being used on 15-16 February 2005 because their users discovered the
scale of the investigation into the explosion of 14 February 2005 at that time and became
frightened. 1011 However, the extent of the investigation was to become public well after 15-16
February 2005. Furthermore, that theory contradicts the fact that the Green Network phones
F2720/A01, para. 3(a),(d),(e); para. 15(b); para. 19(a); para. 23(c),(d); paras 27-28.
The Prosecution does not seem to claim that the call of 20 January 2005 was linked to the organisation of
the false claim, since it connects it to the alleged surveillance activities of the movements of Rafik Hariri. See
STL-l3-04/F0052, para. 65.
1010 20170322_STL-ll-Ol_T_T350_OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 26-27. See also: 20170207 _STL-llOl_T_T33l_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 62 ("So I think you are quite right, they didn't use those in a covert fashion. I
don't think a thought process was put to that. Therefore, this is why they used their private phones while
conducting this particular operation. But they-- you know, I suspect that they didn't they that we would go-find -- that the investigation would go to this degree, to these lengths to find all these phone calls and put this
together"); 20170315 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T348_OFF_PUB _EN, pp. 79-80 ("Therefore, it appears that for- some
assessment has been done of their vulnerability due to their usage and now-- and you'll see with the other two
Subjects after using his phone for three years ceases to use it. And the others who have been using their phones
since the same sort of period also discard their phones the following day").
1011 20170207_STL-ll-Ol_T_T33l_OFF_PUB_EN, pp. 61-62.
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continued to be paid for until May 2005, 1012 it being understood that the user of Purple 231,
according to the Prosecution's theory, is also the user of Green 071.
533. Pushed to the limit, the Prosecution's case makes less and less sense. On the one hand,
Purple 231 is a phone with a "specific objective", which implies that it is used for illicit
activities, 1013 but on the other, its user does not believe that there is any need to take special
measures to protect its anonymity, since a secure network is not considered necessary. 1014
The user of Purple 231 believed there was no need to use a covert network to organise the
"false claim" since his activities had a low forensic profile; 1015 but on the other hand, he was
sufficiently afraid of any traces left that he discarded his phone -but only after making two
additional calls to individuals unconnected to the events. 1016
534. The illogicality becomes even more apparent when the two phones attributed to Merhi
are compared. If the user of Green 071 knows and agrees to the details of the alleged
conspiracy, and is therefore aware of its scope, the naivety and mistakes made by the user of
Purple 231 are inexplicable. The only possible reasonable explanation is that neither the user
of Green 071, nor that of Purple 231, had any knowledge of or were involved in the alleged
attack.
(b) The Prosecution did not prove that Merhi agreed with
the perpetrator prior to the commission of the alleged
attack to shield the participants from justice as required
under Article 219(5) LCC

535. The Prosecution has presented no evidence in support of its theory that the video and
the letter claiming responsibility for the alleged attack of 14 February 2005 constituted a false
claim of responsibility.
536. The Indictment is absolutely clear on the importance of the false nature of the claim. 1017
The allegations listed in it demonstrate that the Prosecution's case against Merhi rests entirely
on the evidence of a false claim. This is also clear from the Prosecution's Opening Statement,

See above, paras 391-394.
See above, Section Vl.B.2.(a)
1014 F3713/COR, paras 594-598.
1015 F3713/COR, paras 584, 595.
1016 F3713/COR, para. 597.
1017 F2720/A01, para. 3.
1012
1013
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which stated that the claim was false and that its purpose was to distract attention from the
true culprits. 1018
537. Although the Prosecution claimed that the video cassette and the letter "are of central
relevance to the Prosecution case", 1019 the Prosecution has never called expert [REDACTED]
(PRH620) to appear and has never tendered her report into evidence. It did implicitly
acknowledge however that [REDACTED] expertise was required so as to enable the
Chamber to arrive at its legal and factual findings on the false nature of the claim, which is an
essential element of the crimes of which Merhi stands accused. In the absence of her expert
evidence, the Prosecution's attempt to use the testimony of Ben Jeddo, a factual and nonexpert witness, to prove that the group claiming the alleged attack is unknown, has no
probative value. 1020
538. The elements of the crime which must be proved beyond reasonable doubt in order to
convict Merhi pursuant to Article 219(5) LCC also require proofofthe "false claim". 1021 The
complete lack of evidence demonstrating that the video cassette and the letter falsely claimed
responsibility for the alleged attack 1022 must therefore result in Merhi being acquitted of the
charges, pursuant to Article 219( 5) LCC, contained in Counts 6 to 9 of the Indictment.

539. With regard to the acts with which Merhi is charged pursuant to Article 219(5) LCC,
the Prosecution alleges that Merhi coordinated the activities of Oneissi and Sabra in order to
ensure the delivery of a video containing the claim of responsibility to Al-Jazeera and its
subsequent dissemination. 1023 According to the Prosecution, Oneissi or Sabra made four calls
to the Reuters and Al-Jazeera offices in Beirut using the same pre-paid phone card
(6162569). 1024 The Prosecution thus places those calls at these times:
-A single call to Reuters at about 14:11 (claim of responsibility); 1025
-A first call to Al-Jazeera at about 14:19 (claim of responsibility); 1026
1018

20140618_STL-11-01_T_T51_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 19, 26.
F2480, para. 4.
102 F3713/COR, para. 1110.
1021 See above, para.480.
1022 F2720/A01, paras 3, 5, 15(b)(e), 19(c)-(d), 23, 44, 48(b)-(c), 50, 64, 68.
1023 F2720/A01, paras 3(d), 44.
1024 F2720/A01, para. 44.
1025 F2720/A01, para. 44(a).
1026 F2720/A01, para. 44(b).
1019
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-A second call to Al-Jazeera at about 15:27 (indicating the location of the
cassette, 1027 which was later retrieved at about 15:50); 1028 and
-A third call to Al-Jazeera at about 17:04 (demand with menace that the cassette
be broadcast). 1029
540. It is immediately apparent that the Prosecution does not accuse Merhi of any specific
act relating to the claim of responsibility. Indeed, the Prosecution relies solely on the pseudo
resumption of the Purples' phone activities to support Merhi's involvement in the
dissemination of the alleged "false claim of responsibility" to the media.
541. Moreover, the OGERO telecommunications data used by the Prosecution has no indicia
of reliability and is devoid of any probative value.

1030

However, even if the

telecommunications data were reliable, it quite simply does not tally with the evidence from
the Prosecution witnesses.
542. Significantly, the Prosecution Brief points out that 6% of all the calls between the
phones attributed to Oneissi and Sabra took place on 14 February 2005, between 14:03 and
17:24.

1031

The Prosecution has no other choice but to exclude Purple 231 from these

conclusions, since it is unable to explain the absence of any calls between Purple 231 and
Purple 095 1032 after 26 January 2005.
543. At the risk of becoming repetitive, Green 071 ceased all phone activity seven days
before the events. Philips' remarks are quite telling as to the non-involvement of that phone
with the events of 14 February 2005:
The call relating to Green 071 on 07.02.05 is the first (and last) call since
20.01.05, a period of 18 days, and given this lack of activity of use 7 days earlier
than the other 2 Green Phones, it may well imply that whatever role this mobile
phone plays within this Mission is rather different than for the other 2 Green
Phones and is completed somewhat earlier. 1033
544. The Prosecution is unable to explain, justify and reconcile its theory that Merhi played a
coordination role in the dissemination of the "false claim" with, on the one hand, that lack of
1027

1028
1029
103

F2720/A01, para. 44(d).
F2720/A01, para. 44(e).
F2720/A01, para. 44(g).
F3713/COR, footnote 1133.
F3713/COR, paras 1009-1010.
The last call between Purple 095 and Purple 231 goes back to 26 January 2005: P527, line 3105.
P1116, p. 66.
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any phone activity between Purple 231 and Purple 095 and, on the other, the cessation of
activities of Green 071 on 7 February. 1034
i)

The call to Reuters at 14:11

545. The Defence submits that serious doubts exist as to the first call claiming responsibility
for the alleged attack being made at 14:11 to Reuters number 1983839. 1035
546. The Defence submits that there is evidence establishing that it is indeed possible that
the call was received on one of the other numbers belonging to the agency. In fact, Witness
PRH012 stated that she did not know on which telephone line Reuters had received the call
linked to the claim of responsibility. 1036 PRH012 suggested that it is possible that the man
who phoned Reuters called one of the management phones, asked to speak to the editorial
desk and that the call was then transferred. 1037 Reuters did not have a switchboard in February
2005 1038 and the number 1983839 was mostly used by the administration. 1039 As such, the call
with the claim received by Reuters was not necessarily made to the number 1983839 as the
Prosecution maintains.
547. Furthermore, other evidence alters the Prosecution's theory relating to the first call
claiming responsibility. In point of fact, the Prosecution alleges that the first call was made
from a public phone booth with phone card 6162569. 1040 However, PRH012 stated that in the
call received there was no background noise 1041 and concluded that the call was made from
an enclosed location, and not a public phone booth. 1042 However, the phone booth allegedly
used according to the Prosecution is described by its investigator Williams (PRH583) as
being "located on a triangle shape concrete island in a busy square where streets meet." 1043
Exhibit P1412 moreover clearly depicts that phone booth as being outside. 1044

1034

F3713/COR, paras 1018-1019, 1033.
P506, line 68.
1036 20150714_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 66, 75.
1037 20150714_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 67.
1038 20150714_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 70.
1039 20150714_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 70.
104 F2720/A01, para. 44; STL-13-04/F0052, paras 142-143; F3713/COR, para. 1021; P546.
1041 20150714_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 73; P509.
1042 20150714_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl72_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 73-74.
1043 Pl412, para. 17.
1044 Annex M and P 1412, pp. 10-12. However, Williams corrects the reference to the phone number associated
to the phone booth from pages 10-12 to page 3 ofP1412.
1035
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548. The testimony of PRHO 12 therefore supports the theory of a call made from a landline,
which would not appear in the call data records.

1045

This is confirmed by the OGERO

representative, who states that the call records are not complete, something which the
Prosecution acknowledges, 1046 since they do not include calls from a landline to the phone
lines of Reuters and/or Al-Jazeera. 1047 In any event, the two companies received many more
calls than those appearing in the call data records of 14 February 2005. 1048 Furthermore, with
regard to the 19 calls on the call data record of Al-Jazeera, there is no record of a call from a
Lebanese landline. 1049
549. In sum, the Prosecution has failed to establish that the call of 14:11 is the disputed call
in question, and the time of the call and its origin (a phone booth) do not match the testimony
ofPRH012. The Defence suggests that it is possible that the call was made from a landline, in
which case it will not appear in the available call records.
ii) The first call to Al-Jazeera at 14:19

550. The Prosecution places the first call made to Al-Jazeera at 14:19 to the number
1999449. 1050 The Defence submits that there are serious doubts that the call described by
witnesses PRH006 and Ben Jeddo (PRH020) is indeed the call identified by the
Prosecution. 1051
551. In fact, the only witnesses present during the call, PRH006 and Ben Jeddo, have both
stated that the call took place at 13:30, 1052 which is some 50 minutes before the call identified
by the Prosecution. The Defence points out that the call identified by the Prosecution does not
correspond to the recollections of the two witnesses taken shortly after the facts. Taken
together with the incomplete call data records, it is thus highly likely that those calls took
place at 13:30, i.e. well before the first call from Purple 231 on the day of 14 February
2005. 1053 As such, it would not be reasonable to conclude that Merhi, were he the user of
Purple 231, coordinated the claim of responsibility. The calls to Reuters and Al-Jazeera can

1045

20170lll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T320_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 54.
F3713/COR, footnote 1133.
1047 20170lll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T320_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 53-54.
104R 20170lll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T320_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 54.
1049 20170lll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T320_OFF_PUB _EN, p. 53; P490.1; P546.
105 F3713/COR, para. 565; P490; F2720/A01, para. 44(b).
1051 P490.
1052 PRH020: 50168(60031459, 60031462); 50169(50003408); 50167, para. 42. PRH006: 20150623 _STL-llOl_T_Tl65_0FF_PRV_EN, p. 85.
1053 P527, line 3203.
1046
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plainly not be placed with any reliability in the time frame relating to the first call from
Purple 231 to Purple 018 on 14 February 2005.
iii) The second call to Al-Jazeera at 15:27

552. The Prosecution alleges that the third call relating to the claim of responsibility for the
alleged attack was made at 15 :2 7 to the number 1999449. 1054 The Defence maintains that this
fact can likewise not be proven. Indeed, once again the testimonies of the Al-Jazeera staff do
not match the Prosecution's chronology.
553. Thus, Witness PRH006 thought that the second call took place after 14:00, 1055 around
30 minutes after the first call, 1056 but he stated that he did not recall the exact time of the
call. 1057 As for Ben Jeddo, he places the second call at 14: 15, which is after he got to the
office. 1058 Despite the fact that he later became confused, no longer recalling whether he
came to the office at 14:00 or 15:00, 1059 the Defence points out that the content of Ben
Jeddo's testimony taken immediately after the facts places the second call to Al-Jazeera at
around 14:00.
iv) The third call made to Al-Jazeera between 15:27
and 17:04, disregarded by the Prosecution

554. The Prosecution alleges that only three calls were made to Al-Jazeera on 14 February
2005. 1060 The Defence submits however that there is evidence which makes it possible to
establish the existence of another call to Al-Jazeera, which was disregarded by the
Prosecution without any valid explanation.
555. In fact, in the statements given on 17 February and 9 March 2005, Ben Jeddo
specifically mentioned a call which took place before the last threatening call. 1061 He also
recalls very clearly the content of that call:

1054

F3713/COR, para. 567; P490; F2720/A01, para. 44(d); STL-13-04/F0052, para. 145.
5D163.
1056 20150623_STL-11-01_T_Tl65_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 87.
1057 20150623_STL-11-01_T_Tl65_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 70.
105 R 5D168(60031460); 5D169, p. 4; 5D166, para. 15; 5D167, para. 58; 20150709_STL-1101_T_Tl69_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 27, 103.
1059 20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 54-55, 86; 20150710_STL-1101_T_Tl70_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 100.
1060 STL-13-04/F0052, para. 141.
1061 20150710_STL-11-01_T_Tl70_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 5-6; 20150713_STL-11-01_T_Tl71_0FF _PRY _EN,
p. 68.
1055
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Another person called to inquire why we didn't air the tape; so I said we have
received it and the decision of airing it must come from the management of our
channel in Qatar. He emphasized the fact that we have been privileged and
chosen among the other TV stations. These calls ended around 3.30 p.m. 1062
556. Following the Prosecution's theory, that call must have taken place after the call at
15:27 informing Al-Jazeera that a video cassette had been placed in the tree, 1063 but before
the call at 17:04 during which the caller allegedly used pressure, intimidation and threats to
coerce the press agency into broadcasting the video cassette. 1064 However, the Prosecution
disregards this call.
557. Although Ben Jeddo places that call at around 15:30, the CST for Ben Jeddo's mobile
phone places it instead between 16:04 and 16:14. 1065 Ben Jeddo also confirmed that at 16:04
he was in conversation with the Al-Jazeera office in Qatar 1066 for around ten minutes. During
that ten-minute phone conversation with Al-Jazeera in Qatar, Ben Jeddo kept the caller of the
fourth call concerning the claim of responsibility waiting on the landline of Al-Jazeera. 1067
However, not one of the calls claiming responsibility presented by the Prosecution lasts
several minutes, and not one took place between 15:27 and 17:04.

558. The Defence submits that Ben Jeddo's testimony on that point cannot be disregarded
simply because it does not fit in with the Prosecution's theory regarding the activity of the
Purple phones on the afternoon of 14 February. The Prosecution's assertion that only three
calls were made to Al-Jazeera is called into question by its own witness, and therefore the
possibility that there were actually four calls cannot be discounted.
v) The last call to Al-Jazeera at 17:04
559. The Prosecution claims that the fourth call (the third call to Al-Jazeera) occurred at
17:04 to the number 1999449. 1068

1062 5Dl69, p. 2. See also 5Dl70 ("At about 3:30p.m., I received a third phone call from another man and asked
me why I did not broadcast the tape and I said to him that it could not be broadcast until I got a decision from
Headquarters in Qatar").
1063 F3713/COR, para. 1024.
1064 F3713/COR, paras 1031-1034; 5Dl69, p. 3.
1065 5Dl71, line 14.
1066 20150710_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl70_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 9-10.
1067 20150710_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl70_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 12-13.
106R F3713/COR, para. 573; P490; F2720/A01, para. 44(g); STL-13-04/F0052, para. 149.
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560. The Defence points out that Ben Jeddo put the timing of that call respectively at
15:00, 1069 15:15 1070 and 15:30. 1071 Later, he stated that he did not recall the exact times ofthe
different phone calls but suggested that the call took place after the news bulletin at the top of
the hour, most likely after 16:00, 1072 when he realised that the cassette had not been
broadcast. 1073
561. Despite this, the Defence submits that Ben Jeddo has stated consistently throughout his
statements that the call took place between 15:00 and 16:00 which, once again, does not tally
with the call identified by the Prosecution.
vi) The theory of the timing and location of the calls
does not stand up to analysis

562. An important conclusion has to be drawn with regard to the testimonies of the AlJazeera and Reuters staff: the Prosecution is mistaken as to the number of calls made to the
press agencies, the chronology of those calls and their provenance. The sequence of those
calls is important however, since Merhi is accused of having coordinated the "false claim" of
responsibility in particular by coordinating the activities of Oneissi and Sabra, the persons
alleged to have made the calls and who themselves are accused of having placed the cassette
and the letter in a tree so that they could be retrieved and broadcast by the press agency.
563. It is not simply a question here of the credibility of the Prosecution witnesses with
regard to the phone calls claiming responsibility and the content of their conversations. It is
more a question of the Prosecution's main case as presented by witness Platt, who suggests
that each of Purple 231 's calls has a particular significance based on two factors: ( 1) the time
elapsed between the Purple 231-Purple 018 calls and the calls to the media; and (2) the
alleged proximity of Purple 018 or Purple 095 to the phone booths. For instance, the
Prosecution stresses that Merhi calls Sabra 8 minutes before the first call to the Reuters
agency and that Sabra is moving towards the first phone booth. 1074 The Prosecution also
alleges that Merhi called Sabra approximately 20 minutes after the first call to Al-Jazeera
and that at that time, Oneissi and Sabra were some 1-l.Skm from the phone booths. 1075
1069

5D169, p.2; 20150709 _STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PRY_EN, pp. 106-107.
5D166, para. 21; 20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69_OFF _PRY_EN, pp. 105-107.
1071 5D168(60031460).
1072 20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69_0FF_PRY_EN, p. 56.
1073 20150709_STL-11-01_T_Tl69_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 53, 55.
1074 F3713/COR, para. 1020.
1075 F3713/COR, paras 1022-1023.
1070
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Lastly, the Prosecution emphasises the fact that a flurry of calls took place between the
Purple phones and infers that they were closely monitoring the retrieval of the video cassette
and that Sabra was updating his superior. 1076
564. The Prosecution stresses that it is the timing and location from where the calls were
made which form the basis of the evidence that Sabra "was updating Merhi". 1077 Once again,
all of this evidence is circumstantial. As the number of calls is imprecise and the timing of the
calls incorrect, it follows that the Prosecution's entire theory regarding Merhi's alleged
supervision is invalidated. Furthermore, if the calls were made from landlines and not from
the phone booths as alleged, which the Prosecution cannot rule out, it goes without saying
that the location to which the Prosecution emphatically refers is also imprecise, since any
movement towards or in the direction of the phone booths no longer has any meaning.
565. The Prosecution attaches great importance to the flurry of eight calls which took place
after the collection of the video cassette. 1078 The only available evidence serving to pinpoint
the moment when the video cassette was retrieved rests on the CSTs of SMS content. 1079
However, the call records of SMSs are not reliable in terms of time-stamping, which was
confirmed by a witness 1080 and by the Prosecution itself. 1081 Furthermore, according to
PRH006, the SMSs received and sent by the Al-Jazeera staff at the time the cassette was
discovered do not appear in the correct order in the CST and their time-stamping therefore is
not reliable. 1082 Lastly, the cellular network experienced numerous difficulties on 14 February
2005, affecting the reliability of the data. 1083
566. The Defence recalls that the Prosecution relies solely on OGERO call records to
establish the time of the calls, their number and, indirectly, the location of the phones used to
make those calls. It is by means of the location of those phone booths that the Prosecution
accuses Sabra or Oneissi of having made those calls. However, as mentioned earlier, 1084 the

F3713/COR, para. 1027.
F3713/COR, para. 1030; 20140618_STL-ll-Ol_T_T5l_OFF_PUB_EN, p. 63; Pl923, pp. 165-185.
1078 F3713/COR, paras 1027-1028.
1079 F3713/COR, para. 1026.
1080 20151216_STL-ll-Ol_T_T230_ OFF_PRY_EN, p. 57("' believe the SMS CSTs will be different from the
call CSTs only because of the nature of the SMS. So you're correct, the times will not accurately-- be the same
as the call sequence table").
1081 20150624_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl65_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 8.
1082 20150624_STL-ll-Ol_T_Tl66_0FF_PUB_EN, pp. 7-8.
1083 4D263; 20160725_STL-ll-Ol_T_T28l_OFF_PUB_EN, pp. 47-52; 20160422_STL-llOl_T_T259_0FF_PUB_EN, p. 57.
1084 See above, para. 548; 20170lll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T320_0FF_PRY_EN, pp. 53-54.
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OGERO call data records are not complete. They do not contain calls from a landline to the
telephone line of the Al-J azeera and Reuters corporations. 1085
567. In conclusion, the Defence submits that the Prosecution's case on the time and the
persons who made the calls to Al-Jazeera and Reuters, as well as on the exact time that the
cassette was retrieved, is weak. The evidence is unreliable and contradictory, in addition to
being highly circumstantial. There is a reasonable possibility that in light of this evidence, the
calls made to the Al-Jazeera and Reuters media outlets were made on lines other than the
phone booths identified by the Prosecution. There is also a reasonable possibility that the
persons who made the calls falsely claiming responsibility for the alleged attack are not those
accused by the Prosecution, namely Sabra and Oneissi, in which case Merhi cannot be found
guilty of having coordinated the "false claim".

4. Conclusion on complicity
568. The Defence submits that it is not possible to conclude beyond reasonable doubt from
the evidence presented by the Prosecution that Merhi aided and abetted the perpetrator(s) of
the crimes of committing a terrorist act, intentional homicide and intentional attempted
homicide.
569. In point of fact, the Prosecution fails to prove that Merhi committed any concrete act in
terms of aiding and abetting either prior to, or following the commission of the alleged crime.
The Prosecution moreover has failed to present the requisite evidence to demonstrate that the
claim of responsibility was false and that its purpose was to distract attention from the actual
perpetrators.
570. Furthermore, the Prosecution has failed to prove that Merhi had prior knowledge of the
commission of the crime. 1086 Indeed, the Prosecution's argument regarding the surprise and
fear of the users of the Purple phones in the hours following the alleged attack 1087 is
incompatible with their belonging to the conspiracy. In fact, if the users of the Purple phones
had given their prior agreement to all the means and tools of the alleged conspiracy, they
would not have been surprised by the size of the explosion and the scale of the subsequent

20170lll_STL-ll-Ol_T_T320_OFF_PRY_EN, pp. 53-54.
See below, Section. VIII. C.2.
10R7 F3713/COR, para. 588.

1085

1086
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investigation. Therefore the most favourable interpretation should be adopted with regard to
the inferences relating to the necessary intent. 1088
571. For all these reasons, the Chamber must acquit Merhi of the charges brought against
him in Counts 6 to 9 of the Indictment.
C. Unproven criminal intent

572. The Prosecution alleges that Merhi had the requisite knowledge of the conspiracy and
criminal intent for the commission of the crimes with which is he is accused in Counts 1 and
6 to 9 of the Indictment. 1089
573. The Defence submits however that the Prosecution has not offered the necessary
evidence to demonstrate this charge beyond reasonable doubt. The Prosecution has no phone
content, no SMSs, and no witnesses able to assist it in establishing criminal intent. The
Defence submits that the call sequence tables alone cannot serve as the basis on which to
infer criminal intent on the part of the users of the Green 071 and Purple 231 phones.
1. Conspiracy aimed at committing a terrorist act (Count 1)

574. The Appeals Chamber stated that the criminal intent attached to conspiracy implies that
the perpetrators must be aware that the purpose of the conspiracy is to engage in criminal
conduct against State security. 1090 With regard specifically to conspiracy aimed at committing
a terrorist act, the criminal intent must be that of causing a state ofterror. 1091
575. The criminal intent in this context can simply be inferred from the fact that the accused
gave his full agreement to the means and tools to achieve the objective of the conspiracy. If
these subjective elements have been met, there may be a valid presumption of mens rea.
576. However, as discussed above, the Prosecution has failed to prove that Merhi gave his
agreement to each and every one of the means and tools that the Prosecution alleges were the
subjects of the agreement. The available evidence does not demonstrate beyond reasonable
doubt that Merhi knew the four components of the alleged conspiracy, if indeed he was the
user of Green 071 and Purple 231.
1088
1089
109

See above, Section lll.B, G.
F3713/COR, paras 1168, 1175-1181.
F0936, para. 200.
F0936, para. 147.
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577. The call sequence tables alone are clearly not sufficient to prove the existence of the
objective elements of conspiracy. The same CSTs do not a fortiori suffice to prove the
subjective element as well. A list of calls without any phone content simply cannot satisfy a
reasonable person that the user possessed a particular intent, despite any inferences which
may or may not be drawn from the timing or the location of the users at the time of the calls.
578. Given its inability to establish beyond reasonable doubt the material elements of
conspiracy with which Merhi is charged, the Prosecution likewise fails to prove Merhi's
intent to take part in a conspiracy aimed at committing a terrorist act.

2. Being an accomplice to the felony of committing a terrorist act, intentional
homicide and attempted intentional homicide (Counts 6-9)
579. The Appeals Chamber defined the mental element of complicity in Lebanese law as
including: i) knowledge of the intent of the perpetrator to commit a crime; and ii) intent to
assist the perpetrator in his commission of the crime. 1092 Mere knowledge that a crime will be
committed or is being prepared without any conduct by way of assistance, or, by contrast, the
provision of assistance without awareness that such assistance is designed to help commit a
crime, do not amount to complicity. 1093
580. The Defence contests from the outset the Prosecution's suggestion that Lebanese law
might be considered less favourable to the accused than international law, resulting in the
recourse to the latter in the interpretation of Article 219 LCC. That suggestion is based on an
erroneous understanding of the case law cited. 1094 Two of the Lebanese decisions cited by the
Prosecution do not support the interpretation it suggests. 1095 In those two cases, the Court of
Cassation only refers the case file back to the Tribunal for the charges to be brought.
Therefore those decisions are not applicable. In any event, the passages summarised by the
Prosecution are not contained in the body of those decisions and do not to support the
inference it makes from them. Lebanese law remains the most favourable to the accused, and
must be applied by the Chamber.

F0936, para. 220.
F0936, para. 220. See also para. 228, which requires possession of the knowledge prior to the commission of
the crime.
1094 F3713/COR, footnote 2391.
1095 See Decision no. 54/2014; Decision no. 237/2013.
1092
1093
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581. With regard to the counts of being an accomplice to the felony of committing a terrorist
act, intentional homicide and attempted intentional homicide, the Prosecution presumes that
Merhi joined the conspiracy with the intention of aiding and abetting the perpetrators of the
crime. 1096 The Defence submits first and foremost that the Prosecution has the burden of
proving that the accused had prior knowledge of the use of an explosive device.
582. One the one hand, since being an accomplice to the felony of committing a terrorist
act 1097 must by definition cause a state of terror, 1098 and that it is created by using an
explosive device, 1099 it follows that the accomplices to a terrorist act must have knowledge
prior to the attack that it would take place using explosive materials. On the other hand, all
the counts specifically involving complicity 1100 are worded in such a way as to expressly
require "premeditation by using explosive materials." 1101 The Defence submits therefore that
the Prosecution must prove that the accused had prior knowledge, before the commission of
the alleged crime, of the fact that explosive materials would be used to commit the crime.
583. However, with only the CSTs as evidence, the Prosecution has failed to prove that
Merhi was aware of the objective of the alleged conspiracy, either as an accomplice or as a
co-conspirator, and had the intention of aiding the perpetrators in committing the crime using
an explosive device. That interpretation is also confirmed by the Judgement of the Judicial
Council in the case relating to the attack against Minister Michel Murr. 1102
584. The Lebanese decisions cited by the Appeals Chamber also support the position of the
Defence in this respect: "complicity implies prior knowledge of the criminal activity [ ... ] in
other words, that the accomplice must be aware of the nature of the means that he
provides with a view to the commission of the crime or the facilitation thereof on the basis of

a prior agreement with the perpetrator of the crime or with the other accomplices." 1103
585. The requirement of prior knowledge is also clearly set out in another decision to which
the Prosecution refers: "There must also be a mens rea that implies, inter alia, that the
accomplice is aware of the intentional felony or misdemeanour that the perpetrator plans to

1096
1097

F3713/COR X D 3

F2720/A01,'Co~~t 6.

F0936, para. 147.
1099 Article 314 LCC.
110 F2720/A01, Counts 6-9.
1101 F2720/A01, para. 1(c).
1102 Judgement 2/97, pp. 38-39. See also Judgement 5/95, pp. 75-78.
1103 Decision no. 8/2000, referenced in F0936, footnote 331.
1098
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commit before the cnme 1s actually carried out or before the beginning of its

execution." 1104
586. Contrary to the Prosecution's submissions, 1105 that decision of the Court of Cassation
not only requires prior knowledge, but necessitates that that knowledge be detailed: " ... were
aware that the Chamas brothers were going to abduct and kill Ziad Qabalan and Ziad ElGhandour before these two crimes were committed." 1106 The same degree of detail is required
in another decision cited in support of the Prosecution Final Trial Brief: "they knew where
these individuals were going, and they were aware of the purpose of their visit and of the
activities of these two above-mentioned organisations." 1107
587. In another recent decision, the Assize Court found that the Prosecution had not proved
that the alleged accomplice had prior knowledge that the perpetrator of the murder intended
to kill the victim, since there was no evidence to establish that the perpetrator of the crime
had informed the alleged accomplice of his intentions. Finally and most importantly, the
Prosecution failed to prove that the accused was aware of the details of the dispute between
the perpetrator of the murder and the victim. 1108 In the absence of that detailed knowledge,
the alleged accomplice was acquitted. As such, the degree of detail required to prove the prior
knowledge of an alleged accomplice is much more exacting than that submitted by the
Prosecution in its Final Trial Brief.
588. Furthermore, the Defence submits that the count relating to the intentional homicide of
Rafik Hariri

1109

requires that the alleged accomplices had prior knowledge of the

perpetrator's intention to cause the death of Rafik Hariri. In other words, the accomplices
must have prior knowledge of the identity of the potential victim, in the case at hand, former
Prime Minister Hariri.
589. In an effort to address the shortcomings of its evidence, the Prosecution puts forward
entirely speculative arguments which are not supported by the evidence, namely that Merhi
"was entrusted not to divulge that he was being asked to co-ordinate" the various preparatory
Judgement 1/2015.
In footnote 2392 of its Final Trial Brief, the Prosecution states, erroneously, that that decision limits the
degree ofknowledge required of the accomplices accused pursuant to Article 219(4) LCC: "without any
discussion of whether the accused knew the identity of the persons eventually killed or the details of how the
intentional homicide would unfold."
1106 Judgement 1/2015.
1107 Decision no. 106/2017.
1108 Decision no. 250/2017.
1109 F2720/A01, Count 7.
1104
1105
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stages of the claim of responsibility and that consequently he was a "trusted operative" who
would, at the very least, have deduced the general objective of the plot. 1110
590. However, insofar as the Chamber might be tempted to infer mens rea from speculation
of this kind or from prior inferences relating to the meaning of the calls on the phones
attributed to Merhi, the Defence recalls that any inference based on circumstantial evidence
should be limited in scope and not rely on a string of assumptions. 1111
591.

For these reasons, the Defence submits that the Prosecution has not established

beyond reasonable doubt that Merhi possessed the requisite criminal intent pursuant to the
LCC with respect to being an accomplice to the felony of committing a terrorist act,
intentional homicide and intentional attempted homicide. Consequently, the Chamber must
acquit Merhi on Counts 6 to 9 of the Indictment.

111

°F3713/COR, para. 1178.

1111

See above, Section III.C.
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IX.

EVIDENCE PRESENTED BY THE VICTIMS PARTICIPATING IN THE
PROCEEDINGS

592. The Defence acknowledges that the Statute of the STL affords victims whose personal
interests are affected the right to participate in the proceedings 1112 and to present their views
and concerns, by calling witnesses,

submitting evidence

1113

or giving evidence

themselves. 1114 That participation should not be prejudicial to or inconsistent with the rights
of the accused and a fair and impartial trial. 1115
593. The Defence notes that in the case at hand, the victims have submitted no evidence
relating to the guilt or innocence of the accused and that, consequently, this has no impact on
establishing the truth. 1116 As a consequence, evidence of the participating victims can only be
considered as the expression of their observations.
594. With regard to the allegations of the Legal Representative of Victims that "it is in the
interests of justice" that the testimonies and other evidence relating to the nature and extent of
the harms the victims suffered as well as the gravity of the crime 1117 should be an integral
part of the judgment 1118 and that they should bear "significant weight" in the evaluation of
evidence tendered by the Legal Representative of Victims, 1119 the Defence is of the opinion
that those testimonies should not be taken into account in the context of a judgment relating
to the guilt or innocence of an accused. The Defence considers moreover that the Chamber
should not attempt to put a figure on the amount of any possible damages or to quantify the
harms the victims suffered, as the STL is not the appropriate forum to deal with the issue of

Statute, Article 17.
RPE, Rules 87(B), 146.
1114 RPE, Rule 150(D).
1115 Statute, Article 17.
1116 See Lubanga Judgment para. 97 ("Evidence to be tendered at trial which does not pertain to the guilt or
innocence of the accused would most likely be considered inadmissible and irrelevant."); Katanga Judgment,
paras 112-113 ("The Appeals Chamber considers that the delineation of what constitutes evidence 'necessary
for the determination of the truth' will inevitably be decided by the Trial Chamber on a case-by-case basis."
However it finds that the role of the accused in the crimes of which they stand accused is a crucial question on
which the Trial Chamber must rule at the end of the trial. In principle therefore, evidence relating to that role
could be included in the evidence deemed necessary for the determination of the truth [ ... ] As such it had
already decided in the Lubanga Judgment, victims may be allowed to participate in the proceedings by
presenting evidence that goes to the guilt or innocence of the accused. Evidence relating to the conduct of the
accused falls within this general category.)
1117 F3712, paras 117, 129, 133, 138.
1118 F3116, paras 13, 15.
1119 F3712,para.129.
1112
1113
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compensation, which should in effect be dealt with by a national court or any other competent
b 0 dy. 1120
595. Lastly, the Defence completely rejects the idea of the Legal Representative of Victims
that the Trial Chamber should make recommendations 1121 since this does not fall within its
mandate. 1122

Statute, Article 25(3).
F3712, paras 750-755.
1122 Statute, Article 1.

1120
1121
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X.

CONCLUSION

596. The Prosecution has not proved any of the counts against Merhi. It has not proved that
Merhi coordinated the profiling, selection and abduction of Abu Adass. It has not proved that
Merhi coordinated the calls falsely claiming responsibility for the attack. The Prosecution has
not proved that Merhi aided or abetted the perpetrators of the attack or that he had the
requisite knowledge prior to the attack. Nor has the Prosecution proved that Merhi joined an
agreement and fully agreed to the surveillance of Rafik Hariri in order to target his convoy as
it drove past the St. Georges Marina. The Prosecution has also not proved that Merhi joined
an agreement and agreed the means, being the use of the explosives placed in a Mitsubishi
van and detonated by a suicide bomber (VBIED). Lastly, the Prosecution was also unable to
demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that Merhi agreed to the alleged false claim of
responsibility as a means of achieving the terrorist attack. Moreover, short on witnesses, it
was unable to prove that the claim of responsibility was false.
597. To this day, the Prosecution is still unable to explain why Green 071 ceased to be used
seven days before the most important day in terms of the success of the alleged attack of 14
February 2005. The Prosecution merely alleges that Merhi, from his alleged residence or
from a location which has no known link to him, coordinated an attack by way of a handful
of phone calls. Worse still, the Prosecution, was unable to present into evidence an
unequivocal identification of the individual that it accuses in absentia.
For these reasons, may it please the Trial Chamber to:

ACQUIT Hassan Habib Merhi of all the charges alleged in the Indictment.
Without prejudice.

Mohamed Aouini
Lead Counsel
[signature]
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J ad Youssef Khalil
Co-counsel
[signature]

Done at Leidschendam, 5 September 2018
Word count: 62,773 [French original]

